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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Background

In May 1967, the superintendents of fifteen school districts, representa-
tives from thcir respective state departments of education, and a contingent
from the U.S. Office of Education Bureau of Research (Division of Vocational
and Comprehensive Education Research) met at the Nova School in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, to explore the feasibility of forming a unique local-
state-federal consortium committed to researching, developing, piloting, and
evaluating a learner-oriented secondary school curriculum relevant in content
and method to today's high school student. Initial impetus for the program
was provided by the paper "Designing an Organic Curriculum, " November
1966, by Robert M. Morgan and David S. Bushnell. (Appendix A)

The so-called organic curriculum seeks to integrate traditional
academic learnings, vocational skill training, and self-actualization learnings
more completely than does the conventional secondary curriculum. The
concept of the organic curriculum was inspired partly by 'die Office of Educa-
tion statistics which revealed that the 1965 college graduating class represented
only about twenty percent of all the young people who began school sixteen
years earlier and that eight out of ten young people in 1965 were candidates
for jobs requiring less than a bachelor's degree but a high level of job skill.
Despite this statistical evidence, traditional high school programs continue,
in ways both subtle and brutal, to force students to choose either college
preparatory or vocational courscs of study. These dichotomous curricular
emphases persist despite the fact that young job-seekers are faced with a
continuing shift from production-orientcd to service-oriented occupational
opportunities, which require a broad base of problem-solving, communication,
and self-actualizing skills. Too many students now leave high school--even
college programswith no job-entry skills; others leave after taking rigidly
confining vocational-technical courses which prepare them for one job but not
for the ten to twenty jobs they will hold in their working lifetimes.

At the Fort Lauderdale meeting, the superintendents agreed to employ
local coordinators who would be given full-time assignments as "change
agents" in each district's pilot high school. The Bureau of Research (DVCER)
agreed to provide funds to support these local coordinators through the
beginning stages of what was intended to be a five-year project of research,
development, demonstration, evaluation, and revision of the curriculum,
instructional methods, and management techniques in the pilot high schools.

William H. Reed, author of this report, was appointed local ES'70
Coordinator in August 1967 and continued in that position until April 26, 1971.
Between January 1970 and the present time he has been Boulder High School
Assistant Principal as well as ES'70 Project Coordinator.
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This report describes some of the programs that were initiated by the
ES '70 Coordinator in Boulder High School in thc Boulder Valley School
District. The fact that the program began as a five-year development effort
but was cut short because of changes of personnel and policies for educational
research in the OE Bureau of Research resulted in some programs being
begun which appcar truncated or abbreviated in the report. That the ES '70
Coordinator was specifically charged with creating a climate for change as
well as actual change in educational practices and attitudes resulted in some
programs being initiated where the innovative spark gleamed brightest in
departments or individuals. As a result, the effort must be viewed as the
final report after three years of an intended five-year project. The funding
that was initially expected for the project was never realized; the result was
that most of the effort to develop programs and to change administrative
practices was carried out by local funding.

The ES '70 Coordinator was located in Boulder High School--one of
six high schools in the Boulder Valley District. Boulder High School is a
traditional comprehensive high school in the shadow of the University of
Colorado. The high school still bears the burden of having once been a
university preparatory school, although its clientele now is typically
comprehensive.

1. 2 The objectives for the ES '70 Coordinator were as follows

(1) Delimit the general purposes of the organic curriculum to the
Boulder Valley School District. These general purposes were
as follows:

(a) Integrate academic and vocational learning by appropriately
employing vocational preparation as one of the princ:7pal
vehicles for the inculcation of basic learidng skills. In
this way learning could be made more palatable to many
students whc otherwise have difficulty seeing the value of
general education.

(b) Expose the student to an understanding of the "real world"
through a series of experiences which capitalize on the
desire of youth to investigate for himself.

(c) Train the student in a core of generalizable skills related
to a cluster of occupations rather than just those related
to one specialized occupation.

(d) Orient students to the attitudes and habits which go with
successful job performance and successful living.



(e)

(1)

(g)

Provide a background for the prospective worker by
helping him to understand how he fits within the economic
and civic institutions of our country.

Make students aware that learning is life-oriented and
need not, indeed must not, stop with his exit from formal
education.

Help students cope with a changing world of work through
developing career strategies which can lead to an adequate
level of income and responsibility.

(h) Create within the student a sense of self-reliance and
awareness which leads him to seek out appropriate careers
with realistic aspiration levels.

(2) Deal with a variety of complex questions which may arise from
a radical remodeling of the secondary curriculum.

(3) Develop a tolerance for turbulence while establishing a climate
for change.

(4) Develop an integrated comprehensive curriculum for grades nine
through twelve.

(5) Act as an agent for communication.

1. 3 Functions

At the outset of the project, the following seven functions were
delineated for the ES '70 Coordinator in order to accomplish the objectives
stated above:

(1) Specify and evaluate belaavierai objectives for the local school
district--especially the pilot high school.

(2) Select and develop instructional materials and media.

(3) Become involved in training programs within and outside the
Boulder Valley School District.

(4) Analyze the present nine-through-twelve curriculum.

(5) Establish relationships and communications with the community.

(6) Define the tasks and roles of community elements.
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(7) Plan and try out the 1.2.221Eam in selected schools within the
the Boulder Valley School District.

1. 4 01:gaization of the Repo.A

As the seven functions stated above served as guidelines for the
main thrusts of ES '70 effort in Boulder, they will be the "organizers" for
this report's remaining three sections: 2-Methods, 3-Results, aria
4-Conclusions.

SECTION 2 - METHODS

2. 1 Behavioral Objectives

Throughout the first year of the project the Coordinator and the
Boulder High School faculty strived (at individual paces) to become informed
about behavioral objectives and to cope with the changes in teaching modes
and media/materials demanded by performance-based instruction and evalua-
tion of learning.

Some teachers attended ES '70 institutes during the summer of 1968.
The Coordinator also attended ES '70 training sessions for Coordinators.
These sessions concentrated upon behavioral objectives as one means to
implement learner-centered instructional systems.

At the beginning of the 1969-70 school year the Boulder High School
Principal, John Hoback, and the Coordinator, after attending the Duluth
summer workshop for ES '70 administrators, began to deal rather directly
with faculty reluctance to develop specific performance objectives by
requesting that each teacher start to build learning objectives for all classes.
These were to be given to students at the beginning of each course at least
by 1970-71; copies were also submitted to the Principal. This effort has
made possible having the faculty continuously examining their classroom
learning objectives and the learning activities directed toward them.
Realizing that a good part of the faculty's reluctance resulted from a lack of
know-how rather than mere stubbornness, an in-service course of instruc-
tion (for University of Colorado graduate credit) was developed and offered
on a voluntary basis to faculty (See Section 2.3)



2.2 Instructional Materials and Media

Faculty who subscribed fully and personally to the concept of indivi-
dualized instruction soon noted the limitations of conventional materials and
media. Little was done, however, to mount a vast operation to examine and
purchase new materials. Rather, teachers were urged to select, construct,
or incorporate within their classroom instructional programs published
materials which offer options to varying learning styles and rates.

The fact that the Boulder High School Librarian, Mrs. Pauline
Lindbloom, is dedicated to the idea of the instructional media center as
opposed to the narrower library concept, greatly facilitated advancement of
the multi-media ideal and the establishment of departmental resource centers
as extensions of the central instructional media center.

2.3 Training Programs

In the fall of 1967 a slate of movies relating to flexible scheduling and
variable sized instructional groups was shown to the Boulder High faculty by
the ES '70 Coordinator.

During the summer of 1968 five teachers from Boulder High School
attended the six-week summer institute operated by the Duluth Public Schools
for teachers from ES '70 schools. Also during the summer of 1968 two
Boulder High teachers and the Principal attended the San Mateo School Dis-
trict's six-week summer workshop on reading; the Boulder High School
Principal also attended the latter workshop. The ES '70 Coordinator attended
the NASSP Convention in Atlantic during February 1968 and several
other training sessions in Utah and Nevada during that year.

During the summer of 1969 the newly appointed Boulder High School
Principal, John Hoback, and the ES '70 Coordinator attended the two-week
ES '70 Principals' Workshop, arranged and conducted by the Duluth Public
S chools with funds from 0E/BR/DVCER. In the same summer, Cie
Coordinator attended the Willingboro training sessions for teachers from that
district.

In the fall of 1969, the ES '70 Coordinator compiled nine multi-media
learning packages for staff in-service training. The University of Colorado
School of Education granted two semester hours of graduate credit to teachers
completing the course. The course content included (1) writing behavioral
objectives, (2) placing learning objectives within the Bloom-Krathwohl
cognitive and affective taxonomies, and (3) constructing learning packages.
The Coordinator, in preparing the course content, drew heavily upon earlier
ES '70 training sessions and visits to ES '70 schools; of special help were the
Duluth workshops and the Willingboro workshop on preparing learning
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packages. (See Appendix B for the learning packages)

2.4 Analysis of the 9-through-12 Curriculum

This function was without specific plan in Boulder, as it seemingly was
in the entire ES '70 consortium, with a couple of exceptions. The Coordina-
tor's operational strategy, for better or worse, was to meet regularly during
the first year and a half with the District's Instructional Supervisors (later
titled Subject Consultants).

One Boulder High School day-long in-service session in 1968 was
placed in the hands of the Coordinator. The usual departmental cliques were
broken up and small, cross-departmental groups were formed. They were
charged with examination of their curricular offerings in relation to relevancy
to modern high school students' needs and opportunities.

2.5 Relationships and Communications with the Community

The Coordinator interacted with "community"--local, district, and
state. The degree of formality for these interactions varied greatly from
level to level and from time to time.

A Boulder High School ES '70 Advisory Committee included faculty,
students and one parent. It met regularly during 1968-69 school year. Two
Parents' Organization meetings focused upon ES '70 and the organic curriculum
idea.

At the district level, the Coordinator met regularly with the Subject
Consultants and with the Superintendent's Staff (all Central Office instruc-
tional, business, and personnel leaders plus all principals in the District--
about seventy persons in all and not a very receptive group to new costly
innovations disseminated from Washington).

The Coordinator on one occasion and the Coordinator and Principal
on another occasion made presentations to the Board of Education, attempting
to interpret the goals of ES '70 and to relate them to District goals. Probably
the greatest interrelationship between Boulder High and various community
elements (including the Board of Education) will result from Boulder High
School's Project Hold, piloted during 1970-71 and intended to bring the best
elements of open school methods to students who have dropped out--actually
or spiritually--from the regular school.

In the Spring of 1970 the Coordinator in his role as Boulder Valley
District Member of the Denver Area School Superintendents' Council
(DASSC) Idea Committee prepared a proposal to be submitted by DASSC for
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a large-scale effort to develop a computer-based administrative and
instructional management system for the fifteen Denver metropolitan area
school districts in DASSC. The proposal was submitted in response to an
Office of Education "Request for Proposal." The RFP called for a system
which would include at least one ES '70 school district. The grant ultimately
was awarded to the University of Iowa educational research and service
facility headed by Dr. Walter Foley.

2.6 Tasks and Roles of Community Elements

Except that it was firmly established early in the project that Boulder
High School was to be the pilot school where the organic curriculum was to be
defined, implemented, and evaluated, specific tasks were never assigned to
other elements within the communityor even within the Boulder Valley
School District. General instructions were given by the several (five)
superintendents to District middle administrators and subject consultants to
support Boulder High School's ES '70 effort, but a specific plan was never
composed for the orchestration of District resources for the impelementation
of an organic curriculum at Boulder High School. At one point--December
1968Superintendent Paul Smith requested and was given a "PERT" chart
of the Coordinator's conception of ES '70 goals and activities for the Boulder
Valley District, but as was found in the ES '70 consortium generally PERT
charts are not effective communication devices for the education community.
District middle administrators and subject consultants, nevertheless, were
supportive of our specific requests within the constraints of the District's
budgn.

An obvious elen-ient within the District with which an early liaison was
sought is the Boulder Valley Vocational-Technical Center. Two years before
ES '70 came on the scene, the Board of Education embraced an organic
curriculum-like concept and established the Vo-Tech Center, which selected
students now attend half days while also taking "academic" subjects half days
in one of the District's six high schools. The Board was aware of an
undifferentiated anxiety developing among students and parents, as well as the
public generally, about the lack of relevancy of the then (1964-65) emphasis
upon academics and "excellence."

An essential part of the ES '70 organizational scheme was the Colorado
Department of Education Dr. John Haberbosch, Director of Elementary and
Secondary Education, was appointed by Commissiot:lr Byron Hansford to
effect liaison between the Colorado Department of Education and the ES '70
Project in the Boulder Valley District. Similarly, Dr. Pete Linson, Director
of the Colorado Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education
appointed his Assistant Director for Occupational Education, James Wilson,
as a contact person with ES '70 in Boulder.



The Coordinator also so-,ght to enlist in the ES '70 effort elements of
the University of Colorado, locatco just two blocks from Boulder High School.

2. 7 Program Try-out

As individual teachers or departments at Boulder High School
developed instructional modes or materials in harmony with the organic
eux riculum conceptand many did or attempted to do so--they were
encouraged to implement them in their classrooms. The Coordinator, and
later also the Principal, acted as intermediaries between the faculty and
District Central Office persons having appropriate decision-making powers
or purse string controls.

SECTION 3 - RESULTS

3. 1 Behavioral Objectives

The concept of belavilral objectives was received with mixed feelings
by the Boulder High School faculty. Some invested in the concept all the
magic of the be-all-and-end-all for making individualized, learner-centered
instruction a realit 11-, their classrooms. If they were unrealistic in their
optornism, they were important to the cause because at least they believed
that instruction should be individualized and learner-responsive. Others
viewed behavioral objectives with alarm and foreboding; they saw thrcat to
their positions and desecration of the intellectual sanctums of the pure
disciplines by the ugly monster, technology. The common ground upon which

* all stood at the beginning of ES '70 was that of ignorance about behavioral
objectives.

Because of the dispersed levels of motivation regarding learning about
or using behavioral objectives, the Coordinator decided that any in-service
effort demanded individual pacing "responsive to the needs of the learners. "
Hence, an individually paced program (AppendixPwas developed. In the fall
of 1969, thirty faculty members signed up for the course-24 for credit and
six for no credit; 24 persons completed the course and received two semester
hours of graduate credit through the University of Colorado School of
Education. The most important result of the in-service course of instruction
was that teachers in it caught hold of the concepts, reduced their anxieties
about behavioral objectives and individualized instruction, and some began to
organize their courses--with varying degrees of success--into performance-
based learning packages. A few made no connection between what they
learned and what they did--but they were happy to receive two semester hours



of graduate credit.

Of the five Boulder High staff who attended the 1968 summer institute
for teachers from ES '70 schools, one is now a principal in one of the
district's junior high schools, one is teaching social studies in another
district high school and giving leadership in a joint Colorado University -
Colorado History Teachers Association project to develop workshops for
teachers of minorities history in the state, one is much involved in the
Boulder High School Project Hold, one married and is now
teaching in Turkey, and one is on leave of absence for graduate study.

Of the three Boulder High staff who attended the San Mateo 1968 summer
institute on the teaching of reading, one (the former Boulder High School
Principal) because of ill health has "slowed down" by becoming a counselor
in another district high school, one is the premier teacher of reading at
Boulder High School, and one will resign at the end of the current school
year after pioneering two innovative practices in the ES '70 effort (large group
lectures coupled with seminars in Sociology, and initiating and teaching the
pilot year of the Applied Sociology course).

The Boulder High assistant principal who attended the Iowa University
Conference on School Planning. Institute on variable school scheduling is now
Principal of the other large high school in the district--a school which is
moving into a new building with an entirely new program in the fall of 1971.

The new Principal of Boulder High School and the coordinator
attended the 1969 Duluth workshop for principals of ES '70 schools. The
session was an excellent orientation to the ideals of ES '70 for the Principal;
and when in the middle of the 1969-70 school year the coordinator stepped
into the Boulder High School assistant principalship, the two persons could
work together toward ES '70 goals with a common ground of understanding.

The sum total of all the above-mentioned in-service training centered
around the concept of behavioral objectives resulted in some sophistication
on the part of a leadership cadre in the district. The faculty of Boulder High
School is far from totally committed 4,o behavioral objectives, but some of the
strong teachers are, and as other teachers read about it and study it in their
own summer sessions for which they pay their own money they are beginning
to understand it and apply it.

3. 2 Instructional Materials and Media

During 1968-70, district budgeting procedures were changed as a
result of pressures from the individualized instruotion movement. It became
possible to purchase with funds formerly reserved for hardbacked textbooks
many hardback and softback titles to be placed in small collections in the
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English-Social Studies Resource Center at Boulder High School. This made
possible a large number of alternative readings for the many concept- or
idea-based English and Social Studies courses which were developed over the
past three years.

A prime example of accomodation of off-the-shelf materials to a
teacher designed individualized course of study is Introduction to Secondary
English (Appendix A).

Introduction to Secohdary English was designed by the English
Department Chairman working six weeks during the summer of 1970 with one
other English teacher full-time and several others intermittently. Their
purpose was to develop an individually paced course offering students
alternative learning modes for the concepts which the English Department
decided were essential for students to master before they embarked upon
their final five semesters of English in a program where they can choose
from among about forty-five one-semester courses--the intent being to
individualize programs by giving the student a wide selection of courses all
of which offer meaningful language arts or literature practice and skills.
Introduction to English was offered in the first semester of the first year of
study; students not finished at the end of the first semester were helped
individually in the resource center, but they were not failed. The Department
took the position that it was more important for the student to master the
concepts of ISE than to cut him off if his learning was slow--whether through
his own pokiness or because of limitations over which he had no control.

3.3 Training Programs

The slate of movies shown during the tall of 1967 to kick off the ES '70
effort in Boulder High School apparently served their purpose as the yeast to
begin the ferment that is still working among the faculty, students, and even
some parents. The movies were used as information-giving devices about
various innovations in secondary education. They were followed by discussions
which were lively. About one-third of the faculty, however, seized upon the
ideas offered as meaningful for them. These information-feedback sessions
helped to introduce the faculty to new developments in secondary instruction
and to the concept of the organic curriculum, which was to be the goal of
developmental effort for the next five years in Boulder High School, the
ES '70 project school.

Staff members who attended the Duluth and San Mateo institutes during
that first summer of 1969 became an important leadership cadre for the rest
of the faculty. Both institutes--especially the one in Duluthemphasized
learner-oriented instructional modes and laid a sound rationale for their
impelementation to meet the needs of today's high school students.

- 10,-
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The instructional improvement emphasis of the NASSP Internship
during 1967-68 gave the coordinator acccss to many materials and mcdia
which greatly assisted with the task of changing attitudes of faculty toward
learner-oriented instructional systems. Many thrusts of the Lloyd Trump
led NASSP Internship program were identical in goal to those of the organic
curriculum project.

The two-week summer institute for ES '70 principals in Duluth during
the summer of 1969 was important to us in Boulder, for it served to intro-
duce John Hoback, the newly appointed Boulder High Plincipal, to the ES '70
project. At the same time he ha.d an opportunity to become acquainted with
principals from many of the other ES '70 schools and to learn about their
interpretations of ES '70 and the organic curriculum.

The in-service training course compiled and administered by the
coordinator for Boulder High School faculty volunteers gave the largest
single impetus toward individualizing instruction. The concept of indivi-
dually paced learning packages based upon performance objectives in the
affective as well as the cognitive domain gave something tangible to teachers
who for two years had been saying, "Individualization of instruction sounds
fine, but show us how to do it with thirty students five times a day."

3. 4 Analysis of the 9-through-12 Curriculum

Little result can be reported relative to curriculum analysis. Just
prior to Boulder Valley School District's entry into the ES '70 project, the
Board and administration, realizing that something was amiss in secondary
education, plunged into the vocational-technical school approach to making
high school more relevant to learners.

Dr. Barnard Ryan, who is just completing his first year as Superin-
tendent, has formed area committees within the Boulder Valley District to
examine curriculum K-12 and to recommend revisions where necessary.

3. 5 Relationships and Communications with the Community

A presentation to the Boulder High School P-TA in the spring of 1969
abort the goals of ES '70 was well received by those present. The next fall,
however, the P-TA became a parent organization disaffiliated from the
National Congress of P-TA. Follow-up of meetings with parents was not
accomplished. During the spring of 1970, the Superintendent formed parent
advisory councils (advisory to the Board of Education) for each school
building in the Boulder Valley Distrirt. During the school year just
completed, John Hoback, Principal, met regularly with the Boulder High
Parent Advisory Council and interpreted the innovative instructional projects



taking place.

Boulder High School ES '70 Advisory Committee, which ,xas
formed during 1968-69, met only intermittently. Good ideas came from thc
interactions with the faculty members and st'idents on the committee, but it
was a problem to meet often because the persons on the committee were the
ones also involved in carrying out the ideas which seem to give promise for
achieving ES '70 goals. Interpretation of the ES '70 program goals and
activities to their peer by members of the advisory committee was one of its
foremost accomplishrnentS: It should have been continued in 1969-70 and
1970-71, but it was not.

The District subject consultants gave token attention to ES '70 by
permitting the coordinator to attend all their meetings. But their basic
commitment to content and methods within disciplines prevented their
internalizing the organic curriculumalthough they did appreciate informa-
tion about individualizing instruction developed in the ES '70 consortium.

Project Hold forced several community elements (including District
persons) into cooperative endeavors and brought forth the volunteer assistance
of University of Colorado students and faculty, civic groups, and churches.
Of particular note is the success that the Project Hold teachers have had
with direct meetings with parents of students in the program. Such meetings
with parents are a regular part of the program.

3.6 Tasks and Roles of Community Elements

The Principal and department chairmen at Boulder High School under-
stood fairly well the objectives of the ES '70 project. They saw it as part of
their jobs to implement wherever possible individualized instruction relevant
to learners needing job-entry skills upon leavhip: high school. As was stated
earlier, some department chairmen took ES '70 objectives seriously and
gained considerable ground in implementation of new, relevant programs.
Other departments (Science, Industrial Arts, Physical Education, Foreign
Language, Home Economics, Music) were less aggressive in pursuing the
organic curriculum. Departments which asked for specific kinds of
assistance from the district level administrators or the subject-matter
consultants usually received what they asked. In most cases what they asked
for was money for summer work or released time during the school year for
materials development.

Nothing fruitful ever developed from efforts to work with the
Vocational-Technical Center. Two principals served the Vo-Tech Center
between 1967 and 1971. Both welcomed dialogue and attempts by the
Coordinator to work out joint programs, but the nearest approach was when
we planned to bring a pilot program of the Quincy Public Schools' Project
Able Pre-Vocational Auto Mechanics courseto the Boulder Valley District for
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ninth and tenth grade boys during a summer session. But some critical
personnel changes occurred during thc planning and the project was abandoned.

The Colorado Department of Education supported the ES '70 project in
Boulder by sending Dr. John Haberbosch to virtually all the national meetings
of the ES '70 Consortium wilh expenses paid by the Boulder Valley District.
Dr. Haberbosch introduced the Coordinator to certain individuals in the State
Department office when help was sought in prepai-ing the ill-fated ESEA Title
III proposal for development of an individualized humanities curriculum.
Dr. Peter Linson, Director of the Colorado Board for Community Colleges
ar.td Oce' iational Education met with the Coordinator one time when he sought
his required signature on an ES '70 related proposal prepared in response to
an RFP for a compiter-based educational/instructional management system
for a large metropolitan area. The proposal was prepared under the aegis of

the Denver Area School Superintendents' Council, but Dr. Linson would not
sign the proposal, stating, "You guys in ES '70 are just trying to get your
hands on our vocational education funds so that you can teach more Latin in

your high schools."

Dr. Haberbosch also sent some materials to Boulder High School and
informed the Coordinator of persons within the consulting offices of the
State Department who might be of help. Most recently, as a result of his
work in the newly organized State Department Division of Evaluation, he has
been able to offer some information and assistance in evaluative techniques.
Relationships with the State Board for Com/nil/lay Co Il2ges and Occupational
Education were cordial but without any effect on the program; the ES '70
project, in fact, was viewed by the Director as a ploy for securing Vocational
Education Act ftmds for comprehensive 114h schools.

The most successful relationship with the University of Colorado was
in connection with their granting graduate credit to teachers who took the
Boulder High in-service program of training. What could have been a highly
successful relationship died when ESEA Title III proposal to develop a
humanities program on an individually paced mode for high school students
was denied. Many University faculty members stood ready to participate in
the development of a high school humanities program should the proposal
receive funding..

3. 7 Program Try-out

The following programs were implemented at Boulder High School at
some point between September 1967 and the present time. They are being
continuously evaluated (subjectively) and revised as intuition dictates.



3.71 Time-sharing Computer Terminals

A small (8K) time-sharing computer terminal dedicated to student
problem-solving and training is located in the Boulder High School Mathematics
Laboratory. The computer is shared with thirty other high schools in the
Denver Metropolitan area, including the five other high schools in the Boulder
Valley School District. The Coordinator and the Mathematics Supervisor
from neighboring Jefferson County School. District developed specifications
and proposed purchase of the system to the Denver Area School Superinten-
dents' Council, which agreed to the proposal. Each high school pays $1.500
per year for unlimited use of the system for each terminal in t1 school.
It has been estimated that the cost per hour was reduced by two-thirds from
what commercial time-sharing companies were charging.

3.72 Introduction to Secondary English

As a result of the in-service training on writing behavioral objectives
and constructing learning packages, the Chairman of the Boulder High English
department and one other teacher during a six-week summer (1970) work
session developed thirteen learning packages (Appendix B) which constituted
the required first semester Tenth Grade English course at Boulder High
during 1970-71. The new course is one'part of a larger effort to totally
reorganize the English department so that after the one semester of
required "Introduction to Secondary English" students may then select from
about forty-five short (one-semester) with titles ranging from Literature of
Rebellion to Russian Literature to Reading Improvement. Features of the
I. S. E. course include:

(1) Individual progress through the basic thirteen learning packages,
each one of which focuses upon one concept or skill.

(2) Enrichment and remedial packages in addition to the basic
thirteen for students needing special attention or enrichment
learning activities.

(3) A "Pass - No Pass" grading system. Student not completing
the basic thirteen packages by the end of the first semester work
individually to completion with a teacher's guidance in the
Humanities Resource Center, but such students are permitted to
enroll in elective second semester courses.

(4) Students are offered alternative learning activities in each of the
learning packages.



3.73 Short, Concept Courses in American History, Current World Affairs,
and Soviet Studies

During 1970-71 the Social Studies department reorganized the required
Amei7ican History course around fifteen concepts from which each student
elects three (one, a chronological overview of American History, was
required of all students the first year). Each concept is developed in a
nine-week course and the student receives one-fourth uni, for completion of
each nine-week course. In 1971-72,.,the required overview will be dropped
and students will be able to elect all four of the necessary nine-week courses
for American History credit. In addition, students will be able to elect more
than the required four, if they wish.

Also in 1971-72, two other Social Studies department courses will be
offered in the nine-week, concept format --Current World Affairs and Soviet
Studies.

Descriptions of American History, Current World Affairs, and Soviet
Studies appear in Appendix C.

An important result of the concept courses in American History was
that the onus of a required course with no options was lifted, and students
participated more actively in c urses which they had selected for intense
study for nine weeks. A more important result was that teachers escaped
the constrictions of a textbook-bound, chronological study of American
History. The resultant learning activities whie% at the extreme included
classes in IndiaA Cultures visiting Santa Fe, N. M. , and Pine Ridge, S.D.
An exchange of students, in fact, was effected between a Pine Ridge high
school and Boulder High School.

3.74 Applied Social Studies

The course, Applied Social Studies, as will be named in 1971-72,
broadens the opportunity for students to link classroom studies in all the
social studies as well as those which were available in the 1970-71 pilot
course, Applied Sociology. . The pilot course, in the judgment of the
instructor and the Boulder High Administration successfully introduced into
the school the concept of awarding academic credit for out-of-school
experiences appropriately related to classroom learnings. Students in the
pilot year of the course performed voluntary ,services in social service and
educational institutions in the community for a minimum of eight hours a
week, kept logs of their activities and impressions, and met regularly
bi-weekly with their instructor for seminars. A prerequisita to the pilot
course was the regular one-semester Sociology.

The broadened scope of Applied Social Studies planned for 1971-72
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will permit similar practical follow-up learning experiences in community
situations under supervision of a certified teacher in other social studies
courses such as American Politics and Problems, Current World Affairs,
Anthropology, Psychology, Minorities History, World Cultures, and World
Geography.

3.75 Food Services

Because two teachers believed that some students needed a greater
occupational preparation emPhasis in home economics, the Coordinator
assisted with working out with District and State officials the initiation of a
pilot, two-unit course called Food Services. It was intended to be a combina-
tion of classroom instruction and on-the-job training in the Distributive
Education mode. A home economics teacher and the D., E. teacher combined
forces as "inside" and "outside" persons for management of the course.

The course was offered during 1969-70 to about twelve students. But
the departure in mid-year of the D. E. teacher, and the mediocre liaison
between the school and employers thereafter contributed to the program's
demise.

SECTION 4 - CONCLUSIONS

4. 1 Behavioral Oblectives

At Boulder High School the concept of behavioral objectives served us
best as a device for achieving (in some cases) the larger goal of individualized
instruction. It offers a means that is realistic in terms of the way people
organize learning activities and materials so that students at their own pace
and in their own style might pursue learning objectives specified by teachers.
In Boulder we never got fully into individualized instruction, nor did we
consider the possthilities of performance objectives as a means for
integrating learning across traditional disciplines, nor did we experiment
much with student specified performance objectives--but the possibilities
came fully into view as a result of our rather intense concentration in
faculty meetings and in in-service sessions upon behavioral objectives.

Despite the fact that many teachers and parents see in behavioral
objectives the spectre of machine teaching of the sort that bloomed briefly
ten years age, most see the worth of the idea for organizing learning for
individuals. Our experience is that teachers' knowledge of the concept and
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its application in the classroom is mushroomingat Boulder High School
and throughout the educational scene nationally--as professional journals
and educational critics take up the hue and cry. As personal observation,
I noted that during the past year as publications carried more and more
about performance objectives I had less convincing to do and more refining of'

applications.

Although most of our effort in. Boulder was in the direction of utili-
zing behavioral objectives in the elaSsroom, some effort was expended toward
setting up school and DiStriet objectives in performance terms. But when the
idea of program planning, budgeting, and evaluating systems was introduced
four years ago, it fell upon deaf ears in the District. Now PPBES is a
byword in educational circles. Change agents are much like prophets, who
are without honor in their own land.

4. 2 Instructional Materials and Media

In Boulder as in every ES '70 district we eagerly awaited the flood of
new materials and media which would be developed in other districts or by
industry and placed in our hands for trial and evaluation. And we tried
rather gallantly, I believe to accomodate off-the-shelf materials to multi-
media presentation, but the effort was actually pitifully limited and inept
without the developmental money and/or expertise which ought to have been
forthcoming from ES '70 through OE funds. But much praise is due the
English and Social Studies Departments at Boulder High School for their
attempts to offer students choices of materials or media for learning specific
concepts or performances.

4. 3 Training Programs

Innovation in educational programs demands in-service training of
teachers who are to implement the innovations. In a sense, we invented that
wheel again in ES '70, although enough people with experience in the
consortium sounded the alarm soon enough and often enough to warn us
before we advanced too far into the forest .of new materials and new media.
Actually, our strategy in Boulder seems after the fact to have been one of
finding a teacher with the know-how or with a program well in mind and
giving him his head. The several training programs under ES '70 aegis--
the summer institutes in Duluth and San Mateo and Willingboro, the many,
ES '70 consortium meetings, and our local in-service effort in Boulder--
served best by giving a go-ahead for some educational practices which some
very fine teachers and administrators knew by intuition or by experience to
be what they should be doing but which tradition or convention or legal
restraint prevented their doing.
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The summer institutes for ES '70 teachers and administrators were
probably the finest work of ES 70. They ought to have been multiplied
manyfold, but for many good reasons they were not. They brought together
good people in open climates of give-and-take wherein ways and means were
discovered and tried in behalf of the organic curriculum ideal.

The time made available through OE funding of ES '70 made possible
locally our development of the individually paced, multi-media in-service
program of instruction aimed at showing some ways to achieve individualized
instruction. It is a useful jtem which will be used again. It represents to me
personally an example of a tool (or weapon?) of change agentry developed
ad hoc.

4. 4 Anal sis of the 9-throucrh-12 Curriculum

Looking back, I would conclude that in Boulder and throughout the
ES '70 consortium what was needed was a model for curriculum analysis.
The expertise existed in the consortium and in the E. F. Shelley Company to
construct a prototype model at least. The model builders would have had to
establish some terminal performance objectives for high school learners by
fiat; but if it had been understood by all in the consortium that these were
merely beginning pointsnot ending points--for the analysis, the effort could
have been worthwhile.

4. 5 Relationships and Communications with the Community

The single most individualistic program to emerge from Boulder High
School during the period of ES '70 is Project Hold. Embodied in this effort
are the significant elements of freedom with discipline for students and staff,
individualized study, student selection of learning alternatives, tailoring of
learning tasks to students' specific needs and interests. A most noteworthy
aspect of Project Hold is the interaction which its very character forced
between Boulder High School and community, church, social service. and
University elements seeking to assist young people in trcuble.

4. 6 Tasks and Roles of Community Elements

Unpopular as it is to mention in ES '70 circles, and despite its
antithetical impact upon my own intuitive way of working, the organic
curriculum would have approached more nearly reality in Boulder and
throughout the ES '70 network had the original PERT chart of activities--or a
similar graphic portrayal of relationships between and among all elements of
the communities and the network--been adhered to at all levels of each
participating district. If, for example, program plan had called for the
pilot school faculty and the district-level supervisors to meet together to
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formulate appropriate behavioral objectives for an organic curriculum, then
the idea of the organic curriculum would not have continued to exist as a
separate fiction in the mind of each subject matter supervisor who brought
his own bias to the idea.

4. 7 Program T -out

The several programs of .classroom proportion which were tried
out (See 3.7) demonstrated that most teachers, when given their head and
some worthwhile in-service training or other sensitizing to the problem of
lack of relevancy or meaning to students of the current style of secondary
school instruction, will welcome the opportunity to bring their creative powers
to bear on the problem; they will develop meaningful programs which diverge
widely from the conventional mold of secondary classroom instruction.
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APPENDIX A

PACKAGES FOR 1970-71 10TH GRADE ENGLISH PROGRAM
AT BOULDER HIGH
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ISE PACKET PROCEDURE--STUDENT AND TEACHER

1. Read the "Purpose Statement" and ask any questions which arise.

2. Work out the "Pre-Test" if you so desire. If you do not work on the
test, then go immediately to the "Learning Activities," completing them
and submitting them to the teacher.

3. If you have taken the "Pre-Test" and it is judged satisfactory then
ao on to the "Enrichment" section and do 1 or 2 of the activities as
required by the teacher. Submit your work upon completion. Go on to next

4. If you have taken the "Pre-Test" and it is judged as not being adequate,
then go immediately to the "Learning Activities," where you will work
out the activities and then submit them to the teacher. After the
teacher has completed the evaluation and has accepted this work you
will complete the "Post-Test" and give this to the teacher. Now do 1
of the "Enrichment" activities and submit it.

5. When you have completed any packet the teacher will notify Mr. Reichert
who will in turn record this fact on your transcript.

ONLY BY USING THIS PROCEDURE WILL YOU BE ABLE TO COMPIETE THE ISE COURSE
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LP 1 Discussion

Purpose:
The ability to discuss a subject and to arrive at a more developed

undersfzanding of that subject is a basic skill you will need command of

during your high school career. Discussion in small groups, large groups,

student with student, and student with teacher is used extensively here

at Boulder High School. Your demonstration of confidence, organization,

tolerance, aswell as how to stay within the topic, and knowing how to

listen, speak, lead, and synthesize a discussion will be of tremendous

value. The LP which you are about to work with has as its nurpose the

development by you of-this important skill.

Pre-test (Optional. 'Everyone. will participateAn these discussions. If you

want your performance to be evaluated for a grade for this packet, tell

your instructor at the beginnifig of the class period, September 3. If

. you prefer to wait for a grade until the post-test, you may do so.)

You will meet:with.your regular Instructor in a group of 20-25 students.

Your instructor will then ask you to form small discussion groups having

5-6 in a group. In this group you will do the following:

1. Discuss tha.responsibilities of each of the following people

in a discussiOn:
a. leader

.b. participant-listener
C. synthesizer

2. After your discussion, have someone from ycur group be ',revered

. to tell the class as a whole:
a. the.responsibilities of a discussion leader, a participant-

listener, and a synthesizer;
b. how good .or poor your discussion was, and why;

C. whether your group stayed within the topic. If the shaver

is "no", indicate 'thy not.

Ob3ectives:
1. Be able to function in a discussion as a leader, as a participant-

listener, and as a synthesizer. In a particular discussion be nble

to assume at least one of the above roles.
2. Having prepared for a 414scussion by reading and thinking about a

topic, be able to indicate your lcnowledge about the topic by introducing

ideas which are sunported with facts and illustrations.
3. While participating in a discussion, be able to demonstrate tolerande

and opennindednesp Li oddroceinA yourself to the topic of discussion

rather than to the personalities of the .m.rticipants.
4. Uhile participating in a discussion, be able to focus on the topic and

to arrive at some specific conclusions about the topic.
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Learning Activities:
1. REQUIRED FOR ALL STUDFETS, September 9-10

You will meet with your regular instructor in a Froup of 20-25
students. Your instructor will then ask you to form small discussion
groups having 5-6 in a group. In your discussion you will formulate
ten questions which one could ask a person whom he has never met
before, which, when answered, would help to form an immediate
acquaintanceship. Using these ten questions you will then meet with
one other person and ask each other the questions. After you hove
had time to do this, you will be called upon to introduce your new
acquaintance to the rest of the class, using his name frequently
during the introduction, so, that after this encounter, everyone in
the class will know everyone else at least by appearance and name.
While making your introductions, you will not use any notes.

2. Define, by asking your instructor:
a. discussion leader;
b. participant-listener;
c. discussion synthesizer

Post-test:
Meeting in a large group of 75-100, you will:

1. Seek out a person with whom you are not acquainted. Using the ten
"getting acquainted" questions which you have been discussing the
last two day's, get acquainted with this person.

2. Remaining vith the person with whom you have just become acquainted,
discuss one of the following topics:
a. Mat bothers you most about adults? My?
b. Row do you want to be similar to or different from adults you know

when you become an adult?
c. Mat, if anything, seems to you to be worth dying for?
d. Mat do you think are some of man's most important ideas?
e. Mich of man's ideas would we better off forgetting?
f. Of the important changes going on in our society which should

be encouraged and which resisted?
g. Who are the ten most important people living today? Vhy?
h. Who are the ten most imnortant people in history? "hy?

taken from Postman and Weinpartner
3. On a sheet of paper:

a.-write both of.your names;
b. write the question which you have discussed;
c. list three significant idea's which you arrived at in your

discussion. If you did not receive a 2 or 4 on the pre-test,
your paper will be collected at the end of the class period.
If one of you has already been praded on the pre-test and one
has not, indicate on your paper which person needs the post-test
grade.

Enrichment:
1. Gathering together a group of from 3-5 students, survey the newspapers

for that day, deciding upon one relevant topic fer discussion. Each

member must bring to the discussion the next day ideas which he may use
as a leader. After conducting the discussion, each member will submit

to the instructor a well-uritten, concise statement synthesizing the

discussion..
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Students will also indicate who participated in the discussion and will

submit their "leader-notes" as well.
2. Cather together a group of from 3-5 students. For each discussion

to be held choose one of the following tapes, arranc,e to listen to

it, take notes to be used for your leadership responsibility, and

arrange a tine and place ior the discussion. After completion of the

discussion submit to your instructor a synthesis of the discussion as

well as the name of the students participating and the "leader-notes":

Library Call Number Title of Tape Length

T-141 DataProgramming 40 minutes

T-167 The Peace Corps 12 minutes

T-195 The Police Detective 15 minutes

T-235 In White America 40-50 minutes

T-254 Why The Trouble at San
Francisco State- a Local
View .

30 minutes
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LP 2A Note Taking and Listening

Purpose:
Do you have trouble taking lecture notes? You may be listening,

but not reacting and responding. You may be blocking out ideas which

are new or which disagree with your views. You may be trying to write

too much too fast, not distinguishing between examples and main ideas.

You may not be reviewing mentally while you listen. If you have en-

countered these problems, you will find some solutions to them in this

packet. Proficiency in listening and note taking will save you a lot

of time and worry in future courses.

Pre-test (Optional):
After listening to the lecture, "Note-taking and Listening" which

will be given September 14, today, write a paper and submit it to the

instructor including the following:
1. a one sentence statement of the main idea of the lecture;

2. list three to five examples which were used in the lecture

to illustrate the main idea;
3. a one sentence statement of a new idea which the lecture presented

to you, or write a one sentence statement of an idea which was

presented in the lecture with which you disagree;

4. state in one sentence a new idea which you gained from the lectuwe

as a result of the mental review which you made as you listened

to the lecture;
5. write a one-paragraph personal reaction to one key idea which

was stated in the lecture.

Performance Objectives:
1. After listening to a lecture, be able to state, in one sentence,

the main idea of the lecture.
2. After listening to a lecture, be able to list at least three

examples which were used in the lecture to illustrate the main

idea.
3. After listening to a lecture, be able to write, or express

verbally, a one sentence statement of a new idea which the lecture

presented to you, or be able to write, or express verbally, a one

sentence statement of an idea which was presented in the lecture

with which you disagree.
4. After listening to a lecture, be able to write, or express

verbally, in one sentence, a statement of a new idea which you

gained from the lecture as a result of the mental review which you

made.
5; After listening to a lecture, be able to writefor express verbally,

a one paragraph personal reaction to one key idea which was

stated in the lecture.
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Learning Activities:
1. Listen to your instructor's lecture, "Note-taking and Listening",

or listen to the tape, "Note-taking and Listening". This tape

will be available either in the classroom or in the resource

center.
2.-Redd the ditto, "How to Take Notes".
3. Attend the following discussions:

a. The main idea of a lecture September 15

b. Blocking out, personal reaction,
and Mental review September 16

Post-test:
Be able to do all Performance Obiectives.

Enrichment Activities:
1. Sit in front of a class during a teacher presentation or a student

presentation. You may do this during the lecture today, or you may

do it in another teacher's class with his approval. Determine how

many students are actively listening, and how many are not listening

at all. Meet with your instructor to tell him the results of your

observation:
a. How many students fit into each of the three categories:

1) actively listening;
2) not listening;
3) passively listening?

b. What observable clues caused you to make the determinations

which you made?
2. Sit in front of a class during a teacher lecture; you may do this

during the.lecture today, or you may do it in another teacher's

class with his approval. Determine how many students are
actively responding to the lecture. Meet with your instructor

to tell him the results of your observation, stating the criteria

which you used to determine active student response.



LP 2B Test Taking

Purpose:
Many people approach a test with fear and apprehension which are

often caused by inadequate preparation and lack of a test-taking
technique. You must realize that preparation for a test begins the first

day that you enter a class and continues until the course is completed.
If you conscientiously study every day, you will be adequately prepared.

All that you will need then is a test-taking technique which will be the

focus of this packet.

Pre-Test (Optional):
1. Define each of the following types of tests, write a sample test

question for each type, and, arranging with your instructor, discuss

your definitions and indicate the best method for answering each
questivn.
a. short answer/completion
b. multiple choice
c. matching
d. true-false
e. paragraph
f. essay
g. identification

Performance Objectives:
1. Be able to write a test for an English class in which you do the

following
a. Include at least one of each of the following types of test

questions, indicating how much credit is to be given to each
question and how much total credit -dill be given for the
complete test. Also, state the total amount of time allowed
for the test and how much tire you would devote to each
question.:
L. short answer/completion
2. multiple choice
3. matching
4. true-false
5. paragraph
6. essay
7. identificatioa
Be able to state in writing, or to express verbally, which
of the questions in your test you would answer first, and
be able to tell why you would answer these questions first.
Be able to underline key words in your questions.

d. Be able tostate in writing, or to express verbally, the
major points and minor points which you would develop for
each question.

e. Be able to state in writing, or to express verbally, a method
for answering multiple-choice questions.
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Learning Activities:
1. Listen to your instructor's lecture, "Test Taking," or listen to

the tape "Test Taking." This tape will he available either in the

classroom or in the resource center.
2. Read ditto, "How to Take a Test."
3. Attend the following discussion:

Test Taking September 17

Post-Test:
Do all Performance Obiectives except lb and lc. Give this test to your

instructor September 18. When you submit this test be prepared to do lb

and lc verbally.

Enrichment Activities:
1. Based on the information which you have learned from this packet, read

Language in Thought and Action by S.I. Hayakawa, and prepare a test

on language which could possibly be used for LP 3.

2. Compile a 7-10 item bibliography on test taking.
3. Prepare a survey to determine test taking difficulties which students

encounter. Confer with your instructor and other instructors at"

Boulder High School to see if you can use the survey in their class-

room. Submit the results of your carvey to your instructor.



LP

Purrose:

Language

"All problems are not merely verbal." philosophers

have told me in countless thousands of words.

But I tried to make love with my mouth taped shut,

and I lost my love.

I tried making friends with my mouth taped shut,

and I lost my friends.

I tried making war with my mouth taped shut--

no one was angry and the shooting stopped

So, I walked the streets with my mouth taped shut

till they sent me to a mental hospital--where I am

today wondering if all problems are not merely verbal.

In a very simple way you have just seen the importante of language

to human beings. There are many areas in the study of language as well

as areas within areas. Much rewarding effort could be spent on this

study but our purpose here is to only look at some of the most basic

concepts concerning language. During the course of this packet you will

view; a. something of dialects; b. slang; and c. the levels of language

or appropriate language for the situation.

Pre-Test (Optional):
Dart I. In a concise statement, for each term below, write a definition:

a. slang
b. language
C. denotation
d. verbal
e. kinesics
f. propaganda
g. non-verbal
h. idiom
i. linguists
j. connotation
k. paraphrased
1. garmmar

Take fifteen minutes to complete Part I. Please submit Part I

before going on to Part II.

Part II. Respond to the following questions.

1. What are three things your language tells others about you?

2. When you meet someone for the first time what kind of language

clues do you look for in them?

3. Is slang a good thing? Why/why not?

4. What do dialects demonstrate about speakers?

5. How does your speech differ when you speak to a minister, to a

stranger,'or, your best friend.
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rerfoLmnnce Objectives:
1. Given a list of language terms the student will be able

them accurately verbally or in writing.

2. Given a pamphlet about language attitudes, the student

isolate six significant facts and explain them to the

other students.
3. Having viewed the films presented during the unit, the

be able to state the main ideas expressed in each film

them to the instructor and/or students.

4. Having studied and discussed the language pamphlet, the studert will

be able to explain and identify in himself and others the five

levels of language.
5. The student will be able to state the definition of slang and to

demonstrate how and why he uses it.

6. The student will be able to explain what a dialect is and why dialects

exist as well as identify at least three American dialects.

to define

will be able to

instructor or

student will
and explain

Learning Activities:
1. Attend the discussion of Prr-Test to be held September 22. Please

be certain to clear up any misunderstandings
which you have about

the test.
2. Obtaining a copy of the language pamphlet, read it carefully, taking

ntoes regarding the main ideas of the pamphlet. If you are vague as

to what these ideas are, consult an instructor and talk it over with

him. Be certain to write the ideas out.

3. View the three films; "Dialects," "Correctness in Language," and "

"Change tn Language." Each of these films is thirty minutes in

length. After the viewing, write a preas. Get together with several

stildents and ts12k about these ideas. If you have questions, see

an instructor and discuss them.

4. Take the list of terms given here and define them.

1. slang 6. propaganda 11. paraphrased

2. language 7. linguists 12. grammar

3. denotation 8. idiom 13. lexicographer

4. verbal 9. non-verbal 14. dictionary

5. kinesics 10. connotation 15. dialect

5. Reread the final three paragraphs of the pamphlet. State which of the

speech types would be used in the following situations, and tell why.

Discuss these with another student or with the instructor.

1. The checking account is overdrawn; Mom and Dad discuss it.

2.'You threw LP 2'at your.instructor; Mr. Hobdck is'speaking'to you.

3. Vice-President Agnew is addressing the Young Republicans.

4. You want a new car; you are talking to Mom whom you wish in turn

to talk to Dad.
5. You are attending a city council meeting where the mayor is

explaining an unfavorable vote on rezoning.

6. You are talking to your girl/boyfriend.

7. You are ordering a new cycle at the Honda shop.

8. Dr. Billy Graham is speaking on T.V.

9. You are listening to a football game on the radio.

10. You are talking to a teacher whom you like very much.
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6. Listen to the talk around you, both in class and outside the class-

room. What slang have you heard recently? Give seven specific

slang words or phrases. Explain what they mean. Why were they used?

If you have doubts about how to explain this, discuss it with your in-

tructor. What are your favorite slang expressions? Why do you use

them?
7. Read the ditto on Dialects. In your neighborhood find three people

who speak with different dialects and tell how those people came to

live in Boulder.

Post-Test:
1. Define-the following terms:

a. slang
b. language
c. denotation
d. connotation

f. propaganda
g. idiom
h. dialect
i. lexicographer

e. kinesics j. verbal

. 2. List and explain six facts you learned about language during the

study of this packet.
3. List and describe the five levels of language

4. After your study here, what do you feel to be the role and importance

of slang?
5. What is a dialect? What does it reflect about a speaker?

Enrichment:
1. View the three films; "Dialects," "Correctness in Language," and

"Change in Language." After the viewing, write a short statement in

which you record the main ideas discussed in the films. Get together

with several students and talk about these ideas. Invite an instructor

to sit in on the discussions. Submit your statement of the ideas to

the instructor for evaluation.

2. Taking note of the speech around you at school, at home, on the street,

in the park, at the library, etc. compile a dictionary of slang.

Put your entries (either words or phrases) in alphabetical order

and define them as completely as possible. You might illustrate your

dictionary or put it into a bound form. Be certain to include your

own slang vocabulary. Submit to instructor for evaluation.

3. Read the ditto on Dialects. If you have any questions about what

appears there, discuss this with an instructor. Take a tape recorder

(if you do not have access to one, see instructor) and make a dialect

tape. See how many dialects you can find in people. Interview these

people, asking them how they came to live here, where they came from,

and to read something (have each dialect example read the same thing).

Submit your tape to the instructor. If the tape recorder aspect of this

activity is impossible to accomplish, conduct the interview and record

the information as well as your observations about certain pronounciationr

you feel typify the dialect being examined. Submit your findings to

your instructor.
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4. Obtaining a copy of Readings In Anpllec LLLLJii _

by Harold B. Allen, read one or both of the essays listed below.

After having read it, state the main ideas of the selection and

state whether or not you agree. Give the reason for your statement.

1. "Dare Schools Set a Standard in English Usage" Robert Pooley,

pp. 324-29
2. "The Relation of Linguistics to the Teaching of English" Paul

Roberts, pp. 395-405

5. Read the section in the Language pamphlet dealing with the five levels

of language. Observe different situations for at least two days and

record in journal form the situation, the level of language used, and

whether or not the level was appropriate. Submit your journa3 to the

instructor for evaluation.

6. Find one or more of the following articles dealing with slang. Read

it carefully. State in a short summary the main ideas you received

from these articles. Submit your summary to the instructor for evalua-

tion.
1. "The Inarticulate Hero" A.L. Therous, National Review, February

24, 1970, pp. 199-201
2. "Rhetoric of Violence" E. Goodheart, Nation, April 6, 1970, pp.

399-402
3. "Thou Shalt Not" r Myer, Current, April, 1970, pp. 62-64

4 "Freaks Had a Word For It", Newsweek, December 29, 1969, p. 18.

7. Read the article "Good Usage, Bad Usage, and Usage' by Morris

Bishop to be found in the introductory material of The American

Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. In a short summary,

state the main ideas contained there and then give your views of his

statements. Submit this summary and statement of views to the

instructor.
8. Obtaining s copy of the "Checklist of Regionalism," interview three

people whom you believe have dramatically different language

backgrounds (i.e. originally from another part of the country,

drastic differance in age, etc.). Interview them by asking the

checklist questions or have them fill out the checklist. What

statements can you make as a result of the responses given by the

three people? Submit your findings to the instructor.



LP 4 Developmental Reading

Purpose:
Effective reading is essential to your success as a student.

In addition to measuring your present reading abilities, this packet

will furnish you with methods for improving your reading skills.

After completing this packet, you may want to practice some of the

skills which will improve your reading. Feel free to visit the reading

lab and seek advice.

Pre-test:
No pre-test.

Performance Objectives:
1. Given a reading selection, such as an editorial, be able to itemize

those statements which are factual and those which are opinion. In a.

brief paragraph, be able to explain why or why not you feel the

author draws a valid conclusion.
2. Be able to define:

a. space reading
b. subvocalization
c. regression
d. cue words
e. key word reading
f. indenting

3. Be able to list at least three techniques for improving your

vocabulary.
4. Given a reading selection, be able to determine the rate of reading

that should be used with this selection. In writing, be able to:

a. establish a purpose for reading the selection;

b. note the characteristics of the sentence structure;

c. identify the author's paragraph development;

d. identify unusual vocabulary such as technical terms.

Learning Activities:
1. See the film, "Effective Speeds," September 30.

2. Attend the discussion, "Critical Reading," October 1, and view

the film, "Interpreting Meaning."

3. Attend the discussion, "Vozabulary and Comprehension," and view

the film, "Reading to Remember" on October 2.

4. See the film, "Efficient Reading," and attend the demonstration

of various reading machines, October 5.

Pc t-test:
Be able to do all Performance Objectives.



LP 5 Composition

Purpose:
Writing combines with the study of language and the study

of literature as the foundation of the subject of English. Vriting

often becomes a hair-raising, frustrating experience because the

student either does not spend his time wisely doing it or he does

not have a method to follow which leads him to a successful effort.

The purpose of this LP is to suggest a method as well as focus on a

satisfying and rewarding experience.

Pre-test (Optional):
1. Taking one of the composition topics listed below, indicate

in as many paragraphs as you need the method which you would

use to develop it into a composition. What specifically, do

you do when writing a composition?

2. Answer candidly whether or not you are satisfied with your

method. State reasons for your answer.

3. State candidly whether or not your answer justifies a favorable

evaluation on this pre-test. Give a reason for your answer.

Composition Topics:
1. Characterize Colonel Rainsford as he appeared in "The

Most Dangerous Came."
2. Why did Hal rebel against the two astronauts in 2001:

A. Space_ Odyssey?
3. Life is Just a Bowl of Pits.

4. Sophomores are Mature Enough for Open Attendance.

Performance Objectives:
1. Given a composition assignment, be able to state in your own

.words the task you have been assigned and also be able to

underline the "key" words in the assignment.

2. Given a composition assignment, be able to define why you are

writing this paper as well as what you hope to accomplish.

3. Given a composition
assignment, be able to state the stand or

position you are taking in regard to the composition.

4. Based upon the purpose,
position, and audience, be able to

state in one sentence how much additional research will be

needed to adequately cover the subject.

5. Given a composition topic, be able to list as many ideas about

the subject as you can arrive at. This list might be called

the "laundry list." Each major idea in the "laundry list"

could provide a major topic in the outline.
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6. Given a composition topic, be able to state in one sentence
the main idea to be expressed in the entire composition.
This statement will be called the "thesis statement," and
will reflect purpose, positions, and audience.

7. Taking the "laundry list" and thesis statementtbe able to
construct a brief, usable outline.

8. Taking the outline, be able to transpose the ideas from the
outline into a rough draft which consists of an identifiable
introduction, body, and conclusion.

9. Be able to write an iatroductory paragraph to a composition
in which you include a topic sentence which is the thesis
sentence of your entire essay. This sentence shall appear
near or at the end of the paragraph.

10.Be able to write an essay with paragraphs which have a topic
sentence relating to the subject of the composition. The
sentence following that topic sentence in the paragraph will
move either from the general to the specific or the specific
to the general. All sentences in the paragraph will relate
closely to the topic sentence.

11.Be able to take a paragraph and label each sentence in it as
a. topic sentence;
b. additional comment on the topic sentence;
c. reasons supporting what is said in the topic sentence;
d. examples illustrating what is said in the topic sentence;
e. transitional sentence.

12.Be able to write a topic sentence which makes commitment, and
state whether that commitment is to give additional comments,
reawns, or examples about the thesis of the composition.

13.Be able to write a concluding paragraph to a compositicn in
which you include a topic sentence which is a version of your
original thesis statement.

14.Taking a rough draft, be able to find and correct mechanical
and content errors by reading the paper aloud.

15.Be able to demonstrate your ability to write a well-organized,
error-free paper by submitting a legible paper to your instructor
which reflects thought, unity, and careful proofreading.

16.Be able to.write your-thoughts.and ideas into a ccmpositicn by
"telling" your thoughts and ideas rather than writing what you
think the instructor would like to hear in the way he would
like to hear it.

'7 Activities:
1. Read the performance objectives again. Remember that these are

statements about what you are expected to be able to do at the
end of your experiences with this packet; in this case, LP 9.
It is also a sequence of performances which offers a method
of writing compositions. If there are any of the objectives
which are unclear to you, ask your instructor to help you in
understanding them. In proceeding through the learning activities
which follow, you are asked to produce two compositions. You
will submit the one you feel is your best effort to the instrncLor
as a post-test. You will also submit all of the other work dor_
with it.
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2. Key Words- Your instructor will provide you with several

composition assignments. Choose one and looking it over care-

fully, underline the important words in the assignment. What,

specifically, does it tell you to do? Do you understand what

it tells you to do? What kind of assigument is it? (When is it

due? Why was it assigned? What does it ask you to accomplish?)

As you now move ahead, if any questions arise or you are not

sure about something, please see your instructor for help.

3. Position- What stand are you going to take with the compbsition

you are writing? Are you asked to agree or disagree? Will you?

Are you going to be straight or satirical? Are you going to be

factual? Who are you writing for; who is your audience?

4. Research- Now that you have determined your position; what

your present purpose is, and for whom you are writing- How much

do you know about this subject? How much time must be spent in

reading, thinking, and talking to others in order to write

this paper. What plans must I make to carry this out? After

these decisions are made by you, then carry out your research

as well as bring together your ideas.

5. "Laundry list"- Combine your ideas and research into single

statements about the topic of the composition. Write each

statement down. Make each statement as specific as possible.

Continue to write out statements about this subject until you

have run out of ideas. Now look at all of the statements you

have written. Can any of them be combined? Can any be eliminated

because they will not fit with your purpose or position? Have

any other ideas occurred to you? Is it clear from what you

have written in the way of ideaa what your paper will be about?

As you complete this step you will have any number of statements

about your subject.
6. "Thesis Statement"- Once again look at your completed "laundry

list." Now in one statement aay what it is your paper will say.

What is the idea you are going to bring out in this writing?

This statement or one very close to it will appear at the end

of the introductory paragraph in your composition.

7. Outline- Take your "laundry list" and, arranging the statements

in a logical order, make an outline. Use each statement from

the "laundry list" as another division for your outline. If you

wish ycu may add necessary sub-topics under the main headings

in the outline. The form for an outline is as follows:

L.

A.

(a)

(b)
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8. Rough Draft- Write an introductory paragraph in which you give

a clear statement of your thesis (main idea). Be certain to

include in this first paragraph any other introductory material

which you have. Use each main heading in your
outline as a

basis for a topic sentence in the body of your paper. The

sentence must produce movement within the paragraph from

general statements to specific statements or from specific

statements to the general. Check as you write that all succeeding

statements relate to the topic sentence. Take two of your

paragraphs and perform the operation requested in performance

objectives eleven and twelve. Discuss the outcome of this

activity with your instructor. As you come to the ending of

your composition, write your ending as it is stated in

performance objective thirteen.
Concerning the method of

writing, (What and how should I write?), please consider care-

fully the statement made in performance objective sixteen. If

this objective is unclear, see your instructor and talk with

him about it.

9. Proofreading- Take your rough draft to a place where you are

alone or where you can be with one or two friends. Read -it aloud:

Are there things which do not soUnd right? Should a sentence

or a paragraph be rewritten? Should some punctuation be added

or taken out? Should some of the wording be changed? Does it

stick to the subject? Rave you proven your thesis?

10. Final Copy- Put your rough draft into a written or typewri.tcen

form which you are proud of and then submit it.

Post-test:
Due on or before November 20. Taking one of the two compositions

written dUring the past ten day8, submit it along with all of the

pre-writing done to accmi;iish your finished product. Pre-writing

includes learning,r-t-Zivities 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Enrichment-
1. Take one or more of the following topics and generate a composition.

Submit the finished product to your instructor.

a. Many city dwellers are
indifferent to their neighbors.

b. Girls have an infuriating habit of losing things at the

wrong time.
c. Practical jokes are not always funny.

d. Mental telepathy is/is not more than coincidence.

2. Read a novel of your own choice. See your instructor to arrange

a composition to be written based upon your reading. Submit your

composition to your instructor.

3. This activity will require writing menty five to thirty minutes

during five class periods. For abontIthree.clags,petiods
write

freely, recording random thoughts, then during periods four and

five focus on one subject. Turn in your entire output to the

instructor.
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4. Take one or more of the following titles and write a composition

about anything which is suggested to yeu by that title. Submit

your final copy to the instructor.
a. Nations and Race
b. After the Bombing
c. The Listeners
d. Heaven
e. I Say a Man
f. The Fall of the City
g. Heroes
h. The Strars Look Dawn
i. A Distant Thought
j. If I had three wishes....

5- Clip out three advertisements from a magazine. Trim away all of

the material except the picture. Write a three paragraph "slice

of life" based on the picture. Submit your three vignettes to

the instructor.
6. Choose three things which you see everyday. In two paragraphs for

each describe them as explicitly and uniquely as you are able.

7. What really bothers you about what is happening around you?

Choose a subject and write from one or more of the following
forms:
a. an editorial;
b. a letter to the editor;
c. a newspaper column;
d. a personal essay.
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LP 6 Descriative T4rit1ng

'impose:
"I who:am blind can give but one hint to those who see- one

admonition to those who would make full use of the gift of sight:

Use your eyes as if tomorrow you would be stricken blind," (Helen

Keller, "Three Days to See," Nonfiction II, p. 215). Observe:

For an example of descriptive writing, read "Three Days to See."

Helen Keller's intense powers of sensitivity should be an inspiration

for anyone who wants to sharpen his powers of observation. This

packet will focus on observation as an essential element in

descriptive writing.

Pre-test (Optional):
1. Recalling a person, a situation, or a scene that at first you

did not understand, but that later, through your own searching

or someone's explanation, became clear:
a. Write a description of the sublect matter, and a clear

account of what puzzled you. Write it as you would talk
it.

b. Write an explanation of the answer.
c. Write the effect of the discovery on you.
d. Write an explanation of why you did not or could not use

the answer in the beginning.
e. List the details which you missed.
f. State in writing what relationships you failed to notice.

g. State in writing what ideas occurred to you that were wrong.

Performance Objectives:
1. Be able to write a sentence in the form of a metaphor

identifying things which you know are unfamiliar to your
classmates: actions, buildings, accidents, clothes, noises,
shapes, people, etc.

2. Be able to write a sentence in the form of a simile identifying

things which yoa know are unfamiliar to your classmates: actions,

buildings, accidents, clothes, noises, shapes, people, etc.
3. Given an unusual picture from a magazine, a textbook, a news-

paper, etc., be able to:
a. write a description of the subject matter, giving aLclear

account of its puzzling elements;
b. list at least five details from the picture.

Learning Activities:
1. Attend the discussion, "Descriptive writing through simile and

metaphor," October 20.



2. Write ten sentences (five similes and five metaphors)
identifying things which are Umfcmilier to-your classmates:
actions, buildings, accidents, clothes, noises, shapes, people,

etc. Give these ten sentences to a classmate to read. If

your classmate indicates that he had never thought of that

idea before and that he is impressed with the appropriateness
of the similarity, and that he believes that the statement
suggests more than it actually states, your metaphors and

similes are adequate. If your classmate is not impressed,

try again.

To aid you in this task, here are examples of the simile and

the metaphor:
SIMILE: ...the trees were as bright as a shower of

broken glass." Christopher Fry
Time falls like the ashes of a cigarette.

METAPHOR: "His face was a muscle playground, ugly, square
and active- rippling with little spasms that might

have been taken for thought." John Hersey
"The slow smokeless burning of decay" Robert Frost

3. Find an unusual picture from a magazine, a textbook, a news-
paper etc. that at first you do not understand, but that later,

through yoiir own searching or someone's explanation, becomes

clear, then do performance objective number three.

bst-test:
Be able to do all performance objectives.

:nricbment Activities:
1. Do learning activity number two. Prepare one collage to

illustrate your best sentnnce.
2. Prepare an awareness test, a method of determining whether or

not people actually see when they look.
example: What color eyes does the person have who sits behind

you?
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LP7 The Short Story

Purpose:

Literature provides the basic material for the greatest
percentage of the English courses here at Boulder High School.
Further subdividing literature, prose fiction comprises the
greatest amount of literature studied in English classes. It

is important for you to develop or to sharpen your knowledge of
fiction for two reasons: a. your experiences in other English
classes will be enhanced; b. your ability to read critically
and meaningfully, will make what you read more enjoyable. Liter-
ature mirrors man and his experience. So as you read and study
what you have read you are wi essing a part of man on paper.
Ray Bradbury, in his novel, Fahrenheit 451, states, ". . . for the

first time I realized that a man was behind each one of the books.
A man had to think them up. A man had to take a long time to put
them down on paper . . It tool some man a lifetime maybe to
put some of this thoughts down, looking around at the world and
life . . ." The purpose of the LP is to introduce you to the
short story and many of its technical aspects. In studying the
technique of this genre you are actually looking into other fic-
tional areas as well.

Pre-test (Optional):

Part A
Define the following terms:
1. Short story 6. antagonist
2. plot 7. conflict
3. character 8. theme
4. setting 9. mood
5. protagonist 10. point of view

Part B
In your copy of Short Stories II read "One Ordinary Day, with
Peanuts" pp. 140-150. Answer t_ie followlng questions.
1. From what point of view is the story told?
2. What is the theme of the story?
3. Why do Mr. and Mrs. Johnson do what they are doing?
4. Explain how the title relates to the story.
5. Identify the conflicts present in the story. Explain them.
Submit Part B to your instructor, who will evaluate your effort
by conaidering your answer's correctness and the depth of under-
standing present in your answers.

e-c.;!.)rmance Objectives:

1. The student will be able to state a short, usable definition
of the term, "short story."
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2. Given a list of terms dealing with short story be
define them with 100% accuracy.

3. Given a short story be able to state its themes, conflicts,
mood, point-of-view, and five character descriptions.

4. Given a short story be able to locate and describe its expo-
sition, complication, and resolution.

5. Given selections of peotry, nonfiction, drama, and short stroy

be able to list :haracteristics of each type, then be able to

compare and contrast their characteristics.
6. After reading a short story be able to discuss its "submerged

meaning" by identifying the symbolism, comparisons to other

pieces of literature, and applicability to real life.

Learning Activities:

1. Take your pre-test (if you wrote one) to the instructor and

clear up any problems which you have with it. If you had no

questions then define correctly all terms answered incorrectly.

.Discuss the questions about the short story which you answered

incorrectly with another student.
2. On a sheet in your notebook place these words and their difin-

itions. Memorize them.
short story climax first person observer

plot falling action first person participant
character exposition tone-mood
setting complication
conflict resolution
rising action dramatic irony
turning point omniscient narrator

3. Read the pamphlet, "The Structure of the Plot." List on paper

the six most important ideas stated in the pamphlet. If there

is any misunderstanding see your instructor and discuss it

with him. Submit your list of ideas to the instructor.
4. Read the pamphlet, "Characterization." List on paper the

six most important ideas stated in the pamphlet. If you need

any explanation or broadening of the material found here see

your instructor who will discuss it with you. Submit your list

of ideas.
5. Read the pamphlet, "The Function of Point of View, Style and

Theme." List the six most important ideas stated in the pam-
phlet. Should you still be unclear about some of the things
stated here, discuss these problems with your instructor.
Submit your list of ideas.

6. Taking your copy of Short Stories II read "The Feeling of Power,"

pp. 152-161. Get into a group o-F from 4-6 students, or if this
is not possible, arrange with your instructor to br; placed in

such a group. Discuss the following thirgs regarding this
short story.
a. Arrive at a detailed description of each of the characters.

What kind of people are they? What motivates them? What

goals do they have? What are their fears?
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b. What is the setting? Distinguish between the physical

setting and the psychological setting. How is setting

important in this story? Is or could the setting be real?

c. What important ideas are present in the story (isolate

four)?
d. What does the point of view add to the story?

e. DEvide the story into parts. Justify your answer.

Post-Test:
Your post-test will be compiled from the performance objectives.

Those questions dealing with a specific short story will be based

on "By the Waters of Babylon" pp. 222-233 of Short Stories II.

Be certain to have read it prior ot October 16.

Enrichment:
1. Write your own short story. Your effort will be evaluated on the

basis of how well you have observed the structure of the short

story form. Submit your story to the instructor.

2. Read four to six stories by the same author. (e.g. Poe, Haw-

thorne, Twain, BRadbuty, ttc.) Submit to your instructor a list

of the stories read, the aut ors's name, a brief resume of the

plot of c_ach, and your evaluation of the stories.

3. Read ten short stories for your own enjoyment. Record titles

and authors on a sheet of paper and submit to the instructor.

4. Grouping with several other students,
choose a short story.

After reading it carefully, write an adaptation to be presented

in the form of a short skit. Reherse it and arrange with the

instructor for the shit to be presented.

5. From the audio-visual file in the library find the call number

and title of a recording of a short story. (Ask librarian for

the file.) Listen to the recording and in a one page paper

discuss what you consider to be tile nost important aspects of

the story. (i.e. technique, plot, setting, characterization.

theme, etc.) Submit the paper to your instructor.

6. Obtain a copy of What Is The Short Story? from the Resource

Center. In the first half of this book are critical essays

writtca abuut the form of the short story. Read one or more

of these essays and then subiit to your instructor a short

statement explaining the ieeas expressed in the essays read.

7. Read "The Nhsque of the Red Death" by Poe add "The Minister's

Black Veil" by Hawthorne. These two selections are also oa

recording in the library and you may listen to these stories if

you wish. Generate a composition in which you compare /

contrast the author's approach to his story. Submit your

effort to the instructor.

4-5
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8. Read the choral adaptation of Maunasnant's "Thr! rmbrelln".
Tn a group of 5-10 students nrepare a choral adantation of a
bhort story of your choice. See the instructor to arrange
prenenting it to the clans.

9. Read n story by 0. Henry. Re able to state how irony is present i
in the story? Now write your own ironic shetch. submit your
effort to the clans.

10. Pead "Two Soldiers" by Faulkner. How would you chnnpe the
point of view? Rewrite any part of this story you choose to
from a diffebre,nl ptAtot of viesy. .Clihmit your effort to the

instructor.



LP B. :!pnfi.rtion

Purpol;c:
Precise statemonts by you about nonfi..:tion should enable you to

hpromc more aware of the f3cti-11 approach to writing. Being able to

di:;tingitish fact from fiction should provide you with a means of

recof!nizing lofcal fallacies in all types of writings and in all verbal

excharwes, thus preventing misnnderstandings and quarrels between you

nnd otherq. Being aware of the four areas of nonfi_tion (biography-

autoLio:!raphy, formal essay, informal essay, and personal account-

pernot.:71 reminiscence), you should be able to use these vriting styles

as a menns of self-expression, thereby making yourself better under-

stood to those uith whom you comnunicate.

Pre-Test
1.

2.

3.

4.

(Optional):
¶:rite a definition of nonfiction.
In writing, compare/contrast nonfiction to fiction,

out at least five distinpuishing characteristics of
List the four basic types of nonfiction, and define
dir.tinguishing attributes for each, and showing the

among all four :Jrr.A.

pointing
each.
each one, giving
relationship

!'erf.orl.':nce

1. Be able t stt. n wri-Ang two characteristics of nonfiction which

distinguirn it trom ficcicn, illustrating these distinctions by quoting

from your Nonficcion I/.
From a lint of six literary genre be able to identify with 3.007

accuracy *11.:.ie types which are nonfiction.

3. Be able k vtate in writinr three purposes of nonfiction.

4. Given a C- zinitinn of nonfiction, and given three literary excerpts,

be able to identify which escerpts are nonfiction.

Lt-rnivr Activities:
1. Listen to the lecture "Nonfiction," October 22, or listen to the

tape -Nonfiction," which will be available in the classroom or in the

re.7ource center.
2. nead "A Hole" p. 29, Nonfiction II(Fersonal accot.nt)

I. Rend 'Our Waverly," p. 61, Nonfiction II. (Person-a reminiscence)
Read "Snapshot of a Log,"p. 94, Xt...fiction (41nformal essay)

Read "The Feel," p. 179, renfict!on_II. (Fot-,t1

need "Down Came leavenly -.anen,17 t: 330, ,7.orf.rrtn.) (btography)

rea.4 "Opening Nicht on LIr.-.-!..a7", p. 163, 1c . II.

). tttend the follcming dissions.
a. Personal accolf,t anu psonal reminiscence 0.nrns- 23.

b. The inf-,fmat age. the ssay 0- ... 6.

c. Biosra?Ity m auoti...orary 0,c...;)er 27.

6
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Post-Te5t:
Be able to do all PEPFORMANCE OBJECTIVES.

page 2

Fpriehmont Activities:
1. Pead an article from Nonfiction II which is not listed in Learning

Activities. Find four or five other students who have read the

same article, and arrange with your instructor to have a discussion

on the article.
2. Bring a newspaper editorial or a magazine article to class, and

either write or present verbally to your instructor the following

analysis of the article:
a. Are all statements made in the article true?
b. Is the article prejudiced? If so, in what way?

3. Prepare a discussion with four or five other students, and arrange

to meet with your instructor for this discussion.
The topic will be:

"Should TV news reporting be objective?"
4. Prepare a collage around the theme, "How the mass media influences

political thought."
5. Read extensive excerpts from Ordeal by Hunger by George R. Stewart

and The Mothers by trtis Fischer. Both of these selections deal with

the horrors suffered by the ill-fated Donner °arty trave-ling to

Oregon. In a short paper describe the differences between the

factual account, Ordeal... and The "others which is fiction.



L" 9 Panel Discussion and Library

Purpose:
A cause of much disagreement and misunderstanding among people

is the false belief that opinion is just as good as fact. People

are quick to express opinions, and most of the time are able to do

so in situations where there is no one else available or adequately

knowledgeable to refute their illogic. The purpose of a panel

diEcussion is to provide a setting, whereby, through a mutual

exchange of facts, people will gain deeper knowledge about a given

topic. Investigation of all aspects of the topic should subjugate

opinion to truth. In order to have an eff.!ctive panel discussion,

all participants must do extensive research into the facts of the

topic being discussed, which necessitates a thorough workable

understanding of the function and operational procedures of a

library

Pye-test (Optional):
1. Answer the following questions in writing:

a. Explain the structure of a panel, and state how it works.

b. Explain specifically where to find each of the following

in the Boulder High School library, and state the purpose

for each:
1) Reader's Guide
2) Book Review Direst
3) Play Index
4) Poetry Index
5) Short Story Index
6) Card Catalog (both title/author and subject)

7) Pamphlet file
8) Current Affairs file
9) Records and tapes
10) Magazines and newspapees (current issues and past issues)

11) Reference books
c. State the purpose of the Reserve Shelf
d. Between what numbers in the card catalog is Literature listed?

e. Where in the library are the 400's and the 800's located?

rmrnee Objectives:
1. Civen a topic by your instructor, be able to function as a

chairman of a panel discussion in the following manner:

a. subdividc your topic into five parts- one part for each

member of your panel;
b. research the general topic yourself and prepare a purpose

statement for the audience;
c. keep the discussion moving by asking ouestions of various

panel members;
d. keep the panel on the topic by referring to the point being

discussed in the event that panel members get off the topic

e. supmarize the discussion.
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2. Given a topic by your panel chairman, be able to function as a

panel member in the following manner:
a. going to the library for information on your topic, list

at least five sources from which you have derived facts

for your role in the discussion, having au least one quote

from each source;
b. speakinp in a clear and concise manner in presenting your

information to the audience, demonstrate cood.organization;

c. demonstrate confidence in your knowledge of the subject

matter by answering questions directed to you in a clear

and informative manner;
d. demonstrate evidence of the extent of your research on your

topic by actively participating in the discussion;

e. demonstrate the effeCtiveness of your panel discussion

by eliciting questions and remarks from the audience.

3. Be able to state in writing, or verbally, the location of each

of Zhe following in the Boulder High School library, and state

the purpose for each:
a. Reader's Guide
b. Book Review Digest
c. Play Index
d. Poetry Index
e. Short Story Index
f. Card Catalog (both title/author and subject)

g. Pamphlet file
h. Current affairs file
i. Records and tapes
j. Magazines and tapes
k. Reference books
1. Literature books

Learning Activities:
1. View the slide-tape presentation, "Introduction to Boulder

High School Library," and take the tour of the library with

your class, asking any questions which you may have regarding

the pre-test. This presentation will be held, October 30.

2. Read the ditto, "The Panel Discussion."

3. Attend the discussion, "The Function and Operational Procedures

cf a Library," which will be held November 2.

4. Do research on your topi.: for discussion in the library,

November 3-4. You might want to go to the Boulder Public

Library after school.

Be able to do all performance objectives. The final test

T.-ill be held November 5-6, at which time you will participate in

a panel discussion either as a chairman, or as a regular panel

,flember. Chairmen and panel members will be appointed by the

4nstructor
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EnrIchment Activities:
1. Functioning as a discussion chairman, adhering to the cziteria

stated in performance objectives, choose a topic of your own

and select five classmates to participate in a panel discussion.

Arrange with your instructor, a time and place for this discussion.

2. Construct a map of the Boulder High School library, pointing out

the areas mentioned in the pre-test.
3. Reaearch a topic for a panel discussion, using Boulder Public

library. State where you found your materials within the

building.



LP 10A Dictionary and Dictionary of English synonyms

rurpose!
There are several reference tools which all students must be

able to use readily. These include the card catalog and Reader's
Guide in the library, the encyclopedia, specialized dictionaries
and encyclopedias, the almanac, and the desk dictionary as well
as a dictionary of synonyms. We have chosen here to focus on the
desk dictionary and the dictionary of synonyms because it is most
probable that these two volumes will be nose frequently need by
you. Sets of these two books have been provided for you in the
classroom. Use them as you need them. However, these two books are
underused by many people because they are not aware of what cap-
abilities these books have. The purpose of this packet is to
provide for you an insight into these two books. For our util-
ization in this LP we will rely on The American HeritaPe DictionarV
of tIle English Language and Soule's Dictionary of English Synonyms.
It is hoped that you will provide yourself with these two volumes
after you have worked through this packet. From the viewpoint of
the successful student these two volumes are a must.

Pre-Test (Optional)
1. List and explain in detail five purposes for which the dic-

tionary may be used.
2. List and explain in detail the purpose of the dictionary of

synonyms.
3. Turn to page 751; complete the following tasks on a separate

sheet of paper:
a. list all main entries and their appropriate part of speech;
b. list all superscripts;
c. list four usage labels;
d. list and exTdain five etymologies present.

Performance Objectives:
1. Given a selection from a page in the dictionary be able to

identify all entries present by underlining them.
2. Given an entry from the dictionary be able to indicate to the

instructor the syllabication present in the entry.
3. Given an entry be able to indicate to the instructor the

inflections present.
4. Given an entry be able to use the pronounciation guide by

pronouncing the word.
5. Given an entry be able to determine which usage labels are

present and define what they are.
6. Given an entry be able to locate and describe the etymology

portion of the entry.
7. Given a word problem be able to go to the dictionary to solve

it.
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8. Writing a composition, be able to go to the dictionary of
synonyms to find alternative selections for words, thereby

broadening the vocabulary of the composition.

Lonlning ArtiVitieS:
1. Obtaining a copy of The American Heritage Dictionary, turn to

the section titled, "Guide to the Dictionary." This section
will form the basis for your activities in this section of
the LY.

2. Read "The Entry." In your book find an example of a superscript.

Be ready to explain the procedure used for alphabetizing.
3. What is syllabicatica? Read the short section titled, "Sylla-

bication."
4. Read the section titled, "Inflected Forms." State how inflected

forms are listed.
5. Read the section titled, "Pronunciation." Also read "Idiolect,

Dialect, and Language" and "Pronunciation Symbols." List

five main ideas you gathered from the reading.
6. Read the section titled, "Labels," Memorise the dianition of

each of the labels appearing there.
7. Read the section titled, "Order of Definitions."
8. Read the section titled, "Etymologies." Isolate and write

any five etymologies from the book. Be able to explain them.
9. Obtain a copy of Soule's Dictionary of English Synonyms,,"

Read the "Forward," the section tilled, "Finding the Better

Nord," and "Points of Explanation and Advice."
10. Take the following list of words and find an appropriate

synonym which fits the context given. List your choice on
another sheet of paper.
a. Abandon Ship:
b. He attended the queen on bended knee.
c. Mrs. Parker will canvass the neighborhood.
d. The prisioner foraped until he found bread.
e. Tim felt he was doing only menial chores.
f. Mr. Barker is the most parsimonious man I have ever known.
g. We demand redress!

Post-Tes-.:
1. Take the selections from the dictionary which have been chosen

and locate the following items as well as defining them:
a. list all entries;
b. give syllabication for three entries;
c. list inflections given in two entries;
d. list three labels present;
e. list and explain three etymologies.

2. List and explain three ways a dictionary is important to the
speakers of English.

3. Describe the procedure for using the dictionary of synonyms.
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Fnricbment:
1. Make the list of the various dictionaries whica are shelved in

the library. Choosing three of them, write a short statement
describing their purpose. Submit it to your instructor.

2. Choosing two words, look them up in The Oxford Enplish Dictionary.
Describe where the word came from and its meanings. Submit your

findings to the instructor. What is the chief value of the
Old English Dictionary? What does it tell us about a word that
the American Hexitac,e Dictionary generally does not?



LP 1013 Spplling

Purpose:
Correct spelling is an essential element in.effcctive

communication. Spelling errors are Often caused by a lack of
awareness of miaor spelling differences in similar words. To
improve your spelling awareness, this packet will focus on
commonly misspelled words.

Prc-test:
1. Indicate which of the following words are spelled correctly

by rumbering your paper from 1 to 33 and placing the correct
letter after each number:
1. p. 15 a. supercede b. supersede
2. p. 21 a. occurence b. occurance
3. p. 25 a. surprise b. surprize
4. p. 34 a. paralell b. parallel
5. p. 38 a. dissapear b. disappear
6. p. 47 a. dependant b. dependent
7. p. 53 a. receive b. recieve
8. p. 62 a. friend b. freind
9. p. 73 a. desireable b. desirable

10. p. 77 a. buisness b. business
11. p. 84 a. noticeable b. noticable
12. p. 88 a. panicy b. panicky
13. p. 92 a. changeable b. changable
14. p. 97 a. alright b. all right
15. p. 102 a. truely b..truly
16. p. 107 a. vacuum b. vaccuum
17. p. 112 a. publIcly b. publicallY
18.

19.
p,

P:

125 a.
130 a.

licence
stupify

b.

b.

license
stupefy

20. P 134 a. grammer b. grammar
21. p. 138 a. quizzes b. quizes
22. p. 154 a. deference b. deferrence
23. p. 160 a. counselor b. counsellor
24. p. 169 a. naintainance b. maintenance
25. p. 173 a. crystalize b. crystallize
26. p. 187 a. reference b. reference
27. p. 196 a. irritible b. irritable
28. p. 200 a. secretary b. secretery
29. p. 203 a. whisky b. whiskey
30. p. 211 a. detestable b. detestible
31. p. 217 a. resistable b. resistible
32. p, 229 a. visiter b. visitor
33. p. 239 a. honour b. honor

2. After each of the following words, state briefly when you
would use each word.:
a. to
b. too
c. two
d. there
e. their
f. they're
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Performance Objectives:
1. Given a list of words, some which are spelled correctly, and

others which are spelled incorrectly, be abl,: to identify

those words which are spelled correctly.

2. Glven a sentence containing homonyms, be able to identify

which homonymn should be used to obtain the meaning which

the sentence demands.

Learning Activities:
1. Try to do the pre-test. If you choose the incorrect word,

in 20 Days to Better Spelling,
which will be on reserve In

the library, read the pages suggested in the pre-test and

do the activities suggested within these pages.

2. Attend the discussion, "Spelling Problems" which will be held

November 25,

Post-test:
Be able to do performance objectives.



4P., 11 supopmentary Pamphlet - Poetry

While poetry is meant to be heard and experienced, there is

a technical side to this literary fonm as well. This is what

makes poetry work. What you will see hare as you read this pamphlet

will be a basic statement about several t:echniques of poetry. There

are some technical definitions which you should learn. These

are followed by some vivid statements about thc. nature of poetry.

1:ead them over. Visualize what the writer is trying to say.

These statements are followed by information which may be used by

you to explain how poetry can be looked at and understood.

Alliteration - (Petit, the Poet, p. 131, line 11) A figure of

speech formed by repeating the same initial sound inseveral words

in close succession.
Example: "That gently, o're a perfumed sea,

The weary, wayworn wanderer bore."
r.le, 'To Helen"

Metaphor - a figure of speech giving an implied comparison,

without using like or as, between two essentially unlike.things.

Example: "The red sun was a wafer pasted in the sky."
Crane, "The Red Badge of Courage"

Onomatopoeia - "Petie, the Poet" p. 131 line 1) A figure of speech

in which the sound is suggestive of the meaning.

Example: "And the silken, sad uncertain rustle of each purple

curtain. 11

Poe, "The Raven"

Personification - ("Hard Frost p. 132, line 1) A figure of speech

ascribing human or life-like qualities to inanimate things.

Example: "Hunger sat shivering on the road"
"Flowers danced about the lawn"

Simile - (Days" p. 128 line 2) A figure of speech, ordinarily
using like or as, expressing a comparison between two essentially

unlike things.
Example: "Itke ancient trees, we die from the top"

Gore Vidal

Bymbol_Qx Image - a character, object or happening which stands for

something else of deeper or wider meaning. It is, therefore

often a means of expressing the invisible by the means of the

visible.
Example: Raven = sorrow, death

Black = sorrow
white = sterility or purity
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Somo Poffnitioli.3; (if Poetry

1. Poetry is the lava of the imar.i.7.arion -hose
an earthqw,Lke - George Gordon, Lc: .

III, ed. Rowland E. Prothero (LOn,ion, 1)?.?)

er:Iption prevents
ors and Journal.:,

2. . . poetry is man's rebellion agianst being what he is.

Janes Branch Cabell, Jurgen (iew York, 1927) p. 333

3. If I rend a book and it makes my whole body so cold IL, tire

ever can arm me, I know that is poetry. If I feel physically 13

if the top of my head wore taken off, I know that is poatry.

These are the only ways I know it. Is there any other way? -

Emily Dickenson

4. Poetry is metaphor, saying ono thing and meaning another, the

pleasure of ulteriority. Poetry is simply made of metaphor. -

Robert Frost

5. . . (,.try is the breath of beauty, fiowing around tbcs spiritual

worlcl, as the winds that 1,,ake up the flowers do about the

material; Leigh Hunt

6. Poetry is the art of uniting pleasure with truth, by calling

ima^ination ot the help of reason. - Samuel Johnson

7. Poetry cores with a:Iver, hunger and disnav; it does not ofter

visir groups of citizens sitting down to he literary together,

and would appal them if it did. - (11ristopher !'orley

8. . . poetry is not what some have (in intc.r..f_.ion, rip,htly) rain-

tained it is - namely conunication - whether of mere emotion,

which would be sheer sensation, or of mere thought. Tt is the

comm.snieation of an entire exsk..rience. - John Middleton Murry

9. Poetry is the :1:hieverneat of the synthesis of hyacinths and

biscuits. - Carl Sandburg

10. Poetry is the rhythmic, inevitably narrative, movement from

an overclothed hlindness to a naked vision that depends in
its intensity on the strent!th of the labor put into the cre-

ation of the poetry. - Dylan Thomas

11. Poetzy is the power to define the indefinable in terms of the

unforgettable. - Louis Unterneyer and Carter Davidson



Now To Lat A Poem

Don't be polite.
Bite in.
Pick it up with your fingers and lick the iuice that

may run down your chin.
It is rez:dy and ripe now, wl-enever you are.

You do not need a knife or fork or bpoon or plate or

naplin or tablecloth.

For there is no core
Or stem
Or rind
Or pit
Or seed
Or skin
To throw away.

ile the short verse given above tends to oversimplify the

nature of poetry, still there is a very basic truth present which
can not and must not be hidden. Poetry can only b meaningful

to a person when he experiences it. Poetry, chap, must

be heard, aloud. To make a comparison with which you are famAiar;
the lyrics of comtcmporary music appearing on a pAge are flat, their

life and importance miasing. Perform them, combine them with
the driving beat of a drum, the pulsating commands of the electric
guitar, and the haunting fulfillment of che organ, the meaning

beco.les all. The listener is absorbed into the entire structure of

music and lyrics. So too with the poem. In experiencing any poem
the first requirem-.nt is that it be heard by you. This listening

may require several attempts but take the time to accomplish this.
After the listening, take care of any roadblocks to the meaning

which are in your way. Define the words which are unclear tc you.

Focus your attention on combinations of words, the meanings of which

are foreign to you. How do they fit with the remainder of th..! noem?

If you are unable to find sense here move your attention several lines

back and several lines ahead, seeing if context will provide the

key to meaning. Look, also, at the title again.
Once problems with meaning have been solved it would be well

to look at some of the most basic techniques of the poem. What

examples of alliteration, metaphor, onomatopoeia, personification,

or simile do you find? How are they worked into the poem? uhat

do they add? Why were you impressed with this technique?
Finially, what does the poem say to you? 1.hat are the ideas

illuminated in this poem? 'That meaning can you find here which you
recognize as valid for you? In answering these questions you
will be able to evaluate the experience you have had with the

poem you just met.

os



LP 12 nythologv

Purpose:
Mythology is defined in Larousse Pncyclopedin of Mythology

an "the study of whnt.ever religious or heroic legends are so
foreign to a student's experience that he cannot believe them to
be true.., a dramatic shorthand record of such matters as invasions
migrations, dynastic changes, admission of foreign cults, and
social reforms." Myth attempts to answer the sort of awkward
questions that children ask, such as: "Who made the world? How
will it end? Who was the first man? Where do souls go after
death?" and account for t aditional rites and customs. A constant
rule of mythology is that whatever happens among the gods above
reflects events on earth. The purpose of this packet will be to
give you n brief glimpse of mythology by introducing you to some
of the great mythical heroes. This packet wifl not have the fol-
lowing:

1. Pre-test
2. Post-test
3. Enrichment Activities

PerforTance Objectives:
1. 'Having carefully read the ditto, "Mythological Heroes"

be able to identify some of the major mythical heroes from
prehistoric times to the present.

2. Haying viewed the film "Jason and the Argonauts," be able to
state how Jason is influenced by the gods.

Lemrning Activities:
1. Read the ditto. "Mythological heroes."
2. View the film "Jason and the Argonauts."
3. If you can arrange the time, meet with four or five class-

mates and discuss the ditto and the film.



LP 13 Drama

rurpGse:
Drama is an excellent medium through which you can express

your creative abilities. There is no better way to build con-

fidence than by successfully performimg a role in a play. This

packet will give you a brief description of drama, and, at the same

time, give you an opportunity to express your dramatic abilities.

Pre-tPst:
1. Define each of the following terms:

drama, dramatic action, conflict, protagonist, antagonist, comedy,

tragedy, expostion.
2. List three ways in which drama differs form other literary

types.
3. Do a one minute pantomime choosing your own part.

Performance Objectives:
1. Be able to list and explain at least three ways in which drama

differs from other literary types.
2. Be able to defiTie each of the following terms: drama, dramatic

action, conflict, protagonist, antagonist, comedy, tragedy,

expostiton.
3. Given a part, be able to perform a ome-minute pantomine,

4. Be able to briefly sketch the origins of drama.

5. Given a stage direction (UR, DL,) be able to locate this

place on a stage, or on an imaginary stage (fron to class-

room, etc.)

Learning Activities:
1. Study the ditto, "Dramatic Terms and Stage Directions."

2. Attend the discussion "Drama's role in leterature," Dec-

ember 16.
3. With one or two classmates, practice doing pantomimes.

4. Read one or all of the plays in Drama I. Arrange with your

instructor to have a discussion on the plays with five to

ten of your classmates.
5. Read a play of your choice and discuss it with your instructoc.

6. Write a play of your own. If you have time, have some class-

mates take part in your play, and arrange with your instructor

to perform for the class.

Pont-test:
Be able to do all Performance Objectives.,
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Filrichmont Artivittes:
1. Write a play of your own. If you have time, have some

classmates take part in your play, and arrange with your
instructor to perform for the class.

2. Read a play of your choice and discuss it with your instructor.
3. Prepare a booklet in which you describe costuming for a play

ot your choice, and in which you illustrate costuming by sewing

sample costumes.
4. Construct a stage for a play of your choice. Your stage would

include furniture, postitioned where it would he for the opening

scene.

G2



CONCLUSION: RELATION OF SHORT STORY: TO
NOVLq POM, AND PLPY

You will recall that the short story, the short play, and The

poem all have in common the power to involve an audience, emotion-

ally and intellectually, in a significant vicarious experience com-

plete in one uninterrupted sitting. With the play, however, the

experience must be prearranged, while with the story it may easily

be spontaneous. With the poem we may discover that the poet has

really designed the work frr repeated readings. True, we may find
that frequent returns to a story will be rewarding, but still it is

designed to deliver most of its full impact on first readinE.

These distinctions help us understand the peculiar appeal of

the short story, but we must not let them blur the equally great

value of the other forms or the vital relationshin mong them.

The mndern short story writer has 1arned a great deal about

plot and characterizatinn from the modern playwright. Frequently

today's storyteller tries to be as "dramatic" as possible, opening

his storylike a modern play--close to the crisis and develoning

his stmry nainly through dialoF,ue. As you have seen repeatedly, la

feels he must not state or tell, but demonstrate and dramatize.

And to increase the compactness and intensity of his work, the story-

teller now relies heavily on many poet's devices, like marked rhythms

and even alliteration, figures ef speech, and especially symbol.

In the meantime, the short story has maintained its close

ties with the novel. In the nineteenth century, both forms of prose

fiction reached, for the forst time, the status of literary types

on an artistic level with poetry ana drama. Lnd for the first time,

the United States was able to take a leading rlle in the development

of a new art form, the short tale, as it was then called. Edgar

Allan Poe (1809-1849) was the first "philosonher" of the medium,

developLng his theory in criticisM and Jn practice that the-writur

of the short tale must strive to achieve one unique single- effect.

Later Henry James (1843-1916) developed his organic theory of fiction,

. in which he insisted that character and plot must not be treated

as separate elements. "What is incident but the illustration of

character?" Both Poe, the poet qnd writer of tales, and Henry James,

the novelist and short story artlt. nave been extremely influential

in shaping the modern short story.
It is significant that more thab half the short stories we have

discussed here have been written b!k/ novelists. Virtually all the

leading short story writers of recent generations--like Agee, Du

Maurier, Conrad, Fitzgerald, Greene, Hemingway, Jackson, Lawrence,

Faulkner, ilaugham, Porter, Joyce, Steinbeck--have practiced their

art in both long and short fiction. For our purposes, this is illu-

minating, for when the novelist turns to the short story, he brings

all his rar-reachin!,; nmrers to focus on th: shorter form.. Inueod,

he often explores a thurle expansively in a full-lengtn novel and

then happily utters his most concise statement of the theme in a

short story!
You will better appreciate this convergence of the writer's

interests and powers as he moves from the long to the short form if

you will read from left to right on the following chart.
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NOV.EL FACTOR
Caleulatod for numor- 1.,ZiaTli

ous sitt:!./17,s (at least
5 to 10 reading hours)

SHORT STORY
Cal:2.ulated for one
uninterrupted sit-
ting (3 to 120 min.)

Usually develops chronologi-
cally; may begin in medias
res

May Ilave r.ajor plot with
subplots or multiple plots

PLOT M.ay develop chron-
ologically; usually
begins in medias res

Usually has only
one plot

May be nuraerous and fully
developed for poetic
purposes

SETTING (s) Must be few and sim-
ple, economically (7.

functionally establish

nveral main characters
possible,all fully
developed

Hany minor characters pos-
sible, some introduced sim-
ply to enhance illusion of

reality

CHARACTER-
IZATION

Limited to few major
characters, usually
with only one fully
developed
:Iinor characters used
only to advance cen-
tr.al situation

May shift point of view
from chapter to charter
or secbion to section
Language may be leisurely,
fully expanded
Massive detailing possible

POIT
of VIP?!

STYLE

Figures of speech may be unrelated,
diffusely distribi)ted

Symbols may be developed into -

full system of symbols (allegory0

Author may vary tone frequently;
each section may achieve its uwn

tone

TONTE

Usually maintains or
emphasizes one point o
view throur;hout

Economy of language
essential
Great selectivity re-
quired in use of detai

Figures of speech must
contribute to unity
Symbols enployed econam
ically to enhance eom-
actness.
Unity of subject '7equi:
consistent tone; com-
pactness of form requi:
concentration on stnglc
effect

Many themes and sub-themes
possible; entire philosonhy
of life may be developed

Theme

64

Usually only one
theme is developed
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111 .`. ; /e11) ; ;!1' efl-
41 1.nl2 yI;icii

t-H " tt, im_75
r)J:' thc'. 1,f;7.1

Lit 1.;1

For you the pc.cle you b,:emc involved uith in a ::hort story
i. br-2 '2:ou t,() their

,c) hot %(2, out-, of udecu
LH,,y 11()1-, r:e')lt bl)t a.utomatons. Tou th,Jm to clIne in
;;'ty th!'%!, j!! t.,(.; or Llicir mak,-.11p of

CU 1..ac, of th,it thc, P.uthcir c--innot probe intimately
:Into Lho i.S1 05 of all his The limited compass 'f the short
stry m(:an'..1 he hfis to fr.)cu'J rn a few charactc:rs, probably just one.

acL,u:j.1y this is nne of the attractions of thc: short story: it
flffers yr:,u 5 charc.:7, to see )..drets prob.lems narl.owed down tn
r(Trunt,-!a Ly--- incorpord in--a few comprhensible persoiiali-

How 050 you he sure you r.eallv comprehend them or that they
:1-re Knowirr7, some Lis of the w:lys in which an
iuthc:r t,) (:hareterize peov)le will hoin vou to 3udge the
results-T----117 :in mind in this discussion that the writer has to
crc2ate characters as they are b.z,.for,7:: the chane motivoto them dur-
in the chonac andl represent them after the change.

The siE,plest uay for an author to represent a character is for-
him to tell us about that person himself.

A more artistic way for an author to represent character--one
that mef:ts these objections in mart--is to let us know what other
characters think of him.

Just as artist5.c is the author's method of letting us know
what the characterthinks of himself,

we learn most about a character, of course, thrc)ur,h his actions,
although action alnne leaves us vuzzled unless we have other clues.
ketion is the ultimate tes1; of character. It brings into full play
the characerls str:m.np-ths, and it exoses his weaknesses. It makes
him avnrc.of flaws in his self-image; under the stress of a critical
situation, he discovers his limits and his unknown talents. Here
ae have the very stuff of fiction.

Tn wrhe outcasts of Poker Flat,9 Bret Harte tells us about a
nmbler, a drunkard, and two ladies of noor reputation who are
Jriven out of town by a committee of law-minded vigilantes. On
their way to another town, the outcasts meet a young couple who
irive eloped. They make camp for the night. A blizzard hits their
shelter. Next morning they discovQa- that the drunkard has run off
:rith the mules and most of their supplies. The party is trapped.

of the uimmoraln women starves her:101f for a week and, dying,
'Lives that weekls food ration to the young girl. The gambler makes
7;nowshoes for the young man to use in a rescue trip) and before
V.(1i_ng the boy to the canyon, he piles wood for the two surviving

Has their need to face banishment and blizzard been the means
)f the outr.astst discoveries of their capacities for nobility? Or
aere they noble all the time and simply the victims or a social
system that fails to judge people propc:rl y? Probably a bit of both.
Df course, an author can male his characters change, or he may make

4.
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h!.s to for_:u:; rn :1 few (71.1aract, ucbnbLy just GIC.

u-;Ay on(: 01 ;he attraconL; oP th.. short story: i.1
y-0J. cm cm to see liets prolHems nar:yswod down to

Ly--- inr:orpoyd in--a few comprehehsible prsnali-

How cLIn you he sure you r-eally comprehend them or
aro cohensiblf::% Knowinr:; sormot::Lns of the ways in whI
uthc:r jl.t.L.Th to characteri2o permle will help vou to ;Tudge the

fin mind in this discussion that the writer has to
crate characters as they arc before: the chan!!;e, motivate them dur-
ins the and represent them after the chanqe.

The splest way for an author to represent a character is for
him to tell us about that person himself.

A more artistic way for an author to represent character--one
that mects these objections in }partis to let us know what other
characters think of him.

Just as artistic is the author's method of letting us know
what the characterthinks of himself.

We learn most about a character, of course, through his actions,
although action alone leaves us puzzled unless we have other clues.
Iction is the 1...ltimate test of character. It brings into full play
the character's strengths, and it eaoses his weaknesses. It makes
him awrc.of flaws in his self-image; under the stress of a critical
situation, he discovers his limits and his unknown talents. Here
we have the very stuff of fiction.

In '/The Outcasts of. Poker Flat,7 Bret Harte tells us about a
gambler, a drunkard, and two ladies of poor reputation who are
driven out of town by a committee of law-minded vigilant:7s. On
their way to another town, the outcasts meet a young couple who
have eloped. They make camp for the night. A blizzard hits their
shelter,. Next morning they discover that the drunkard has run off
with the mules and most of their supplies. The party is trapped.
C e of the immoralu women starves herself for a week and, dying,
gives that week's food ration to the young girl. The gambler makes
:tnowshoes for the young man to use in a recue trip, and before
4.iding the boy to the canyon: he piles wood for the two surviving
1,pmen.

Has their need to face banishment and blizzard been the means
of the outcasts' discoveries of their capacitie3 for nobility? Or
were they noble all the time and simply the victims of a social
system that fails to judge people properly? Probably a bit of both.
Of course, an author can mahe his characters change, or he may make
us change our opinions of them. Ile effects the change, in either
case, by designing a situation that reveals character.

Often the decisive factor in characterization is dialogue.
Consider how ;1,43t one line of dialorue succinctly sums up the
r.li!iracte r of the mother in D. H. Lawrence's-II-The Rocking-Horse
Ilnner.if Larence hii.nself h3s T..,old us that, to fill en emotional
VOja in her the mother devo]ops an insatiable need for

M.,:ivone in the 1ioue--(4111dren and servants as well-in
duell'i.bd as feelinfT the stra-In cf the mother's anxiety over mat(-.1-i'lwealth. Her little boy Paul, feeling desperately that he must 11012connives wjth a servant to play the horses, and he wins five then-snnd poul16. He finally arralmos it so that his mother will hen
from the i'amily lawyer to the effect th:'-t a relative has Jeft her

th""4 P)ndO to be paid out in one-vhonnand-prmnd inf;t.nil-
t2 at ch or 1-1(-!1- nivo hirIAA:ky;;. Whecl the lawy,c,rcs letterarrivm w%tch.es Ids m()th,A-: who Y-rt1i; t. bpit.41!fae yzL

ji
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H tht.re word c vise. us of wht Pul, his arid hl:1

;:irs are up
The n:',ruma :cope 51 i.hc short story, wo have notd, encouvs

thc! wt-ter to -2ne of two charal-:ters fully. lt

eficurns him to Ii:;o nil rher "waIk-onwr--u]ozt

cconokAly. You wdli tht every character Ilas his ruilc-

tion at .un.; is the ofr:1.11 effect and prc-ably also as a refl-L3c-

t,Dr io.r tse r[.ain charcte,'.
f:Jct thaT: the r,;inor erectors left undeveloped usully

will not disturb us bcicause they are pictured as they Am-r:;inc;e upon

the life of ti7e central fiare. If he know them only casually, if

they live on the ed,e of his world, we do not expect to know them

any b(-tter ourselv,,,s.
You will notice that the short story writer labors to provide

all typs of clues from which you are expected to form a general

impros::,ion of the charactc,r. Is the tota3 :ir-Tression believable?

Is the charetcr consint--that he function in accor-

WAnce with tsio pei-Lon;a:ity the auti,or has creatcd for him? Does

he, in other words, act "in chai,-ect-r"?
Hotice, too, that the author cc31-:ccially labors to provide full

.-mtivation fe,r his characterTs action. After 'a whilo you will

recognize this motivation arid form-a:late your own attitude toward it,

dependiniz on your personal opinion of how Luch a manTs conduct is

determined by such outer fol-ces as environment and such inner forces

Once you are familiar with the natl_lralit's emphasis on

th.?.trminants of character--natu-ral, socill pliy2,101w;ical--you

be able to linderstand stories like "A :oth,eT,s Talol! by James Agee.

You savor the rlch prose that presents a detailed picture (--j=

beasts whose sole destiny seems to be the slaughterhouse. You

learn somethinL7 of their habits, attitudes--and finally their reluc-

tance to accept the truth even when one of their number escapos

the knives and returns to relate the horrors that lie ahead for them

all. Although Ageels characters are animals, you realize that he

is writing about human beings and their reactions to the destruc-

tive influences in ,11.dir environment.
This is an extreme example of naturalistic characterization--

in this ca,se, of aIl mankind.
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tIcr. to. 1-,- ", .1,...--.- r...,.n ,!tr-.... I-- ev-n 1,, n lor-. rorel

,. ro.-- Ir'r It. in't it If: 1.::1117 fiAtal in 1 short
story 1 4-re. .f... li- rn.

0-s ,...:., rl--, r.-A.,,....r.-ten. -.-.,.!. In ...:.-1-1.!.: t'Ir n'Jc'°171:
co.r a :-.! :-.. :t.r...; "..--..-- t-, .1.-_!--.:,- :-!-- vt. !....- -1-,1,7: l'!tv:eut
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urtl-- !-1.', .ri '.....- t's #:%:.'ts...:.: *..-...- - cl.-. ':".....7. ',:htil.,-

ind Lcwl- ,rv -r .1,.... In 1...- 1--(-4.I:LI. rr-rrnt, '4f t. tlircr..er nll
we need t-. ;,,.r.ew fit,c.ut t%elr e!..rlier t:Irc -7..:;tnn"e.

We 'hink of t.e =illi t'eth a r.o-71"catlo-.,
or df.vv1-;7:.:. c :.nd .7% c,r 't-IrrIl! T21nt
iL 1-,'r(81 =}1t-Le-tr'n. tne
creation of neletT,-LI Ineldfnt!: to '1e:!cr..;'-rat'e how the cnnra^ter
in tn wItn Fcr thls, Fit7gerald uFeS
one sc.hc-1 day ln :;17.0r c revets as rejected and
apparently 111 full retreat, Insl-ht.

We pref(r t-) enll 0:e end !he rulnn, or dennument or
falling itctlz,n, o.:cqure t.!-.e pro:le:- Is resolved, the tension
is relaxed. Fitz.er,Ald uses a Feb-unry scere on a basketball
court.

Six months in four sc47.ttered scenes? Not really. There arc
al!:o sum.r.ftrit-s If ti.e period:1. but these are kept
to a minimum. And here you have anither important criterion for
judgini your rf.arlens tn n story. A scene shows what hapnens:
it repr nt nr.tIcn with dialoue, Tectures, detakled respnnses,
as whc, as.11 1r y:Ivesclrenpin..; on an athlete and an actress. A
summnrY condf-ns s hut relatively unimportant information intn
packag statements,

It inrt rt n! h 1.9.0 e've%
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or 1^1^:77--:- rf ennf , rr ;...7.1.nt

in the 1:: the

creation In.!..c4,:;tf; ts ;_arneter
in t- 1,:ttn his Fer Fitr7,e1,:ad ures

one seit-1 ell: in Ths41 :ts relectc,1 and
LAPPqrcnt-IY In fu71 -etre-t!-,

We preff-r tn tne the re--(11-.:-1(), or 7trnou:nent er
;;e2r the r-r^1..'ed, the tension

lc re1:14,,J. 1-1:-.7:r1d uses a Feb-unry scenr on a basetball
court.

Slx months in four sc.7.tt,.red se-nes? Not really. There arc

also su=aries if inter..-enin7 pr.riods. but these are kept

to a minimum. And here yfra have another important criterion for

f-e, a story, A secne shows what. happens:

It reprmm-nt.: -*_Ir-;n with klialoTAte, Trestures, detailed responses,

as wheigTanil ,.!.ver(Irnnpin..; on an athlete an6, an actress. A

sunmarY condenses but relatively unimportant information into

packavl statements, like:

It was a long hnrd time. 71nsil vot on bornds ac:ain in Dec..?mber

and wasntt free a..ain until :':arch. n induient mothcr had

glven hlm no h-Lblt:: nf wo7k and this wc,s almost beyond thr power

of t,r)ytAlin::, bizt Ii 1t Itneit to r(Ime:ly, but he made numbcriv!ss

new starts and failed and tried aq,ain.

If summ,Jries bulk larT,e and leng, we lnse interest. We

prefer to hcov, thr., autho-i- dramatiz,7: his material. He must

not tell so much as.thow. A skillful modern author alternates
seene and summary, but empilusIed :menP.

Y-va will find that the basic time pattern that Fitserald
uses hcro--a series If scenes arraned in chronoloical
in the f:implerA nna perhaps most wlaely ur;ed time pattcrn in .

lic_tion. lilt you will never tire of this structure 11.:,fluse.

PI wlt.trrr (%,;(11ennly viiry the liv.,P-rtionfl pnoing.
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...;riation on this 1)--,sic chronio71ca1
In de Vunass--t's "The 7.:171mond T:eeklace."

:.71se2, v:Ifo ce a civil r.-rvice e7nploy,:.c., suffers social
cr..it of all proportitn to her husandls income.

Invled a 7:inlsterial ball, s feels she nsnnot r0 without
borrows a diecnd nec%lase from a friend

and blos=s as th-: belle n1 the bll. On he.*- rArrival home,
iowever, discovrs she has lost the noeklase.
it be res1::ced? ';;hat sacrifices will be nosessary? If he is
faltcrth dc Lctp ssant's technique, the reader wonders
what t1,0 surpri7e erviln(z: will be.

Li.;:e the first two authors. de Maupassant has used a
series nf scenes and surnmaries to develop the action over a
period of time--endin.T; but Gartner's grows predictably nut
of the aztinn, and 'le Naupassant's is a sl)rprise. The most
signic-icsnt diffornnee, however, is that de Naupassf%nt opens
his stery with a lnng, formal static exposition that runs to
a pa.r,e and a half nf background information about the heroine.
Whereas Pitzg,erald weaves his backc7rnlind into the asticn,
de Eaupassant describes and discusses the background in almost
essay form.

Despite this approcch, de Vaupassant was not risking
boredom. In the nineteenth century the reader accepted a
kinship between story and essay. Moreover, de Maupassant's
exposition is packed with brilliant or at least provocative
comments on society that hnld our interest until the action
begins. Style, in both senses of the word, justified De
Maupassant's statinz rather than demonstrating.

Let us now consider a stnry in which the author uses a
radically different arrangement of story elements. In James
Steven st "Desire," a successful businessman comes home at day's
end and tells his wife about he had at lunchtime. He saved a
stranger's life, and in the long conversation that followed, the
stranger asked him what he would wish for if he knew that he
could be granted one wish. Prompted thus to review his own life
situation, he decided he lacked neither wealth nor health but
was sufficiently content so that he would want only to remain
at his current rie, forty-eir7ht, for as lonp: as he lived. The

1.1
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flr:7' two th.,r:-, rle 7-lupf-1.:'r7nrt has urzed a
-f cli;-;e1rr tho actirn c-:er a

perLc:: of prct:17 nut
cf t 1n rne. ls n or. T.e most

diffrnnrc,, ho.::e'.-er, is thrt de ::nu7as:int rpens
his ster wIth f'11=1 statie oxpo.Tition thal: runs to
a a h.Alf nf baerrund 1n1or7natirn acut heroine
Yher7 weavr-s ts 1%:(71:7.-rurld intr -L;he action,
de aurs3ant describes and discusses th7 backround in almost
essn.y

DosT.Ite this apprnach, de iaupassant was not risking
boredom. In the nineteenth century the reader accepted a
kinship tetween sto,"y and essay. Corcover, de Maupassant's
exposition is packed with brilliant or at least provocative
comments on sooiety that hold ou*. interest until the action
begins. Style, in both senses of the word, justified De
Maupassant's stating rather than demonstrating.

Let us now consider a story in which the author uses a
:adically dtfferent arranr7,ement of story elements. In James
Steven s' "Desire," a successful businessman comes home at day's
end and tells his wife about he had at lunchtime. He saved a
stranger's life, and in the long conversation that follnwed, the
stranger asked him what he would wish for if he knew that he
could be granted one wish. Prompted thus to review his own life
situation, he de:-.1ded he lacked neither wetalth nor health but
was sufficiently content so that he would watt only to remain
at his current age, forty-eight, for as long as he lived. The
wife is startled by her husband's change in outlook: normally
fact-bound and placid, he is now philosophical and excited.
Will his wish come true? What surprises has this author in
store for the reader?

Comparing this structure with the Fitzgerald-Gartner-de
,upassant approach, you remember that those three authors

b':;.;FAI at the bef?;:anind, and worked cnronologically to the midale,
to the crisis, and then to the end in a series of scenes scattered
over a long period. But Stephens begins in the middle of thimgs
(in medias res,as the technique is known in Latin), goes back
to the be?:inning through a flashback, and then works to the cli-
max all in one single continuous actio that runs from supper-
time to daybreak.

To put it another way, Fitzgerald's story opens months
before the crisis. Stephens' opens almost at the crisis. You
will find this kind of tightly organized time structure a
favorite pattern 'Among, short story wrIterF today.

Now when you evaluatc the plot o a r:t.ory, especially one
In which action is a major clement, you will find it helpful
to 1-) /414$,..r of twc, c0.11(,r st...vtilviAl devices: final 1.0,x..Ilion
cartfl r.oineidene. After the crinin, Whort vonIlution the

ait
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hr:re tlr!17 1r1(71

a 1:17 yft h- steps

L-fore his
ynu 1 ft%d of fInA r-nrAir'n In

Thr.c,-i:rrj ri':.`7.;7 r VIry " 7'1 r: at

f'-'rer in j7.1':.=-7-,nnt t:h-r. he a tr,;_ir on Its

r7rolins. To consele his woun-led decides he must

Fo after 1-1.7 P-rimr'.---or. This sinindednoss preves to be

a worse error in jvd7Tent, fr, nassin7 un plentiful small prey,

he fails to note th::.;.t hr.1 inerosij ==. hun:.7er is s'ippin his

s.trItngth. When he finally nick,, up the trail of a deer, he is
in rr3al-truble br:cnue he has te firht a for his prey.

After he has opparently pass2d his crlsis nnd has presumable
learned a lessen fer future nIrr'71171, hc; is threatened by a

black panther. This final threat:, thiL: last-minute pessibility
of reversal, is ene of Waldeek's neatest tricks in a very neat

plot.
Kddp in mind, too, the role of ceincidence. You are

deubtleen annoyed when you bect-me invelv,---d in a hern's difficul-
ties and then diseever that they are all resolved by semething
nutside the real sitution, like a sudden inhcritnnee from a

rich unele er the unexplained apPe.,rance of the U.S. Cavalry.
Yeu.foc,.l that the hero should solve at least some of his own
problems, that there is no reol story if his difficuities7-and
the authorls--aro reselved for hi-1 by convenient chance.

Consider the stery in ehich colneidence plays a majAr role.
In 0. Henry's "The Gift of the Eagi," Della loves her husband
-so much that she sells her most valuable pessession to buy him

the thing he most desires as a ChristmE.s gift. 1,:hen Jim comes

home, he is speechless: he so leves Della that he has sold his

ripst valued possession in erder to buy her the thing she most

desires.
The &tutker, who has been much in evidence as storyteller

throughout, adds a moral to the deneument. These two, he says,
may appear te be unwise because they have "sacrificed for each
other the greatest treasure of their hAuse." On the surface,
the story seems to be a kind of double demonstration that it is

More blessed to give than to receive. Surely Jim and Della now
have strong reassurance of each other's love: each reaps some-
thing larger than material possessions. But is the double
coincidence, the trick ending," se contrived as tn be beyond
credulity. Does it put
admiration for design of plot-mechanism above appreciation of
characters and verisimilitude? Is-the author 1-eally saying some-

thing about the role of chance in life? Such questions are al-

ways in order when the conclusion of a story, the resolution

:
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11 re.-A t-t-ht - for his prey.
prer7u-.1..ble

le%rn-0 fer 17.y a

r-1.2 is ryne of 1.,:adeek's trie.::7 in a very neat
pint.

Yddp in mind, too, the role nf eolne.3(.encm. You are
Oriubticss wn,,n ynu in a ncro's diffieul-
tios ancl tre that they aLl r,.;:colvd by sorcer,hnr;
nutsido the ro:-1,1 situation, likn a sudden in,acritance frem a
rieh unttle n- the un.,:plineFi -:-Tsnee of the U.S. Cavalry.
Y.-..a-fnea that the here should se've at least so7:e of his own
problems, that there is no -rerll story if his difficulties7-and
the author'sa-T-0 resnlve71 for him by convenient ehance.

Consider tho stry in ehich coinesic'enne plr.ys a majnr rale.
Tn 0. lirsn-ryts "The Gift of th Della loves her nusband
so much that she sells her -nost valuable possession to buy him
the thing h most desi-r-es as a Christmas gift. When Jim comes
home, he is speecl-Oess: he so lAves Della that he has sold his
9ost valued possession in erder to buy her the thing she most
desires.

The mutknr, whn has been much in evidence as storyteller
throughouZ,, adds a mor-Dl to the denoument. These two, he says,
may appear tc be unwise because they have "sacrificed for cach
other the greatest treasure of their nous." On the surface,
the story seems to be a kind of double demonstrativn that it is
more blessed to give than to receive. Surely Jim and Della now
have stronp: rnassurance of each other's love: each reaps some-
thing larger than material possessions. But is the double
coincidence, the trick ending," so contrived as to be beyond
credulity. Does it put
admiration for desig-n c plot-oechanism above appreciation of
characters and verisimilitude? Is-the author really saying some-
thing about the role of chance in life? Such questions are al-
ways in order when the conclusion of a story, the resolution
nf the plot, seems determined by coincidence.

In sharp contrast to stories with obviously contrived plots,
we heve stories that are semctimes called "plotless." Examples
are tre so-called "mood-piece," the psychological study, the
tranch de vie (slice of life) or oeumentary story. In James
Joyce's "Araby," fnr exemple, it :eems VI-It "nothing hnppens."
A shy and sensitive boy, whose imrIgination invests a drab nei,sh-
torhood with color and romance, falls in love with the girl
ao.ross the street. Gne day she finally notices him and asks
whether he is going to Arabv, a local bn.zsar. Since she can-
not go, he promises that if he goes, he will bring her something.

All his romantic yearnnngs now focus on that exotic word
Azzlhz. The boy is able to get there only as the bazaar is

Hn almost forgets why he has nom. His eyes burn with
arosuish as he becomes aware of himself as a "oroaturc driven and
di...ridnd by vanity."

True, Indinns bite thn dust; there has been no striklnA
11-0-Acient, nm swant,lontn fsr3rAn. nli(l(OcIna; 0..tio)lomcnt. A
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t:!P- w: story t'nat seells ":)lotle:--" to the unitiated
is tho "n7itunallf-,tic" in the tradition of 1;mile Zolai
the naturnlist writor believes tht the traditional p3ot, with Its
overall irtfl of crisis and resolution, has no place in an honest
reflection of real 11.2. Hather Vie naturalist puts the emphasis
on revr:,lin the 7:ay hereclity and ercrironmeni, tend to determine a
character's fate. The naturalist's story becomes a tracin; of the
"chain of causation" in the strug:-_ae for eyistence and survival
of the fittest. The naturalistic hero seems not so much to grow
as to become arare of destiny.

For an extreme and memr-rable example, consider the naturalistic
elements in Daphne Du :-auriei-'s "The Blrds." Some unknown ohF.sni=7 .

in environment has driven all species of birds to attack mankind.
Assaults ccmes with chan7es in the tides. t1hile most .people are
xomplacent and take no real precautions, Nat Hocken, a war veteran
working on a coastal farm, systematically analyzes the situation
and m)bilizes his resources to defend his wife and children.

Notice the differences between Basil Lee's and Don Neek's
situations and Nat Hocken's. Basil and Don trit=phed, but they
might have gone down to defeat: the conflicting forces in their
situations seemed Pclually balanced, and the crisis could have been
resolved either way. In any case, Basil and Don had a chance.

In retrospect, we realize that the Hockens were doomed from
the start. The environment necessary for their survival has been
changed. They do not grow in their struggle; they just learn the score
Instead lf the ebb and flow of hope, leading to a crisis ( as we
have in Basil's and Don's stories), we have only the steady decline
of the Hockens in the face of the steady ascendancy of the birds.
Instead of resolution, we have only a realization, we have only a
realization of possible closure.

Surely this is not the traditional plot, but equally surely,
there is a logical pattern or design in the action and there is
definite change. And so, in your literary evaluations, you
might avoid saying that this type of story is "plotless" and specify
instead that it is "naturalistic." As you can well imagine, this
deterministic concept of story figures significantly in any discussion
of characterization.

At this point, it seems that plot is a situation sr constructed
as to show a developin_relationship between characters and events;
the deY1-.2PMft

. is expected to,reveal. PPMe meaninR,in the situation.
How well does he hiandle the difficulties of exposition?

What advantag9 does he gain by choosing the particualr time
pattern (chronology? in medias res?) that he employs? What is the
real nature of the conflict? Are the forces in conflict equally
balanced, with a chance that the crisis could go either way?
What effect does that balance or imbalance have on characterlr'ation?
mood':; t'aeme? Can the reder accept the res:Jution as a credible out-
come of prtor circumstances?
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thiniJs, like cl:..vin7; a rlen alono on a desrb isic er reporting the
last unspoken a d..?ownin men.

Hudyrd'.:iplin, who reveled In the a.ole of storyteller, oftenused the uthc., oniscie-nt approach as, for example , in 'Rikiici-Tikki-Tavi.' This is tie tale of a monL7osse who, deptd as a houa,,,-pet
by an :nglish in India, saves parents and child from destructionby cebas. '.r.'he:s to the author's onlniseicce, we arc now able to seE:
Rik:1:i from the point of view of the faily; later we sec the fa:lily
through M.kki's eyes.; on occasion wc even know whet Dar2,ce, the tailor-
bird, is thinkinT, about Rikki, And at any ma=nt we may hear Ki-plins
himself confiding, in Us:

If you read the old books of naturrll hisory, you
you will find they say that when the mongoose fights
the snake exid happens to set bitten, he runs off
and eats some herb that cures him. That is not true.In the author-omniscient story, we are privy to all know-

ledge, all reality; we know more of c,lae world in which the story is.
set than any character in it. We may be completely cnp:rossed in whatis called 4remetc irony: a set of conditions in which the reader-
possessed of h.nowLedse that a Character does not have-contemplates
the significance of the character's struggle for the full truth. Thusin reading en euthor-omniscient story, we experience that power cf
transcendency that has been spoken of as one of fiction's greatest
appeals.

The overall effect of the story can be controlled by cuccessivemodifications in the storyteller's point of view. In the third person:him, her, them, we identify with on ono especially; we observe every-one from the outside; we ascertain everything objectively.
There remains to an author an even more drastic limitationt

he may drop the storyteller's role entirely. He can have a charactertell the story in the first person: the "I: In "The Hint of an
Explanation" by Graham Greene, for example, the story is told by aminor Character. He describes himself as a man who would like to
believe in God but really cannot because of all the evil and miseryin the world. On a trainrido across -,insland, he strikes up a conver-sation with a philosophically inclined Catholic. The narrator's
doubts prompt his traveling companion to tell him a story about an
evil atheist he knew in his childhood. 1%hen the Catholic gets up togo, his coat opens, and the narrator can see the collar of a priest.They tacitly asree on the point of the story: God might have had a
purpose in bringinfl the boy into close conA;act with the atheist:the
encounter seems to have im-Jpired the boy to tahe his religion seri-iouslyl Hero again, as in the third-person-observer approach, we seethe world and the main (theracter only as a minor charactr secs them.
But because, in this first-pe;.-son-obse rver apnpo ach, the minor char-
ac',-,cr is telling the story himself, we are supposed to gain a more
immediate experience. pe have the reactions of someone who was there.

In interp.retinpl 'and judging a story, you may well want to
consider:
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Third. Perellen
Main Character

LHor tor?,r,

be.t iaoa Lly or entirely
from vielmoint of a "The Secret Life of
minor ch.:!,ract:e i Walter :ditty"

Third Person (HE)
Minor aharocter

Author tells story
about main charac-
ter fro:,1 1.riewpo1nt
of a minor character

First Person(I)
Minor Character

An ae-e int-nee -i-rr,no,
or ot.) obserr-eo t61/?_,.
story (fror:1 his e.wn
point of ,:iew) about the
hero

First Person (1)
Main Character

Hero tells story
about himself
(either honestly el-
tendentiously)

Style is that ingredient in a story that is perhaps the easiest
to reac to and the hardes to account for. Generally, thouh, let
us say that style is that unique cuelbination of literary talents that
an author has that resuats in his characteristic manner of writing.
Style reveals itself in the quality and the effects of his language.

What relation does style have to theme? to plot? to point
of view? What.ospeets of style can be most easily :Identified?

Your perception of style--not only in literature but in fur--
nitureemovies, and motorboat design-develops three-dimensionally
when you become interested in such finer distinctions. You begin
to use a set of values by which you may now rate authors. We say
now because tastes continue to evolve. Later you may want to revise
your original estimates, as your perception grows.

While the essential leaven In any writerss personal recipe
may be hard to isolate, there are nevertheless son:e ingredients that
every reader can learn to identify readily. Let as single out for
discusslon here four typical ways in which on author may be creative
with language: namely, in his use of word resouces; in his creation
of a characteristic sentence music; in his talent for representing
dialoue; and in his power to create evocative comparisons.
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Style is that inredient in a story that is perhaps the easiest
to react to an6 the hardcg to account for. Generall:T, thouh, let
us soy that style is that unioue colibination of litercry talents that
an adthor has that results in his characteristic manner of writinr;.
Syle reveals itself in the qualit:7 and the effects of his lanL:ua,7;e.

What relation does style have to theme? to clot? to point
of view? What asi)ects of st7le can be most easily identified?

Your perceptlon of stylc--not only in literature but in fur--
niture, movies, and motorbo-tt design-develops thres-dimensionally
when you become interested in such finnr distinctions. You begin
to use a get of values by which you may DOW rate authors. We say
now because tastes continue to evolve. Later you may want to revise
your original estimates, as your perception grows.

Whi.ln the essential leaven in any writerts personal recipe
may be hard to isolate, there arn nove-cthalcss some ingredients that
every render can learn to identify readily. Let us single out for
discussion here four typical ways in which en author maY be creative
with languar,e: namely, in his use of word resouces; In his creation
of a characteristic sentence mus3c; in his talent for representin,s
dialor;ue; and in his power to create evocative comparisons.

.Lbility to play nimbly w,11 words is essential in a writer,
especially in the short story 1iediu:11, where every word cLunts.

Althounh he may not choose to write overt farce, every author
must 'plaz:-" with words in so:le siich intcrestinu, way if he is to hold
his reader. Often this ca'eati,ity is manifest in the voey coicc of
title, as in Poets u'i.he Cash or Polontill:.Clo." Wine cask guff;osts
casket, and Indend the story tal:es us down to wine cellars amid burial.
'vaults. The very sound of Amontillado evokes romantic expectations.

thn is ic appoal that thc n:11-.10 "Praby" has for tlic youn;_;
hero, it can have for us too.

ilore often th:J word crnatIvjty is manifest in Lho writerts
ability to lanke ,:vevy vel.b (10 :;oilotint:. In ";;unsteoke," a story that
tal:ns only 1,111t.() minutos Lo. Tos:mo )ittnaolri f,c1110\retl 1.1IO (:P0-

;;(.(!itdo (:V.Coc; bC tJILTi LS pfurt:ly L111.01,107 ClIncLionra ii or a vre-tt variety

72 A
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1ethinJ-7, moved cm the 1-iver hut o,)Tht ri
that ose leularly, dipped toiher with

a simgTo,Flash, whje i1 steorsc.lan swept nJ-left with a scriodi(:
and sudden I iC) ci blsdo Cicscring a c-T2.)t

h,a.
....you mL).y note that 'enrad has used three complete vel-bs

(movecl, s7Tep',:). foul- verb palcles (ilashin, dipocd, doscribinr,
Luc) nouns tlnat can also be .tled as verbs anc

sup,;csL verbs (Mash, flourish) for a ;;otal of nine colorful action-
suggesting words in onc sentence.

The competent writer will exnloit even tense for its f-ull
artistic value. In "An Occurrnce Owl Gree :_ierce tolls
idost of his ::tor7 in the -past tense: Farcuha was inpain, his head
felt 0,01;ineSted, hi.s-tonue was s Thenthe Moont of
the clima, .:iercp shifts to 'the prosent eri C arqul r ees.that

ds as-he'left'it,'116-springs fOrward," and 'all is T-Trkness
and sTience."

This simple device suddenly- LynoeaL; up Ilarouhar's fantasy
and prepares us for the shocl: of the onding.

nanginc as they do over all possible patterns and rhythms
of sentence structure, today' story artists flre esnecially sensitive
to the music of speer:h. Uondering sometimes why a story seems artificial
to you, you might well e2:amine the dialogue.

If tho dialogue does not sound like oral English, if each
character does not speak "in character,' if the lines of the dialogue
seem no different in style from the author's descriptive passages, then
you have found the cause of your dissatisfaction with the story. The
author has not listened to his world, and he cannot represent it with

verisimilitude.
The reader will find some instances of poetic style. Agee

tries to catch, with tho sounds of words, the tumultuous sounds of
moving herds. Kotice the sharo and Caill vowel sounds in contrast, and
the alliteration in "bawlings" and "bollowinc;;05:

now and then one of the men shouted fiercely,
and this like the shrieking of the dog was
tinily audible above a low and awesome sound
which seemed to come not from the multitide of
hooves but from the center of the world, and
above tl:o sporadic bawlinL;s and bellowings of
the herd.

You will find, in studying stories both classic and contem-
porary, that authors especially favor that most powerful and compact
of all figures of speec, the symbol. A symbol is somethin:j: that
stands for something else, something larrcer than itself. Often it is
a material thing that represents somethinr; immaterial. The symbol nicht
plant itself in your consciousness and go off likeaa time bomb a day
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nrt::stic va.-.1ue. [1r, "..n 0,:corrore
1,10E; Of 1.1: ::tnr. in 1 arcluha': iT in- fl, hi head
fc;71. Lis.-tonue w,as a wench-. 1J.hon,--417tho moent (TO,
the cimrm shifts LO the present 'tense. seeS-tbat

is aa-he'left-it,"'hh6-srina f6rward,' and 'all is C.7-377T:ness
and r_;1J-02-1co"

This simple lov-ice suddc,nl:: sneeds up I1areilharl3 f..71_ntasy
and preparos us for the shock of tho on6Mg .

lianging as they do over all poss-ible patterns and rhythms
of sentence strueture, toda;:' story artists are especially sensitive
to the music of speech. liondering 2ometimes why a story seems artificial
to you, you mirsht well enaine the dialogue.

Tr tho d.lalogue Coos not sound Like oral .E:nglish, if each
character does not sper-k "in character, if the lines of the dialozue
seem no different in style from the author,s descriptive passages, then
you have found the cause of your dissatisfaction with the story. The
author has not listened to his world, and he cannot represent it with

verisimilitude.
The reader will find some instances of poetic style. Auee

tries to catch, with the sounds of words, the tumultuous sounds of
moving herds. Hotice the sharp and 6ull vowel sounc.ls in contrast, and
the alliteration In 'bawling's" and "bellowinge":

row and then one of the men shouted fiercely,
and this like the shrieking of the dog was
tinily audible above a low and awesome sound
which seemed to come not from the multitide of
hooves but from the center of the world, and
above the sporadic bawlings and bellowings of
the herd.

You will find, in studying stories both classic and contem-
porary, that authors ospeciall :1.-vor that most powerful and compact
of all figures of speech, the symbol. A symbol is something that
stands for something else, something larer than itself. Often it is
a material thinG that represents somethinr; immaterial. The symbol miOlt
plant itself in youp consciousness and go off likeaa timo bomb a day
btor.

You will naturally resent nsumbol hunting." The author
would not Ant you to make mechanical connections. Uhen you respond_
fully to a story, you realize the ways in which It is symbolic in
sUfflo. 3u.1; you. hal.rc to ha'.-e a few s:Tmbols po:'..nted out to you, as we
have done here, to imcrease your conl:idenco in reconi7,inc; analocies.

Tn critical discussion of a short story, you will find it
sometimes to consider the tone of the author as part of or ovon as
distinct from the :4yle of his writing. tone, we mean, in lite.rary
criticism, the attaLude of the writer.. (It corresponds to tone of
VOI.C.C3 in oral commulicatiOn. gp e alSLflg, One may add f:Inal moaning -to
one's mcssane by using ;"(-:si-,1)reS or tono of volce. One could say "Yes"
in a way Lhat really means "Yes but:..." or "Oh, is that so?" or

dofinitely!'' Uri c:res such overi-,ones with lit-
erary omphas(!n)Yono is del...haps the nrirclesh :::)Doct of :Itylo to dofne,

7-3 Ft
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it is not

in the story
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lifc .strule, but you have
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Lhe rij..1Ler 1A41-:lf states the the-:-Ic as he
yo',A -o..00fnr to add your own version,

how(wer, neither the author nor the characterswin d:r._;ct :Itatent of i.herle, snecific or general. It is
is c1all:2nj,ed to participate to the fullest, toid .7!; 1-tions to dialoue, :7ettin,,00int of view, tone, every-intn 1n1'essi.on.

Tn or eilz&tin thc thenle, jou will find it helpful to con-th js in which each stor7 element contributes to the totalrc nir

PLUI: inO.icLtes tL. hind of human or social problem that catchesthr- 13ero ofT-balnce 02 challenges him; shows influence of heredity,cnvironnt, pr(!vious momentu, coincidence, circumstance, and soforth, on a character's development.
CIP.-Z1==MTIOli delineates the hero's own insirrhts into theproblem; inacaces the nature of the human predicament and of thenntagonist.

has boon selected to enhance the total effect andmey even as a charactei itself; as such, points to memins.POT1!? O2 VTLT demonstrates relativity and incompleteness ofral human knowledj;e _nd understandin.
3TYLi7 helps establish plot suspense, setting, character'smoos, all hich -eoint to thc the.Ae; especially helps establishsyllhols, which indicate what the action exemplifies.TOIKE reveals attitudes author has toward his subject, hischaractor! r:nd the function of literature..
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TRAINING COURSE ON WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
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LEARNING PACKAGE I

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

ONE OF NINE LEARNING PACKAGES IN AN INDIVIDUALLY PACED

IN-SERVICE COURSE FOR TEACHERS IN --

-- WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

-- USING TAXONOMIES OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

-- CONSTRUCTING LEARNING PACKAGES

Written and compiled by

William H. Reed
ES 170 Project Coordinator
Boulder High School
1604 Arapahoe Avpnup
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Fall 1969

Paul E. Smith John R. Hoback
SuperintendPnt Principal
Boulder Valley School District Boulder High School



LP 1 INDIVID1JALIZT7,1) INSTRUCTION

CeNCEPT: Individualized instruction is that which is de:signed

for the individual student rather than for an entire

class. At times the student receives personal atten-

tion from the teacher. At times he is a member of a

large group. At other times he works alone or with

very small groups. At all times the school's total-

resources are utilized to the best advantage of his

intellectual growth.

PURPOSE: Implementation of methods that will afford each

student every opportunity to develop fully in terms

of his particular interests, abilities, and life

objectives is the purpose of this learning activity.

Given the proper arrangement of teacher strengths,

instructional materials, and administrative support,

a completely individualized program of instruction

can be achieved with the means currently available.

PRE-TEST: Write a description of how you see individualized

instruction in the courses which you teach. Point

up differences which you perceive between so-called

traditional instruction and so-called individualized

instru.ction.

LP1/1:!HR/9-69 Boulder
'77
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11TirOTMANCE OPJECTIVE:

The st;.ident will purticipate in a ten-minute, trp-

recorded dicussion with one or two of his fellow

students. During their discussion, the group will

identify (a) at least two characteristics which

distinguish individualized instruction from the

learner's viewpoint, and (b) at least two character-

istics which distinguish it from the teacher's

viewpoint. The accuracy level for this objective

is 100%.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

Write a definition of the term "individualized

instruction." Your definition must include at

least four identifying characteristics.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Step #1--View Vimcet #2, "Systematic Instructional
Decision-making." While viewing, complete
the answer sheet.

Step #2--Read Thorwald Esbensen, Working with
Individualized Instruction, pp. vii-ix and
1-14:

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES: %la

Step #3--View the 16mm film Answers and Questions.

Step #4--Head Robert Mager, Developing Attitude
Toward Learning, pp. v-vi, and 3-17.

Step #5--Read J. Lloyd Trump, "How Excellent are
Teaching and Learning in Your School?"
(Unpublished paper)

LP1/VHB/9-69 Boulder 78



POST-TtST:

1, Do the discussion activity described in the

performance objective. Submit your tape to

the instructor.

or 2. Arrange to meet with the instructor to discuss

with him five characteristics of individualized

instruction which you have identified.

ENRICHING ACTIVITIES:

1. Rnalms of Meaning, Philip H. Phenix, chapter 1.

2. The Process of Education, Jnrome Bruner, chapter 2.

LP1/WHR/9-69 Boulder



Vimcet //2, SY5T7IIATTC IT.]:3TRUCTION:,L

1. A B

2. A B

A B

4.ABCD
5.

6. A B

7. A B

8 . A

LP1/1.'11P/9-69 13oulder
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LEARNING PACKAGE 2

DEFINING "BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES"

ON3 OF NINE LEARNING PACKAGES IN AN INDIVIDUALLY PACED
IN-SERVICE COURSE FOR TEACHERS IN

- - WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

-- USING TAXONOMIES OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

- - CONSTRUCTING LEARNING PACKAGES

Written and compiled by

William H. Reed
ES 170 Project Coordinator
Boulder High School
1604 Arapahoe Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Fall 1969

Paul E. Smith John R. Hoback
Superintendent Principal
Boulder Valley School District Boulder High School
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LP 2 DEFINING "BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES"

CONCEPT: Precise statements of instructional intent, stated

in measurable terms, facilitate individually

tailored programs of instruction; and they assist

learners to develop motivation by making clear the

purpose and direction of learning activities.

PURPOSE: The purpose of this learning package is to give the

student a clear understanding of "behavioral

objectives" and to identify for him the components

of a well-stated behavioral objective (criterion

performance, performance objective) . The purpose

also is to give the student operational use of the

important instructional tool, the behavioral

objective.

PRE-TEST: Do the Self-test on pp. 55-60 of Mager's Preparing

Instructional Objectives.

LP2/UHR/9-69 13ou1d,7!r



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Describe the three essential components of a behavioral

objective. 100Z accuracy.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

Write eight verbs which are useful in identifying

terminal behavior.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Step #1--Take the pre-test in order to help to determine
your basic knowledge about behavioral objec-
tives. The pre-test is not a graded test; it
is a device for determining whether or not you
have mastered what you need to know to com-
plete this LP.

If you make seven errors or less on the.pre-
test, go to step h-'3. Otherwise, go to step #2.

Step 1/2--View Vimcet #1, "Educational Objectives," and
complete the answer sheet as the program
progresses.

or--Read Mager's Preparing Instructional Objectives.
Assess your understanding of ;Yager by respon6Trig
to his instructional questions and by completing
the tests included in the book.

(Suggestion: Students may profit much by
reading Mager, since his is the foundation
text in the field of behavioral objectives.)

Step #3--Write a definition of the term "behavioral
objective." Include in your definition a
description of the three essential components.
Submit your defThition to an instructor.

83
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POST-TEST:

See Step #3 under "Learning Activities."

ENRICHING ACTIVITIES:

Developing Attitude Toward Learning, Robert F.

Mager, Chap. 3-6.

Innovation in Education, Council for Economic

Development, pp. 32-37.

The Process of Education, Jerome Bruner, Chap. 2.

4
LP2/7:!iiri/9-69 Boulder
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LEARNING PACKAGE -3

(A) DISTINGUISHING BEHAVIORALLY STATED
OBJECTIVES. FROM THOSE NOT SO STATED; AND

(B) CONSTRUCTING PUPIL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
FOR BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

ONE OF NINE LEARNING PACKAGES IN AN INDIVIDUALLY PACED
IN-SERVICE COURSE FOR TEACHERS IN --

-- WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

--,USING TAXONOMIES OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

-- CONSTRUCTING LEARNING PACKAGES

Written and compiledby

William H. Reed
ES 170 Projoct Coordinator
Boulder High School
1604 Arapaho.? Avenu,7!
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Fall 1969

Paul E. Smith. John R. Hoback
Suporintelid,mt Principal
Boulder Vallv School District Boulder High School



LP 3 (A) DISTINGUISHING BEHAVIORALLY STATED OBJECTIVES
FROM THOSE NOT SO STATED, AND

(B) CONSTRUCTING PUPM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR
BEHAVIORAL OBJECrIVLS

CONCEPT: Practice in identifying well-stated behavioral

objectives increases the teacher's ability to

develop and use them .

PURPOSE: The intent of this learning package is to afford

the learner practice in distinguishing between

well-stated behavioral objectives and poorly-stated

ones. It also intends to help the student :ain

skill in stating explicitly standards of pupil

performance to be included in behavioral objectives.

PRE-TEST: Take the paper and pencil pre-test on the next page.

Correct your own test. If your accuracy level falls

below 90%, do steps #2 and #3. If your accuracy

level is above 90%, begin wif-h step #4.
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PRE-Ti;r1T FOH LP 3

Place an X before any of the following instructional objectives

which are stated.b.ehaviorally.

1. The student will be able to comprehend thorouRhly the ways

in which our consitution permeates our everyday life.

2. When presented with a list of nouns and pronouns, the stu-

dent will be able to label each word correctly.

3. Student will be able to see the value of reading the "classics"

in his leisure time.

4. The student will be able to write an essay employing one of

three logical organizations given in class which exhibits

no grammatical errors.

5. The student will be able to learn the number of voters

in his precinct.

6. The student will be able to list those articles in the
Consitution which relate to "due process of law."

7. Students will realize the importance of knowing the
approximate date at which a given literary work was produced.

8. The teacher will cover the key tools of the chemistry lab,

that is, the Bunsen burner and various types of test tubes.

9. Given a list of 10 actual municipal court decisions, the

student will be able to select the six which violate key

tenets of the Constitution and subsequently write an essay

briefly explaining the nature of these violations.

10. The student will orally recite the names of six chemical
compounds containing three or more elements.

11. The student will be able to cite some of the literary
"classics" and briefly describe tn an essay those featurr:'s

which give them universal appeal.

12. The student will grasp the-significance of civic responsibility.

13. The student will be able to name the date when women were
first permitted to vote.

14. The teacher will discuss the grammatical forms of the
amendments to the Constitution.

15. The student will be cognizant of the important role scien-
tific investigation has played in the field of chemistry

and will become conversant with the relationship between
scientific inquiry and the everyday life of the individual.

1V7
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16. The teacher will help the class to become proficient
communicators in- written Erilish.

1 7. Given the n.,:mes of well-known novels and the names of
contemporary authors, the student will be able to
correctly match them in a test.

18. The student w'.11 be able to write an essay in which he
contrasts the arguments for havinc4 a democracy or totali-
tarian state.

19. The student will 1.arn the parts of speech.

20. The student will be capable of setting up an experimental
hypothesis test in the field of quantitative chemical
analysis so that presented with an unknown chemical com-
pound he can thereafter correctly identify its
constituent elements.

ANSWERS TO THE PRE-TEST

Objectives which are properly stated:

2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, 20

1-,-PVYTIT-19-69 pouir1,,r



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

a. Distinguish between objectives which are

behaviorally stated and those not so stated at

an accuracy level of.90%. The objectives to

be distinguished will be written.

b. Construct pupil performance standards for

statements of instructional objectives.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

See the pre-test.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Step #1.--Take the pre-test on the preceding page.

Step #2.--Review Mager's Preparing Instructional
Objectives, or read the attached excerpt
from Esbensen, or confer with a fellow
student regarding your difficulty.

Step 03.--Take the pre-test again. If your accuracy
level falls below 90%, confer with the
instructor.

Step 04.--After classifying the five objectives
listed below as behaviorally stated or
not, write a reason for your classification
of each one, using the characteristics from
LP 2 as the, basis.

Lp3/HI1/9-69 Bouldr

1. The student will exhibit patriotism.

2. With 100% accuracy, the student will
be able to subtract whole numbers.

3. Assigned a specific item to be ordered,
the student will write a letter
evidencing his ability to write a
letter of purchase.

4. The student will develop good health
habits.
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POST-TEST:

5'

5. Provided a budget outline sheet with
appropriate percentages indicatled, the
student will be able to inaicate with
complete accuracy how many dollars of
a net monthly salary of $600 will be
budgeted for each item on the outline
sheet.

Step #5.--Evaluate your own performance on step #4.
If you did not achieve 100% accuracy,
confer with a colleague or with the
instructor. Proceed to step #6.

Step #6.--Take the criterion test, "Distinguishing
Behaviorally.Stated Instructional Objec-
tives from Those Not so Stated."

Step #7.--Vie ViMcet #4, Establishing Performance.
Standards. Complete the response sheet
while viewing. Evaluate your own responses.
Do step #8 or #9.

Step #8.--SUGGESTED OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: Read the
statement on page 14, "Establishing
Performance Standards." Do step #9.

Step #9.--Self-administer Quiz #1, p.11. Evaluate
your own work.

Step #10.-Self-administer Quiz #2, p.12. Evaluate
your own work.

Step #11.-If you score below 80% on either step #9
or #10, read again chapter 6 in Mager's
Preparing Instructional Objectives.

See steps #6, #9, and #10 above.

ENRICHING ACTIVITIES:

Developing Attitude Toward Learning, Mager, chapter 8.

Vimcet filmstrip: Identifying Affective Objectives.

"Performance Objectives," Esbensen (Unpublished paper).

90
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Partial list of defects based upon characteristics from Task # 1.

not behaviorally stated - does not describe observable behavior or a

product of behavior.
no criterion of acceptable performance
fails to define the conditions under which the behavior is to occur.

2. fails to specify conditions c:x. "to subtract whole numbers from whole

numbers wherein the minuend is greater than the subtrahend." -- also

absent is the information with regard to the magnitude of these numbers.

3. Criterion of acceptable performance not defined. - failure to specify

restrictions and limitations - ( grammar, composition, spelling, format.)

4. Same as # 1.

5. Satiafies criteria - "indicate" could be replaced by a more incisive

operation.

LP3/WHB/9-69 Boulder



ESBENSEN EXTRACT

For many years,..educators.have talked about the importance of instructional
objectives. The purpose of an instructional objective is to make clear to teachers,
students, and other interested persons what it is.that needs to be taught - or what
it is that has been taught.

A well-written instructional objective shouid say three things:

1. It should say what it is that a student who has mastered the objective
will be able to do.

2. It should say under.what-conditions the student,will be able.to do this.
3. It should say to what extent the student will be able to do this.

To put the matter in a single sentence, a well-written instructional objective
should specify under what conditions and .to what extent a certain kind of student.
performance can be expected%td-take place..

Performance - conditions - extenZt. Let us consider - -

I. Performance

Performing means doing. A student who performs something does something.

Here are two statements. Which one is expressed in terms of student performance?

A. The student will have a good understanding of the letters of the
alphabet, A through Z.

B. The student will be able to pronounce the names of the letters of the
alphabet, A through Z.

Statement B tells what it is that the student will be able to do. He will
be able to pronounce the names of the letters of the slphabet, A through Z.

Statement A tells uS that the student will have a good understanding of the
letters of the alphabet. But this is not very-clear. We cannot tell what it is
that the student is supposed to be able to do as a result of this understanding.

Let's try another pair of statements. Which one is expressed in terms of
student performance?

A. The student will have an adequate comprehension of the mechanics of
punctuation.

B. Given a sentence containing an'error in punctuation, the_student will
correct the mistake.

Statert E tells what it is that the student will do.. He will correct the
error in punctuation.
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Statement A, which says that the student will have an ndequate comprchension

of the mechanics cA punctuation, is rather cloudy. We cannot t,.,211 what it is that

the student is supposed to be able to do as a result of his comprehension.

At this point, an objection may be raised. Isn't the person who is compre-

hending something doing something? Isn't intellectual performance an acceptable

kind of student performance?

Certainly. The difficulty is that mental activity, as such, is not directly

observable. We cannot literally open up a person's head and see the thinking that

is going on inside. If it is to be of use to us, a statement of performance

must specify some sort of behavior that can be observed.

This does not mean that we are not concerned about intellectual performance.

It does mean that since mental activity, as such, is not directly observable, some

sort of behavior that is observable will have to stand for or represent tlie intellectual

performance we have in mind.

For example, suppose that we are interested in having students know something

about the writing style of Ernest Hemingway. Whatever may be intellectually involved

in the attainment of this goal, it should be apparent that the language of our aim

as stated leaves much to be desired.

What is the student who knows able to do that the student who does not know

is not able to do? This is the important question because, until we have worked

out a clear answer to it, we cannot measure the accomplishment of our instructional

purpose. Although there is no single answer to the question we have posed (our

objective of "knowing something" is too vague for that), here is a possible statement

of desired performance: Given ten pairs of short prose passages - each pair having

one selection by Ernest Hemingway and one by a different author - the student is

able, with at least 90% accuracy, to choose the ten selections written by Hemingway.-

Performance - conditions - extent. Let us now consider - -

II. Conditions

Here is one of our earlier statem nts concerning the alphabet: The student

will be able to pronounce the names of the letters of the alphabet, A through Z,

We have said that this statement is expressed in terms of student performance.

Does this statement also set forth the conditions under which the performance is to

take place?

No, it does not. For nne thing, we cannot tell from our statement whether

the student is to pronounce the names of the letters at sight or from memory. If

the letters are tc, be shown, we do not know whether the student is to work with

capital letters, small letters, or both. Nor do we know whether the student is.to
work with these letters in regular sequence or in random order. Obviously, each set

of conditions is substantially different from the rest, and will make its own ispecial

demands upon the student who attempts t accomplish the objective.
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Let's examine two m,)re statements. Which one sets forth the conditions
under which a certain kind of performance is to take place?

A. Given the Dolch list of the ninety-five most common nouns, the student
will be able to pronounce correctly all the words on this list.

B. The student will be.able to pronounce correctly at least 90% of all
words found in Most beginning reading books.

Statement A, which tells us that the Dolch list of the nlnety-five most
common nouns will be used, sets the conditions for the demonstratinn of student
mastery. We are told that these particular words, and no others, are the ones at
issue for this objective.

Statement B, offering us only the dubious clue of "words found in most
beginning reading books." does not tell us enough. Our conditions need to be
defined more precisely than this.

We have come now to the matter of the extent and level of performance. A
well-written instructional objective will establish an acceptable minimum standard
of achievement.

Look at this objective: Given twenty sentences containing both -comIton and
proper nouns, the student will be able to identify with very few mistakes both-kind
of nouns. Does this objective establish a minimum standard of achievement?

No, it does not. To way that the studenc is to perform "with very few
mistakes" leaves open the question: how many mistakes are only a very few?

Here is the Hemdngway objective we looked at earlier: Given ten pairs of
short prose passages 7 each pair having one selection by Ernest Hemingway and one
by a different author - the student is able, with at least 90% accuracy, to choose
the ten selections written by Hemingway. Does this objective establish a minimum
standard of achievement?

- Yes, it does. The student is expected to be able, "with at least 90%
accuracy, to choose the ten selections written by Hemingway." This constitutes a
'minimum standard of achievement.

Let's try one more objective: The student should be able to pronounce from
memory, and in sequence, the names of the letters of the alphabet, A through Z.

Does this ob-/ective establish a minimum standard of achievement?

Yes, it does. The objective implies that we are looking for 100% mastery.
However, we could, if we want to be explicit, re-state our objective in this way:
The student should be able to pronounce from memory, in sequence, and with 100%
accuracy, the names of the letters of the alphabet, A through Z.

An instructional objective should not ordinarily be limited to specific
means (particular materials or methods), but should be stated in terms that permit the
use of var.Lbus procet:unas. Look at this statement of an objective: Given the
California Yesc Bureau's E-F level programmed booklet on capitalization, the student
is able to w-rt. throug:t the exercises in this booklet with t least 90% accuracy. Iu0

this objective to the use of a particular instructional item or procedure?

LP3/WHR/9-69 Boulder
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Yes, it is. The objective is expressed exclusively in terr, of performance
with a specific booklet. Althoup.h the particular kind of skill development that is
promoted by this booklet is presumably also fostered by other instructional materials
and methods, no such options arc available under the terms of our objective as it is
now written.

Look at this statement of an objective: Given twenty sentences containing
a variety of mistakes in capitalization, the student is able, with at least 90%
accuracy, to i,]entify and re-write correctly each word that has a mistake in
capitalization. Is this objective limited to the use of a particular instructional
item or procedure?

No, it is not. The objective, as now stated, permits us to use a number of
instructional items th...t show promise in being able to help students attain the
desired performance. Among these items are not only the California Test Bureau's
E-F level material, but the somewhat simpler C-D level presentation, a programmed
booklet by D. C. Heath, Unit II of English 2200, Unit 9 of English 2600, Lessons
87 and 88 of English 3200, several filmstrip.9 on capital letters, and so onq

III. Extent

Finally, a well-written instructional objective will suggest how its
accomplishment can be measured. This follows from our view that a well-written
objective specifies under what conditions and to what extent a certain kind of
student performance can be expected to take place.

Look at this objective: The student should know the alphabet. Does this
objective suggest how its accomplishment can be measured?

No, it does not. The reason for this is that knowing the alphabet can mean
different things to different people. Therefore, depending upon what is meant, the
measuring of this knowing will take different forms.

Suppose we elaborate upon our objective so that it reads: Shown the letters
of the alphabet in random order ( in both upper and lower case form), the student is
able to say the name of each letter with 100% accuracy. Does our objective now
suggest how its accomplishment can be measured?-

Yes, it does. It tells us that the student will be shown the letters of the
alphabet, that he will be shown these letters in both upper and lower case form and
in random order, and that he will be called upon to say with 100% accutacy the name
of each letter shown. The objective, in other words, makes it plain how its
accomplishment can be measured.

If teachers at all levels of schooling would be this explicit in writing
instructional objectives, they might reasonably hope to eliminate almost immediately
one cause of learning failure among students: the traditional fuzziness of class-
room assignments.
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ESTABLISHIN('.7 PEgrORNANCE STANDARDS-QUIZ # 1

NAM

rections: For the following objectives, circle S._if the objective has only a
student minimal level of learner behavior; circle C if the objective
has a class: minimal level of learner behavior; circle N if the objective
has no minimal level of learner behavior.

C N 1. The class will answer correctly 10 out of 12 multiple choice questions on
the Roman Empire.

C N 2. The students will compose an essay on the topic of their summer vacation.

C N 3. At least 10 students in the class will sign up for a senior life saving
course at the conclusion of a unit on water safety.

C N 4. Seventy-five percent of the students will understand differential
equations.

C N 5. Students will recite with no more than one error Milton's sonnet
"On His Blirldness."

C N 6. 607 of the students will prepare 500 word book reports on famous social
scientists.

C N 7. The students will thoroughly comprehend at least 80% of the scientific
theories treated in class.

C N 8. The students will paint a still-life study employing two point per-
spective and at least three colors.

C N 9. Everyone in class will orally recite a given Spanish dialog with no
errors in pronunciation.

C N 10. Students will be able to match chemical compounds with their valences
on a written test.

rections: The following objectives include performance standards of learner
behavior. Underline the portion of each objective which specifies the
performance standard.

11. The student will write a composition which exhibits no spelling errors.

12. Ninety percent of the students will be able to label all parts of a
diagram of the human skeleton.

13. At least 20 students will voiuntarily select poetry books from the library.

14. All members of the class will p.articipate at least twice in a class
discusion on foreign policy.

LP3/WHR/9-69 Boulder
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Quiz I/ 1 (pae 2) 1 2

Dir_ectinn: Rewrite this objective so that it exhibits both a class and a student_
minimal level:

15. TUE STUDENT WILL ANSWER A COIDLETION EXAMINATION ON MEDEIVAL ENGLAND.

Directions: Rewrite this objective so that it exhibits a student minimal level only:

16. THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO SOLVE STATISTICS PROBLEMS.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES QUIZ if 2

TO THE STUDENT: The following objective statement is an example which meets the criterion
of qualitative performance standard.

OBJECTIVE: WHEN GIVEN A POEM NOT PREVIOUSLY TREATED IN CLASS, A STUDENT WILL BE ABLE
TO WRITE AN ANALYSIS OF IT IN WHICH HE DEALS WITH ITS THEME, USE OF LITERARY DEVICE
AND AUTHOR'S STYLE.

In the space below, write down alternative performance standards:

Compare with suggested alternative performance standards. (See next page.)
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:.tudont tbo real or correct tio:fne as vieAyed by the teacher.

2. !Audent try for:;ulote a statement of theme which must be supported by
nt le:u.t one :.olevant textual reference.

3. Student descrtl.,._, uniry of poem by !;pecifically pointing out the con-
ristency of 1:41.2.3.

4. Studtnt includes :1 discussion of the relationship of theme to choice
of langua:%e, meter.

S. Student identifies similar theme:: in other literature read during the
cuurt,e.

6. Student must identify the type (s) of literary device used in the poem
and explain their importance in terms of their interpretation of the
theme.

7. Paper is well organized, e.g., introduction presents major thesis and
subsequent parac!raphs dc.al with different aspects of this thesis;
transitions are provided and topics in adjacent paragraphs are re-
lated, asides and afterthoughts do not appear frequently.

8. Style of paper is acceptable, e.g., excessive use of passive voice is
avoided; lnnguage is General Enllish: use of obscure or pedantic
words is minimal. There are notlerrors in sentence construction;
tenses remain consistant through:Jut the paper.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ ft 1

1. S 6. C
2. N 7. N
3. C 8. S
4. N 9. C
5. S 10. N

11. no spelling errors.

12. Ninety percent of the students
all parts of a diaEram

13. At leagt 20 students

14. All members
at le:bst twice
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ESP BUSHING PERFORMANCE STANDA.RDS

Understanding levels of performance is extremely important to any good

teacher. Such a concept is , of course, related to the careful specification of

student behavior when constructing objectives. The necessity for this program

becomes obvious when, even after students understand and can generate behavioral

objectives, thoy are still stymied regarding how to tell when their objectives had

been accomplished and how to tell a "good" student from a poor one. With a

behavioral objective alone, for example, to add numbers, there is no way to tell

how well a student has to perform to be considered adequate, and consequently no

method of evaluating the teacher's instructional proficiency. The necessity for

performance standards, or minimal levels as they are sometimes called, has been

emphasized by Mager. (See Task # 1)

While Mager tends to describe performance standards almost entirely in

terms of quantitative considerations (no more than 2 errors; 75 percent correct).

discussions with students indicated a need to deal systematically with qualitative

attributes of behavior which could be considered minimal standards. The program

is designed, therefore, to deal with qualitative and quantitative standards in

such a way to aid you in assessing individual differences of achievement among

your pupils and, eventually, in having a base against which to judge the effective-

ness of your own instructional efforts.

Extablishing performance standards is a program designed to help you make

explicit your expectations of student achievement. At the conclusion of the

program, you should be able to perform the following behaviors:

1. When given a statement of an objective, to identify the portion of it,

if any, which describes a student performance standard (a level of achievement

which enablesyou to identify those students who have satisfactorily achieved the

objective).

2. When given an objective, to identify the portion of it, if any, which

specifies the class performance standard (achievement levels used to judge the

adequacy of instruction).

3. When provided with an objective, to construct performance standards

of the two types listed above using both quantitative and qualitative standards.
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STATI) lITJTEUCTiON,, 012,7CTIVIIn
NCT SO STATED

C1::s2ify the foilr,winz- ob:Ictives a2 "behaviorally
b,71hviorally stated." 1:riLe reasons for your

clu.ssification:77.

1. HavinFf studied Inny kinds of tests, the student will understand
the importance of the readiness test.

2. Havinc- analyzed the i_lealism basic to our democracy, the student
will grasp the significance of idealism for a specific way of life.

Given a list of 20 educational objectives, the student will be able

to identify, without error, those objectives behaviorally stated.

4. Presented a pro-rile of a pupil's perormance on a standardized test,
the student will be able to identify, with complete accuracy, the
pupil's ap'e and Rrrade -norm as well as his percentile and stanine
rankins.

5. The student will be able to score at least 90g, on a spelling quiz
based on the list of twenty words taken from the social studies unit.

6. Presented a scrambled list of fifteen steos to be followed in pre-
paring paper mache masks, the student will be able to list the
proper seauence of the steps.

7. Presented a dittoed list of the rules, the student will learn the
rules governing the use of the comma.

8. The student will enjoy the works of the masters as well as the
works of the Monkees.

9. Presented with a list containing-the names of ten American authors
and fifteen novels, the student will be able to match authors
with novels with 90';'- accuracy.

10. Presented with an audio tape containinfr excerpts from the works of
various composers, the student will be able to identify, without .
error, the works of Beethoven.
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LP 4 DEVELOPING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR LEARNING
ACTIVITIES APPROPRIATE TO SPECIFIC DISCIPLINES

CONCEPT: Behavioral objectives can be developed for any valid

concept for learning.

PURPOSE: The behavioral objective is a statement describing

the observable, measurable student performance

intended as the outcome of the teaching learning

activities. An instructional goal might well be the

understanding, appreciation, or knowledge of a

concept or skill; behavioral objectives, however,

are stated with verbs denoting observable actions

from which the more abstruse actions of understanding,

appreciating, or knowing may be logically subsumed.

Once a particular concept or skill is identified as

acceptable to a learning program in any discipline,

the teacher can use a recommended structure in order

to produce a behavioral objective. The intent of

this learning package is to assist the teacher in

developing behavioral objectives precise in meaning

and consistent in interpretation. The teacher will

use the previously defined components of the

behavioral objective to write ones which adequately

describe expected terminal behaviors in his specific

discipline.

f
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PRE-TEST: Write three behavioral objectives appropriaLe to

subjects which you teach.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Using the District Curriculum Guide and/or appropriate

tes.t.s for one subject, the student will develop five

sequential behavioral objectives for that subject.

Adequacy will be judged by the instructor and two

colleagues.

SAMPLE TEST SITUATION:

In the presence of the instructor, write one

behavioral objective appropriate to your teaching

field.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Step #1.--Do the pre-test.

Step #2.--Submit your pre-test to two colleaques
for their evaluation. If your pre-test is
evaluated low, do step #3. If your
pre-test is evaluated high, do step #4.

Step #3.--Do the activity on page 4, "Revising
Behavioral Objectives." Indicate character-
istics which are missing and rewrite each
objective.

Step #4.--Read the Information Sheet, "Action Words
Helpful in Specifying Terminal Performances."

Step #5.--Post-test: Index (bookmark) in the
appropriate District Curriculum Guide or
textbook five new sources from which
behavioral objectives might be written.
Write two objectives satisfactory to two
of your colleagues. The. instructor will
ask you to write at least one objective
in his presence. If necessary, do step #6;
otherwiSproceed to the next learning
package_
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POST-TEST:

3

S Lep #6. --Review Vimcet #4 , Es tabl. i :71h inrj Performance
S tan (lards , or review ;lager ' s Preparing
Ins tructienal ObjctH.ve:; c11.0-) Ler 6, or
review Esbonsctn s Vol-king with Individual-

zed Instruction, pp. 1-12.

See step #5 a.bove.

ENRICHING ACTIVITIES:

See step #6 above.
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SAMPLE OnJECTIVES FOR ACTIVITY

1. Pup:11 will be able to identify various count0.ez;.

Missing characteristics

Rewrite

2. Pupil will be able to indicate fallacies existent in a persuasive essay.

Missing characteristics

Rewrite

3. Pupil will be able to add simple fractions.

Missing characteristics

Rewrite

4. Pupil will be able to write a narrative paragraph.

Missing characteristics

Rewrite

5. Pupil will be able to really understand music.

Missing characteristics

Rewrite

c'-69 oulr
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Missing Characteristics Activity I

KEY: a = failure to identify and name the overall behavior act.
b = failure to define the important conditions under which the

behavior is to occur. (givens and/or restrictions and limitations)
c = failure to define what constitutes acceptable performance (performance

standards.)

1. a, b c.

2. a b c

3. b c

4. b c

5. a b c

466
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--Information Sheet #2

Defini.Licn of Acri 1!(7,rds--
The action words witteli .23.2eustrA. a-s-oparational...guides,_in the _construction .af

the instructional objectives are:

1.. IDTIFYIFG. The individual selects
(by pointing to, touching, or picking
up) the correct object of a class name.
For example: Upon being asked, "Which
animal is the frog?" when presented
a set of small animals, the child is
expected to respond by picking up or
clearly pointing to or touching the
frog; if the child is asked to "pick

up the red triangle" when presented
with a set of paper cutouts represent-
ing different shapes, he is expected
to pick up the red triangles. This

class of performances also includes
identifying object properties (such as

rough, smooth, straight, curved) and,
in addition, kinds of changes such as

an increase or decrease in size.

2. DISTINGUISHIG. Identifying objects-
or events which'are potentially con-
fusable (square, rectangle), or when
two contrasting identifications (such

as right, left) are involved.

3. CONSTRUCTIKG. Generating a construc-
tion or drawing which identifies a
designated object or set of conditions.
Example: Beginning with a line segment,
the request is made, "Complete this
fiure so that it represents a triangle."
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Supplying the correct name
(orally or in written form) for a class
of objects or events. Example: "1.,That

is this three-dimensional object caJled?"
Response: "A cone."

ORDERING. Arranging two or more objects
or events in proper order in accordance
with a stated category. For example:
"Arrange these moving objects in order
of their speeds."'

DFSCRIBING. Generating and naming all
of the necessary categories of objects,

(
'N.

j /
7

a

object properties, or event properties,
that are relevant to the description of

"' ' I 1 4 1:CeidEA\
a designated situation. Example:

r
/ 1

\ f

/

Ec'
Y"Describe this object," and the observer : V\ I " 1 i tilil- c.. i f.; t:::-

.. \ 1 )
/

does not limit the categories which may , ',, ) \ 11'

be generated by mentioning them, as in / s'..,.....-

the question "Describe the color and I l','_ .--N '-----

(.7 X.

shape of this object." The childTs
\ ) / .---,,,....._

,-
description is considered sufficiently

\

complete when there is a probability or /,....--...

approximately on that any other individual'
is able to use the description to identify ---- 4

..._,

the object or event.

08
LL/'h/9_69 Doulder
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7. S'IMT7::7; 711T. :rakes a verbal state-

ment (net n.!cesserily in technical terms)

which ccys a rule or a principle, in-

cludih,l; the na7:es of the proper classes

of objects or events in their correct

order. ::,:ample: "aat is the test for

determinin Whether this surface is flat?"

The acceptable response requires the men-

tion of the application of a straight-

edg,-2, in various directions, to determine

touching all along the edge for each

position.

8. APPT7I7T1 Using a learned

principle rule to derive an answer

to a question. The answer may be

correct identification, the supplying

of a name, or some other kind of response.

The question is stated in such a way that

the individual must employ a rational

process to arrive at the answer. Such

proc.2ss may be simple, as "Property A

is true, property B is true, therefore
property C. must be true."

r'''''':'--".`41/41/4..

..1'...

1/4

11
!-- -N.

11/4, ''' /
;I

'.... i..1 . / \

,,,, ,,, 4_1- i''-! / '.\.s. \
'4. /',......, \ ._.....-- ..,..--.

i.1.-.1/4'-- t

9. DEST7_ATIF.G. Performing the operations

necessary to the application of a rule

or princiole.. Example: "Show how you

would tell whether this surface is flat."

The answer requires that the individual

use a straightedge to determine touching

of the edge to the surface at all points,

and in various directions.

10. INT=RETIrG. The child should be able

to identify objects and/or events in

terms of their consequences. There will

be a set of rules or principles always

connected with this behavior.

12oul.d.r

I
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I.! 1.; I.

,';

The ta;:onomy 01 c-gnit.ive m ri Lal processes specified

by Bluom* provs a mr:.ans by whi-h teachers can

prepare behavioral objectives which will sharpen

and depen the quality of student:3' intellctual

responses.

PURPOSE: This learning package intends to help teachers use

Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive mental processes for

improving the quality of intellectuai activity

elicited ..c; the behavioral objectives which they

deN'e_ "oo high a premium has traditionally

been plac2d upsn ::,tudents' ability to recall facts

(Bl-lom's first levelknowledge). Rote learning,

how. is becoming synonomol...s with irrelevant

learning in the minds of increasing numbers of

students and teachers. It tends to stifle complex

intellectual responses based upon the higher lovels

of mental processes. _Continual evaluation and

upgrading of instructional objectives in order to

stimulate maximum intellectual activity is the

imperative goal.

*Benjami-. S. 711e:.)m (2..), Taxonomy of Educational
0' lectives. 11an0P,, c.,:ocjnitive Domain. New
] lymans, Green; 4.9L)6.

LP 5/WI I R/9 69
111



PRIHT:,:_;T: Write one huh,7,vioral ob j ect VC fur each oF the six

of Bloom's cocjultive ta:,uuomy. Submit your

objuctives to the instLuctor for evaluation.

PERFORnANCE OF.jECTIVE:

The student will write behavioral objectives

appropri_ate to his/her field of teaching at the six

levels specified in Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives Counitive Domain. The objectives must

prove satisfactory to two fellow students and the

instructor.

N. B. (a) Use District Curriculum Guide and/or appropriate

textbooks as sources of objectives.

(b) Work in small groups (preferably three per group

whenever evaluation by colleagues is indicated.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

For a single concept in your teaching field prepare

a learning activity intended to elicit student

response for each of the following levels of cognitive

mental process: compr6hension, applica-tion, analysis,

synthesis, and evaluation.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Step #1.--Do the pre-test on the preceding page. If
the evaluation of your pre-test so indicates,
go to the criterion task (post-test);
otherwise, go to step #2.

112
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3

Stcp Vimcc:t 17)), 7\T)proliriJ)Le

EducLionl
Thc, Lhe
sheeL; afterards selL-::val.iaLe it.

Step #3.--ReaCI Bloom's Taxonomy. of Educational
Ohjectivs--Conitive Domain, pp. 1-24.
Writ brief answers to the items on the
sheet, "Questions to Direct and Assist
Reading." Submit your answers to two
colleagues for evaluation.

Step ---Do the following series of twelve activitie.

Activity I; Using Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,
pp. 62-78 and/or the attached abstract, define, or
describe, or cite examples as indicated on the
"Activity I Answer Sheet."

Activity II; Write at least two behavioral objectives
for your discipline at the Knowledge level. Use the
record form provided.

Activity III: Referring to Taxonomy, pp. 89 - 98,
and the abstract define, describe, or cite examples
on the "Activity III Answer Sheet."

Activity IV: Write at least two behavioral objectives
for your discipline at the Comprehension level. Use
the record form.

Activity V: Referring to Taxonomy, pp. 120-128, and
the abstract, define, describe, or cite examples of
the Application level. Record on "ActIvity III Answer
Sheet."

Activity VI: Write at least two behavioral objectives
for your discipline at the Application level. Use the
record form.

Evaluation: Dictate to two of your colleagues
independently your behavioral objectives
prepared thus far. Ask them to classify
your objectives according to levels (1.00,
2.00, 3.00). Compare their classifications
with yours and confer until mutual agree-
ment is reached.

Activity VII: Referring to Taxonomy, pp. 144-150, and
the abstract define, describe, or cite examples on
the "Activity IV Answer Sheet."

113
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4

Act v LL7 r Wri ;If; irD 1:hav cyril. ohj(!e-

tiv,!:; to.c CLJ ine Ve I .

I:11c ri-_,c-c)-1.-d. font,

Evaluati()n: Submit: y(,ur two Anit]ysis level
oh, .civcn to two (2,...11agu9n fc,r their

evaluation. Revise if neces:..ary.

Activity TX: Referring to Taxon=y, pp. 162-176,

and thc ithsLracL, define, deribe, or cite examples

on the "AcLivity IV Answer Sheet."

Activity X: Write at leant two behavioral objec-
_ _
tives for your discipline at the Synthesis level.
Use the record form.

Evaluation: Submit your two Synthesis
level ob-M.ctives to two colleagues for
their evaluation. 17.evise if necessary.

Activity XI: Referring to Taxonomy, pp. 185-195
'and the-abstract define, describe, or cite
examples for the Evaluation level. Record on the
"Activity IV Answer Sheet."

POST-TEST: Rewrite your twelve behavioral objectives on

separate cards. Randomize your cards and submit

them one at a time to at least one colleague for

evaluation; revise if necessary. Then, classify

each card according to the Bloom taxonomy and

submit your twelve behavioral objectives to the

instructor.

ENRICHING ACTIVITY:

Classroom Questions: What Kinds?. Norris M.

Sanders. New York: Harper & Row, 1966.

LP5/WHR/9-69 114



SELECTING APPROrnTATE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

:NSWER SHET

1. A B Neither 11. C A P

2. A B 12. C A P

3. A B Ncither 13. C A P

4. A B 14. C A P

5. A B Neither 15. L H (L A LA-rest,

6. A B 16. L H

7. 4 B Neither 17. T. H

8. A B Neither 18. L H

9. A B 19. C (L or H) A P

10. C = Cognitive 20. C (L or H) A P
A = Affective
P Psychomotor 21. C (L or H) A P

(a) (c)
(b) (d) 22. C (L or II) A P

r

LP5PI-M/9-69 PouL:irr 1 '5

H = Higher)



Que!;tionf; to Direct end As.inc Rendin;1

tn yotl nbr.trrtnt 01,2 :7:1Th is:t_n:s 4...!:;prn(.1 in 7,7!

inzrcz.fnc::oLy (i - 24) c).- To.-:onn17.y. The Grder..:11,2 of Li:fa questt:is

iaroliein 6)ct develepint of thn buok.

1. What is tle meaning of "ta:%oi4otr.y"?

2. What axe the values of a taxonomy?

3. What are soma problems in or^,anizing a ta::onomy?

4. What or3anizationa1 principles were used in this taxonomy?

5. List and describe the "three domains"

6. What are the major tasks in setting up a taxonomy?

7. What does this taxonomy attempt to classify?

8: List the guiding principles used in the development of the taxonomy.

9. How was work begun on the development of the taxonomy?

10 What is the basic problem of a taxonomy?

11. How are educational outcomes ordered in this taxonomy?

12, What important points are made regarding the usefulness of the taxonomy?

Loulnnr 118
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17(.7, for ActivItJ.eJ II, TV, VI, VIII, X, XII

Objc2.eti'le 2

2-00 CoprfThrion
0,Jjective

Objective 2

3,r?D A7;1-0-7!-.1r1

Objective 1

Objective 2

4.00 Analysis
Objective 1

Objective 2

5.00 Synthesis
Objective-1

Objective 2

6.00 Evaluation
Objective i

Objective 2

/t17--(.7 1-'0171.1eNr.
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:
( I

Taxonemv oF Educotional

KNOWLFT',GE

1.00 KNOWLEDGE

Knowledv,e, as defined here, involves the recoil of specifics and universals, the
recall of methods and processes, or the recall of a pattern, structure, or setting.

For measurement purooses, the recall situation involves little more than bringing

to mind thc ppropriate material. Although some alteration of the material may be
required, this is a relatively minor part of the task. The knowledge objectives

emphasize most the psychological processes of remembering. The process of relating

is also involvcd in that a knowledge test situation requires the organization and
reorganization of a problem such that it will furnish the appropriate signals and

cues for the information and knowledge the individual possesses. To use an analogy,

if one thini'7s of the mind as a file, the problem in a knowledge test situation is
that of finding in the problem or task the approprite si2na1s, cues, and clues which

will most effectively bring out whatever knowledge is filed or stored.

1.10 KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIFICS

The recall of specific and isolable bits of information. The emphasis is G,

symbols with concrete referents. This material, which is at a very low level

of abstraction, may be thought of as the elements from which more .complex and

abstrac forms of knowledge are built.

1.11 KNOWLEDGE OF TERMINOLOGY

Knowledge of the referents for specific symbols (verbal and non-verbal). This

may include knowledge of the most generally accepted symbol referent, know-

ledge of the variety of symbols which may be used for a single referent, or
knowledge of the referent most appropriate to a given use of a symbol.

*To define techhical terms by giving their attributes, properties, or

relations.

*Familiarity with a large number of words in their common range of mean-

ings.

1.12 KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIFIC FACTS

Knowledge of dates, events, persons, places, etc. This may include very

precise and specific information such-as the specific date or exact magnitude

of a phenomenon. It may also include approximate or relative information

such as an approximate time period or the general order of magnitude of a

phenomenon.

*The recall of major facts about particular cultures.

*The possession of a minimum knowledge about the organisms studied in

the laboratory.

1.20 KNOWLEDGE OF WAYS AND MEANS OF DEALING WITH SPECIFICS

Knowledge of the ways of organizing, studying, judging, and criticizing. This

includes the methods of inquiry, the chronological sequences, and the standards.
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1.23 r-:,:ia!-,c11,.

Knnwlede cl::s:-;es, sets, divisions, alid arranents which nre regardcd

furcnLal for a ',:eLn rubiect fiold, 7-qrrpose, arpu:amt, or problem.

*To rcconi: eocc..11 il:1--,sLA by various kinds of problums or

*Dueomin;: uith a ranf7,.. of Typc-s of literature.
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1.31

H. 5 i : 1.1: .!:L-!

VI. .;+, : ! i:, ) -, , _ l!--; t./ tflc

, ti -..-.:t.h,:r tn.ln Hs ilhAi::y tD 11:-, 1.1i

ef 1;a:Ln ;:or ev-i!uacia conc:.Tts.

*h- o;= yel,_.v:t o the linds

of 01 Lo Lo-1:-11

.

r,.nd 17htt:.:-ns 1,h7;ch 1,!-)Nero.c.1 !

are or,H:,i:(O. ay!? lir: t)eors, _:r11i7ations

Which (lc; a f1oicl a:e scuiyin{..

phene1.1.1 or f;olviny: p.:eblema.
::bstr:Ictich

and col',1,1exity.

Knowledrc or particulAr ::b..;trL:c:r5,on_> which Y:arize obsorvotions of phenomena.

These arc the 1,51:1,,;-ions which af,_ of wIlue In c).p1;lillin7, iiscritain, pre-

c:r in detilling tht' approli;iilte and relevant oction or direction

to be

ttEnodge of the inportant orinci r1 es by which OUT expz?rience with

biological pli(..Lo:-.1ena is su:..-,1rized.

*The recall of ;-1:Ljor generalizations al'out particular cultures.

1.32 KNOM,E1-.r;E or lw:nrors STEUCTUl:F';

Knowledv.o of tho bodv of principles and generalizations together with their

interrelations which present a clear. round, and systematic view of a

complex phenomenon. problem, or field. Thef.c are the most zibstract formu-

lations, ahd they c..a he used to show the interrelation and organization of

a great range of specifics.

*The recall of major theories about FYi-ticular cultures.

*Knowledge of a relatively complete fo-mulation of the theory of evolu-

tion.

INTELLECTUAL A!',ILITIES A!:1-) SKILLS

Abilities and refer to organized modes ot operation and generalized techniques

for dealing with material!: and prLb The rx.tevials and problems nay he of such

a nature that little or no !;pecialiced and technical inCormation is required. Such

infurtion as in required can be assumed to he lart of the individual's general

fluid oC Other pl...11;lim7. lV rcquire and technical inforrtition

ai A rather h!-U level !,ucII th.!t arrl in dealing with the

probl,;:i } 1.t t!).. ' ri!(111' I 'le :/t!' I i i y!; i -; o!) j ec t yes --

sizc the mew_..1 pleee:..a. of r:aai-iul: and reor ii-tyrial to achieve
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*Sihe te ulltirstLind st[ster-:_nts (metaphor, symbolism,

itony, exaeraZion).

*Skill in translatin math::matioal verbal a t. ial into symbolic state-

ments and vice versa.

2.20 INTELPP,E1ATIO

The enplanatien s'.=:a-riz:1Uon of a cu-!::.:nication. Whereas translation

inolves an coe:,.Live y:::rt-for-part rend.in:1 of 4 cnt,-unication, intevpre-

t:Ition involves a reorderi:-.g, IOUT-It, or a new view of the material.

*The abili,y to grasp the thought of the work as a whole at any desired

level o4E gener-lity.

*The ability to interpret vLrio-..:s types of social data.

2.30 EXTRAPOLATIO

The extension of trends or tendencie beyond the given data to determine

implications, consequences, corollaries, effects, etc., which are in ac-

cordance with the conditions described in the original communication.

*The ability to deal with the collusions of a work in terms of-the--

immediate inference made from the explicit statements.

*Skill in predicting continuation of trends.

3.00 APPLICATION

The use of abstractions ill particular and concrete situations. The abstrac-

may bcs in the f.11-1:' of !!eneY%:1 ideas, rules of procedures, or generalized

me,hods.
pr.ac.1::les, ideas, and

theories which muJt 1)e re,mbered end applied.

*Application to the phcac.:leal disetv:sed in one paper of the., scientific

tcrtin; or eoacepts ia othot panels.

Ifs I f.:ti.1:-tsr
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well as its basis

4.10 ALYST

idttic: of the el.:.ri-nts c3ir in a cciunication.

*The ability to rccoLi.nize unstated u.sini!nrt:ions.

*Skill in alf;tinljuishin.,% facts from hypotheses.

4.20 CP hET,ATTCSIITPS

The conn...:ctioal; nnd interactions betw,,,.;n elements and parts of a communica-

tion.

*ility to eb,:ck the conzqistecy of hypotheses with g5ven information

hr.d assumpLions.

in comprehending the inter7-elationrhips among
the ideas in a

passage.

4.30 ANAYSif= OF RLY)CANIZATICAL.PF,TNCIPIA:q

Tho orgz.nization, systentic arranent, and structure which hold the ccm-

munication togther. This includes thc: "explicit" as well as "implicit"

structuro. It includes the bases, necessary arrangement, and the mechanics

which :7.ake the ccmriunieation a unit.

*The ability to recognize form and p:'ttern in literary or artistic works

as a means of understanding thei,r meaning.

*Ability to recognize the general techniques used in persuasive materials,

such as advertising, propaganda, etc.

S.00 SYNTHES_S

The putting together of elements and parts so as to form a whole. This

involves the process of worLing with pieces, parts, elements, etc., and

arranging and combining them in such a way as to constitute a pattern or

structure not clearly there before.

S.10 ITCTIr_IN OF A UNICRIF COUNICATION_

he dev(lormt:ait of a ce;i.,7ionicdl1 o11 in which the writer or speaker attempts to

convey ideas, fcclin!,.s, xid/or
e:Tk.rieccs to othcis.
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and

-AhiT.i.Ly to teii eAv (:.; -.

5.20 (?:;. OF 0!-..,7Y..7101,,':.:

Tha d.
o.r or 1. 11 1 I or n plan of opration';.

Th plan shoctd o as uhlch may be u.i.vc to the

studt..1 or aich Le

*Ability to FA:op:use ways testine, hypotheses.

*Ability tc plan a uait of instrhetion for a particular tcaching sit-

uation.

5.30 DERIVAT1CN OF A !7T OF P-DSTRCT

The development of a set of aly7:tract relations either to clasify Or explan

particular data Or phenomena, or the dluction of propositions and relatiens

from a :;ct ui basiC. prepositions or Syl:khOilc rcprehtations.

*Ability to formulate appropriate hypotheses based upon an analysis of

factors involved, and modify such hypotheses in the light of new

factors and considerovicns.

*Ability to mathematical discoveries and generalizations.

6.00 EVALUATION

Judgments abcm.:t the value of material and methods for given purposes. Quanti-

tative and qualitative jukments: about the extent to which material and

methods satisfy criteria. Use of a stanc'nrd of appraisal. The criteria

may be those detei.mined by thre student or those which are given to him.

6.10 JUDCNTS IN INTERNAL EVIDENCE

Evaluation of the accuracy of a communication from such evidence as logical

accuracy, consistency, and other internal ::riteria.

*judging by internal standards, the ability to assess general prob-

ability of accuracy in reporting facts from the care given to exact-

ness of statcment, documentation, proof, etc.

*The ability to indicate logical fallacies in arguments.

6.20 JUPOMENTS IN TErs OF EXTERNAL CRITPRTA

Evaluation of matt:,rial with reference to selected or remembered criteria.

*The comparisn of ajor theories, generalizations, and facts about

particular cUlture:',.

*Jedin,: by external st:ro,lai-ds, the ability to compare a work with the

hight:t 1.nawri St;indar!: in itS ficld--('SpcCially with other works of

reeegni7.ed excellence.
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such ee:

-
1Utee(.,

`I'reede

weehiee

)

te'

;

. found 1,i c-n.r!,,,r;;..

uays end weelns of deeling ,eith Spcicifics

en rul,:e: of table etiquette or of makine,

(e.e. kreeine the order of threect;eree unchine or
e ceeefre.: in feee..::::.; ;lee over the years)

eeA e-Te-e-oelee (e,e .-inr tlo eleersificarion of nutrients

Li tO)Z. a uc.I as :cps- eeere7, fooee foe legulatine and protecting, etc, or
kno-eing the kinds of -eaves by neee)

Cril7erie (e.g., ::nowing the 1-;,le5 c 4 or Basic 7 to use in judgine adequacy of

daily meals or knowlee the criteria for selecting toys)

((. 'ereg.
querreLne children)

ring a way to operate a vaccuum cleaner or ways to handle

In addition, KnowleOee includes kno%Ang the ,niversals or abstractions in a
field such as:

principloa_ ,re_rizatice173 (e.g., knowing the principle of proportion,
the principles of precoin coo-eery, etc.)

theories (e.g., the theory of psycholceical needs as a basis for human
motivation)

A teacher can epect pray !neerieeele from students when she has them recite

what they have read or heard. SLIekets who memorize, for example, certain guides
as to the buying of electrical equipment and eo no further in their thinking than
oral or written reeurritation of what they h::.ve re,eorized, have gained knowledge

but not understandine. This kind ef learning it: reeningless, makes no change in the

person, and tends to be forgotten readily.

Comprehension - Wnen the individual can make use of what she knows (terms,
facts, criteria, principles, etc.) she comprehends the meaning. In this lowest
level cf understanding, the student can exp]ein in her own words, can illustrate

or change the form of the idea. In comprehendine the meaning of data, she car
extend trends beyond the data to determine the implications. In order to com-.
prehend, the student must first have access to knowledge of the idea, fact, etc.

(The categories of knowledge - terms, facts, conventions, trends, etc. - also

apply in comprehension.)

The teacher can expect comprehension when she teaches so that students have to

explain, to use words different itom those n which the idea is originally pre-
sented. When the teacher asks for camples or has studente illustrate through
pictures, models,stories, etc., she can expect comprehension.

She can evaluate students' covIprehenion by the adequacy of the explanation

or the illustration
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\

, ,, h.'

- ]L Ii I .1.];-!v'!.1 (......-,prehr.cion of

yeLl; i:ecleii:cf; the student

to

c;in co.:',-,ene-at parts or

relcd c faets,

vcroce; oijectr; or eoll,_:rete thecries, etcl

The teache.z c;T:11 this levei 07 .71.1en after students

achieve cor:!7.)r,?nn oi .!LvF.2n an idea, theory,

e=ple, ojeeL, or a proce:3n to hr,.:.eL e:JYrn into cu.npont par Is Fo;_7

1-.100u for a 0:.7 anaed for food el:7cnt',:; accordin,-; to the Basic 4 Food

Group. Or e-:::eles of ehild. 1)ehavior LI7 be a:lalyed aF, to possibe clule.Q.-effect

In nnaly:::in the rionu kor iood g-!:012ns or the eamplos of child
catie-fect reletion, the student mnst remember knowledge,

must comprehend, and must apply thc--Jo in situetiono..

.E3vn.rhq. - The level of tnlOc=rndLn at which a stu,dcnt can synthesize

iS a cr,..Intive ene. ( t invoves ahli! LO put pal-tr; ef elef:lenZ:s to,ather into

a vhole which is or7tinnl wth tb-n 1--rf,onc dr,,y5s menkl (oricrvin.:Il with

the student) to include. th::! 4 rroups ':7ould require ,,ynthe.3is, as would dc-

velopThg a plen 7c.)r one's .:alt-cl:ohe o: for arrans;ieg n room or for havi_nr.: a party

for children. 'iro set Up orlinal h;po":-,hot4is (e.g., how to rer ova an actual stain)

or to dl:a17 concluns frorl a sot_ of fact also 7;ould involve_ learning to

the loyal of synthc:ils. AL! oE those v!ould rocuire knowledge, comprehension,

application, ahd analysis (to see when the whole is co::;pleted).

Evalnatloa - To ask students to pa:;s oriinal jude7.eot on the value of

something develops the hi?he.'.t level of eoc:nitive learning. To make a valid judge-

ment of the dahllity of certain toys for children, for example, the student

must know ald ceprehend criteria for selecting toyE, for children, must be able to

apply these criterta to the spcific toys, murt be able to synthesize all of her

thinking to this point into a deduction in order to arrive at a juddment.

To expect learning to the level of evaluation the teacher must, after students

compre;,,ud the nocesary knowledge, present ideas or new examples for students to

evaluate.
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1.

17!'. Ct ,

2et:
_

:11v

of rrinciple!; ( ro-- nrr;:nement.

-..ori.4e r Le i cf room arre,ngment La the

Lhe 11;,c1bo.ird ta L-om iiyc the teachr recLte them).

2. C iectves: Crolionsiea of the principles of room arrrnigoment.

7(mce: E-7hine floor pions (or or cx:Implcs of

acLul wi.th toacf:er oly:-,lz,in.al-Lon of the principles Ly showing one

or more t.a lea of eoch principle.

3. Oblective: AlAlity to a.pply the principles of room arrangement.

Learn.in(?, ET.:peij_once:
Pollouieg the learning experience in 2 above, the

tencher 1...onts a "now" floo... plan (or picture or actual room) for the'

student to recognize whether or not each specific principle of room

arrangement has been folloued.

4. Objecti-,-e: Ability to ann3yzo a room arcIngement for principles observed.

Le_arning. Y:xor:rl.once: 'collowing l(In':.niug experience in 2 above (and

possjbl.y 3 al::o), the teacher asks a student to :elect a floor plan of

a room and to analyze it for specific principles followed or not followed.

5. Objective: Ability to synthesize the principles of room arrangement.

LQarnim', 1:..)erience:
Following, a learning experience such as in 2 above

(and possibly j and/or 4 al:=.o), the teaelL:r asks the students to drau

a room floor plan sbouing arrangement of furnituze according ta the

principles of room arraement.

6. Objective: Students arc presented a floor plan, pict!;re, or actual room

to judz,,e for the beauty and convenience of arrangement. (Presumably

principles of room arrangement exist for the purposes of beauty and

convenience.
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i.i V;PITIN,;

CoNC:A:: The affective cinmain is r:entral Lo every part of the

learnini and evaluation process. It begins with the

thre:hold of consciousnc....ss, where awareness of the

stimulus initiates the learning process. It provides

the threshold for evaluation, whcre willingness to

respond is the basis for psychomotor responses,

without which no evaluation of the learning process

can take place. It includes values and value systems

that provide the basis for continued learning and for

most of an individual's overt behaviors. It provides

the bridge between the stimulus and the cognitive and

the psychomotor aspects of an individual's personality.*

PURPOSE: Probably the continued heavy emphasis on cognitive

goals (facts, principles, and skills) in education

occurs because most teachers were instructed that

way and are not aware of other possibilities.

Another reason might be that it is easier to evaluate

outcomes of cognitive goals than affective goals.

Partly it is because cognitive goals are traditional

and are thus more clearly defined. Also, values are

delicate, personal, and controversial; as a result,

*Albert F. Eiss and Mary Blatt Harbeck. Behavioral
Objectives in the Affective Domain. National Science Super-
visors AssocialiEn. WasKiEgton, NEA, 1969, p. 11.

LP6/WHR/9-69
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2

teocher7: ore reluctant to deal with them. The

purpof:e of this learning pachage is to identily the

characteristics of the first three levels of the

affective domain and to use them in developing

behavioral objectives in the affective domain.

PRE-TEST: Write three behavioral objectives which will elicit

student responses appropriate to each of the first

three levels of mental process as specified in

Taxonomy of Educational Obiectives--Handbook II;

Affective Domain.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

The student will write behavioral objectives for

learning activities appropriate to his discipline

at the first three levels specified in Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives--Handbook II: Affective

Domain. Adequacy will be determined by one fellow

student and the instructors.

N. B. (a) Use the District Curriculum Guide and/or

appropriate textbooks as sources of objectives.

(b) Work in small grOups of three whenever evalua-

tion by colleagues is called for.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

For a single concept in your teaching field prepare

a learning activity intended to elicit an observable,

measurable response from which one may safely infer

achievement at the Valuing level of affect.

LP6/WHR/9 -69 134
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3

NG ACTIVITIES:

Step #1.--Do the pre-test on the preceding page.

Step #2.--Consu1t Webster's Twentiffth Century New
English Diction,lry (Un61-ridged) r the
Oxford Encilish Dictionary for dclinitions
of "affect" (noun) and "affective."
Write in your own words definitions of
"affect" and "affective" appropriate to
learning processes. Submit your pre-test
and your definitions to the instructor
for evaluation. According to the instruc-
tor's directions go either to step #3 or
to tpost-tcst.

Step #3.--Referring to Handbook II: Affective Domain,
pp. 15-23, write brief answers to the
items on the sheet "Questions to Direct and
Assist Reading."

Read "Guide to Taxonomy--Affective Domain"
and the chart appended to the guide for
orientation and as a possible resource for
writing your objectives.

If you believe that you are prepared, go
to the post-test. . If you
believe that you need additional prepara-
tion, do the following series of eighteen
activities:

Activity I: Read Handbook II, pp. 98-105, and/or the
Appendix, pp. 176-177. Describe or define and list
semantic clues and copy at least two cited examples
as directed on "Activity I Answer Sheet" for Level
1.1, "Awareness."

Activity II: Write at least two objectives in your
field at level 1.1, "Awareness."

Activity III: Repeat Activity I for level 1.2,
"Willingness to Receive." Refer to Handbook II,
pp. 107-110 and/or 177.

Activity IV: Repeat Activity II at level 1.2,
"Willingness to Receive."

Activity V: Repeat Activity I for level 1.3,
"Controlled or Selected Attention' Refer to
Handbook II, pp. 112 and/or 177-178.
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Activity VI: Repeat Activity TI ,t level 1.3,
"Controlled or Selected Attention."

Evaluation: Write your six ob',ectives on
cards (unclassified) Ind randomize them.
Submit the cards to two colleagues indepen-
d ntly. Compare their assigned values
(1.1, 1.2, 1.3) with yours and confer
(rewrite?) to agreement.

Activity VII: Repeat Activity I for level 2.1,
"Acquiescence in Responding." Refer to Handbook
II, pp. 118-123 and/or pp. 178-179. Record on
"Activity VII Answer Sheet."

Activity VIII: Repeat Activity II at level 2.1,
"Acquiescence in ResponcKng."

Activity IX: Repeat Ac'Livity I for level 2.2,
"Willingness to Respone.." Refer to Handbook II,
pp. 124-128 and/or p. 179.

Activity X: Repeat Activity II for level 2.2,
"Willingness to Respond." Refer to Handbook II,
pp. 130-134 and/or pp. 179-180.

Activity XI: Repeat Activity I for level 2.3,
"Satisfaction in Rasponse." Refer to Handbook II,
pp. 130-134 and/or.- pp. 179-180.

Activity XII: Re?eat Activity II at level 2.3,
"Satisfaction in Response."

Evalhation: Write your six objectives on
earth (unclassified) and randomize them.
Subnit the cards to two colleagues indepen-
den'Lly. Compare their assigned values
(2.1, 2.2, 2.3) with yours and confer to
agreement.-

Activity XIII: Repeat Act.Lvity I for level 3.1,
"Acceptance of a Value." Refer to Handbook II,
pp. 139-143 and/or pp. 180-181. Record on "Activity
XIII Answer Sheet."

Activity XIV: Repeat Activity II at level 3.1,
"Acceptance of a Value."

Activity XV: Repeat Activity I for level 3.2,
"Prefdrence for a Value." Refer to Handbook II,
pp. 145-147 and/or p. 181.
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Activity XVI: Repeat Activity II at level 3.2,
"Preference for a Value."

Activity XVIT: Repeat Activity I at level 3.3,
"Commitment." Refer to Handbook II, pp. 149-151 and/or
p. 182.

Activity XVIII: Repeat Activity II at level 3.3,
"Commitment."

Evaluation: Write your six objectives on
cards (unclassified) and randomize them.
Submit the cards to two colleagues indepen-
dently. Compare their assigned values
(3.1, 3.2, 3.3) with yours and confer to
agreement.

POST-TEST: Write two objectives appropriate for learning activities

for each of the following levels of the affective

taxonomy of mental processes: 1.1, 1,2, 1.3, 2.1,

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3. Adequacy will be judged

by two of your fellow students. (If you completed

the Interim Evaluations for Activities I XVIII,

you have completed the post-test.)

ENRICHING ACTIVITIES:

1. Behavioral Objectives in the Affective Domain.

Albert F. Eiss and Mary Blatt Harbeck.

2. Pick up the thread of activity for Activites I -

XVIII and continue the activities below for

affective taxonomy levels 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, and 5.2:

Activity XIX: Describe or define and list semantic
clues and copy at least two cited examples as
directed on "Activity XIX Answer Sheet" for level 4.1,
"Conceptualization of a Value." Refer to Handbook
II, pp. 154-157, and/or pp. 182-183.
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Activity XX: Repeat Activity XIX for level 4.2,
"Organization of a Value System." Refer to Handbook
II, p. 159. Recor3 on the "Activity XIX Answer
Sheet."

Evaluation: Ask two of your colleagues to
evaluate your answer sheet. Confer to agreement.

Activity XXI: Repeat Activity XIX for level 5.1,

"Generalized Set." Refer to Handbook II, pp. 165-168
and/or p. 184. Record on the "Activity XXI Answer
Sheet."

Activity XXII: Repeat Activity XIX for level 5.2,
"Characterization." Refer to Handbook II, pp.
170-173 and/or p. 185. Record on the "Activity XXI
Answer Sheet."

LP6/WHR/9-69

Evaluation: Ask two of your colleagues to evaluate
your answer sheet. Confer to agreement.



QUESTIONS. TO DIRECT AND ASSIST READING

Definition(s)

Affect:

Affective:

7

1. What reason is advanced for developing the cognitive taxonomy before the
affective taxonomy?

2. List 2 causes for the "Erosion of Affective Objectives"

3. Briefly state the 2 reasons given for the hesitation to use affective measures
for grading purposes.

.4. Write brief statements of the 2 research findings of Jacob.

5. What conclusions are intended to be drawn from the examdnation of the 6
objective statements?

139
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GUIDE TO TAXONOIIY AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

The appended chart represents a schematic outline of educational objectives
(behaviors) having primarily affective components. The following points are made
in an effort to interpret the outline to the student.

(1) The categories prefixed with decimal notations are descriptive of behaviors.
Thus we...speak, for example, of 1.0 Eeceiving (behavior) or 3.3 Commitment

(behavior,)
(2) The Taxonomy represents an overlapping continuum of affective behavior in

spite of the descrete or discontinuous appearance of the outline. To

illustrate: one does not terminate Valuing behavior to initiate Organization

behavior.
(3) The hierarchial ordering of the categories is based upon the following

congruents:
(a) an increase of internalization (incorporation of something within the

mind or adopting as one's own, the ideas, practices; standards or
values of another person or of a society).

(b) a parallel increase in the willingness 1:o expend evergy or stick out
one's neck for the sake of what is believed, ie. a demonstrative
willingness to assume greater risk.

(c) an increase in emotional involvement or intensity as articulated in a
response behavior. To illustratel The responding behavior of someone
willing to die for his beliefs would be assigned Level 5.2.

(4) A fascimile of the outline appears on P. 37 in the Taxonomy. The commonly
used labels, interest, appreciation, etc, are not included and should not
be used in formulating objectives--the reason being the lack of precision
in meaning due to the wide range of their referent affective behaviors.
To illustrate: "The student should become interested in good books,"
could imply affective responding behavior all the way from 1.1 being aware,
that good books exist to level X wherein.the student turns his house into
a lending library. . . Clearly evaluating such an objective is impossible.

(5) Reference is made to the term "Response Variables" (see Activity Answer
Sheets). The attempt here is to encourage the student to include in his
objective statements, variables indicative of desired responding behavior
rather that inferential behavior. For example, "The student will en-
courage others not to litter the school grounds", is an objective which
states a desired form of overt behavior. ie. the behavior of actively
1:ecruiting other students in a task: Thus formulated, the objective is
more amenable to precise evaluation whereas the objective,"The student
will value a clean school ground" can only be evaluated on an imprecise
basis.

(6) Implicit in the Taxonomy is the positive orientation of desired affective
behavioral responses as opposed to the negative. ie. responses which are
socially condoned or accepted -- in practice, objectives are rarely stated
in terms of such respondent behaviors as fear, disgust, indignation, eta.

(7) As further notified, you will not be required to write objectives at the
4.0 and 5.0 levels--for two reasons.
(1) The achievem3nt of such affective behaviors is a fuhctiou of a 'con--
Sideratle duration of.time (perhaps even longer than one school year.)
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GUIDE TO TAXONOMY -- AFFECTIVE DOMAIN (continued)

(8)

9

(2) The best attempts in formulating these two levels leaves something
to be desired with respect to clarity of definition and subsequently
the degree to which they could be operationally useful to the teacher.
Knowledge of their characteristics is however required to give you an
overall conception of the Taxonomy.

Soma labels have been included in the outline to reinforce point 3.

Ir6/w1111/9. 69 Bouacler
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RECORD FORM FOR ACTIVITIES II, IV ... use pencil

Awareness Obj. 1

Obj. 2

Willingness
Obj. 1

Obj. 2
1-1

HControlled or
selected attention

Obj. 1c!

r-i
Obj. 2

11

Acquiescence in
....nnndence

. 1

1-1 Obj. 2

tO
P-1

Wi 1 lin gne s s to

r4 respond Obj. 1

Obj. 2

Satisfaction in
response OLj. 1

Acceptance of a
value Obj. 1

Obj. 2

Preference for a
value Obj. 1

Commitment

Obj. 2

Obj. 1

Obj. 2
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2.3 Satisfaction in
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2.0 RESPONDING
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. 4.0 ORGANIZATION

4.2 Organization of a
value system

4.1 Conceptualization
of a value

14 7
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5.0 CHARACTERIZATION BY A VALUE COIa'LEX

5.2 Characterization 5.1 Generalized Set
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LP 7 WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJL,CTIVES IN THE PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN

CONCEPT: The psychomotor domain of mental process refers

to the coordination of the nrvous system and the

muscular system to produce appropriate body move-

ments. As the vehicle for expression of an indivi-

dual's cognitive and affective mental activity,

psychomotor functioning deserves prime concern when

determining learning objectives.

PURPOSE: The purpose of this learning package is to assist

educators to identify psychomotor resoonses essential

to their own teachina- fields. The purpose also is

to make easier the isolation of psychomotor responses

from cognitive and affective responses so that learn-

ing activities may be appropriately sequenced.

PRE-TEST: After reading the information sheet on paP:e 3 and

Simpson's "A Condensed Version of the Psychomotor

Domain," pages 4 - 7, rewrit, the incomplete learning

objectives on page: 8. Delimit the statements to the

psychomotor domain and cast them in behavioral terms.

Submit your rewritten objectives to an instructor for

evaluation.

$
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PEBFORMANCi!: OBJECTIV:

Write three psychomotor behavioral objectives for learning

activities anpropriate to your field of teaching. These

thr. objectives must be adjudved satisfactory by one of

your colleagues in the same field and by the instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

Consider the following objectiv : "the pupil will perform

20 successive rope-skips at the rate of 120 skips per

minute while maintaining simultaneous bipedal contact

with the floor."

Relevant to this objective, describe one subcateRory task

at each of the five levels of the Simpson Taxonomy, p.

Example: 1.2 Cue Selection -- Describe cues; 2.2 Physical

Set -- give an example of physical set.

LEARNING ACTIVITIESf

Step 1 - Consult a psychoIogy.text or a dictionary; write
.a definition for each of the following terms:
skill, ability, and psychomotor. Compare your
definitions with at least one colleague for
divergence of meaning.

Step 2 - Compile a list of 5 - 10 learning situations
relevant to your field wherein psychomotor tasks
can be defined. Confer with one colleague
(preferably one in your field) concerning the
appropriateness of the learning situations
you specify. Use the "Criterion Task enswer
Sheet," p.

POST-TEST:

Write one behavioral objective for each of the first three

levels in the Simpson psychomotor taxonomy. Submit your

three objectives to the instructor.
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INFORHAT ION ;.; HELT - - PSYCHOMOTOR TAXONOi.;Y

Little proFress has t-)en made in the development of a Taxonomy

of 'Educational Cbjcctives - Psychomotor Domain. Although pro-

visional drafts of such have been published, none has achieved a

der-free of acceptance comparable tn the Bloom - Krathwohl Taxono-

mies. (The lack of a psychomotor taxonomy, however, does not

in any way prevent one from stating p ychomotor objectives in

behavioral terms.) One provisional taxonomy is included in this

learning package for the purpose of aiding the student in the

formulation of objectives.

On the surface it would appear that a psychomotor taxonomy

would be relatively easy to construct since most psychomotor skills

can be identified, at least in terms of required Performance cri-

teria and/or nd product criteria. Difficulties arise in the

choice of the principles or construct upon which the taxonomy

could be built and in the lack of precision in the definition of

the terms to be used. To illustrate, most educational objectives

An the psychomotor domain are stated in terms of abilities or

skills such as "The pupil will develop the skill to "' or

"The pupil will develop the ability to *H questions as to

what constitutes "skill" and "ability" and upon what criteria

they aru based are valid but difficult to answer.

Onn consequence with respect to stating psychomotor objectives

should be th- avoidance of these labels--skill, ability--unless

the criteria are explicitly included, either in t11,7 statement of

terminal performance or in the end product.

152
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A CONDENSED- VERSION-OF-THE-PSYCHONOTOR DOMAIN (after-Simpson)

*Note illustrative objective statements below are incomplete

1.0 PERCEPTION

This is an essential first step in performing a motor act. It is

the process of becoming aware of objects, qualities, or relations by

way of the sense organs. It is the central portion of the situation--

interpretation--action chain leading to purposeful motor activity.

The category of perception has been divided into three subcategories

indicating three different levels with respect to the perception process.

It seems to the investigator that this level is a parallel of the first

category, Receiving or Attending, in the affective domain.

1.1 SENSORY STIMULATION - Impingement of a stimulus upon one or more

of the sense organs.

1.11 Auditory - Hearing or the sense or organs of hearing.

1.12 Visual - Concerned with the mental pictures or images

obtained through the eyes.

1.13 Tactile - Pertaining to the sense of touch.

1.14 Taste - Ascertain the relish or flavor of by taking a portion

into the mouth.

1.15 Smell - To perceive by excitation of the olfactory nerves.

1.16 Kinesthetic - The muscle sense; pertaining to sensitivity

from activation of receptors in muscles, tendons, and joints.

Examples of sensory stimulation

Sensitivity to auditory cues in playing a musical instrument

as a member of a group
Awareness of difference in "hand" of various fabrics.

Sensitivity to flavors in seasoning food.

1.2 CUE SELMTION - Deciding to what cues one must respond in,order to

satisfy the particular requirements of task performance.

This involves identification of the cue or cues and associating them

with the task to be performed. It may involve grouping of cues in

terms of past experience and knowledge. Cues relevant to the situation

are selected as a guide to action; irrelevant cues are igaored or discarded.

Examples of cue selection

Recognition of operating difficulties With machinery through

the sound of the machine in operation.
Scnsing where the needle should be set in beginning a machine

stitching.
Recognizing factors to take into account in batting in a

softball game,
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PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN (cont.)

1.3 TRANSLATION - Relating of perception to action in performing a
motor act. This is the mental prceess of determining the meaning of the
cues received for action. It involves symbolic transhtions, that is,
having an image or being reminded of something, "having an idea," as a

result of cues received. It may involve insight which is essential in
solving a problem through perceiving the relationships essential to
solution. Sensory translation is an aspect of this level. It involves
"feedback," that is, knowledge of the effects ot the process; translation
is a continuous part of the motor act being performed.

Examples of translation

Ability to relate music to dance form.
Ability to follow a recipe in preparing food.
Knowledge of the "feel" of operating a sewing machine

successfully and use of this knowledge as a guide in stitching.

2.0 SET

Set is a preparatory adjustment or readiness for a particular kind
of action or experience.

2.1 'MENTAL SET - Readiness in the mental sense, to perform a certain
motor act. This involves, as prerequisite, the level of perception
and its subcategories which have already been identified. Discrimination,
that is, using judgment in making distinctions is an aspect.

Examples of mental set

Knowledge of steps in setting the table.
Knowledge of tools appropriate to performance of various

sewing operations.

.2.2 PHYSICAL SET - Readiness in the sense of having made the anatomical
adjustments necessary for a motor act to be performed. Readiness, in
the physical sense, involves receptor set, that is, sensory attending.
or focusing the attention of the needed sensory organs and postural set,

or positioning of the body.

Exam les of physical set

Achievement of bodily stance preparatory to bowling.

2.3 EMOTIONAL SET - Readiness in terms of attitudes favorable to the
motor act's taking place. Willingness to respond as implied.

Examples of emotional set

Disposition to perform sewing machine operation to best of

ability.
Desire to operate a production drill press with skill.

154
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PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN (cont.)

3.0 GUIDED RESPONSL

This is an early step in the development of skill. Emphasis here
is upon the abilities which are components of the more complex skill.
Guided response is the overt behavioral act of an individual under the
guidance of the instructor. Prerequisite to performance of the act are
readiness to respond, in terms of set to produce the overt behavioral act
and selection of the appropriate response. Selection of response may
be defined as deciding what response must be made in order to satisfy
the particular requirements of task performance. There appear to be
two major subcategories, imitation and trial and error.

3.1 IMITATION - Imitation is the execution of an act as a direct
response to the perception of another person performing the act.

Examples of imitation

Imitation of the process of stay-stitching the curved
neck edge of a bodice.

Performing a dance step as demonstrated.
Debeaking a chick in the manner demonstrated.

3.2 TRIAL AND ERROR - Trying various responses, usually with some
rationale for each response, until an appropriate response is achieved.
The appropriate response is one which meets the requirements of task
performance, that is, "gets the job done" or does it more efficiently.
This level may be defined as multiple-response learning in which
the proper response is selected out of varied behavior, possible
through the influence of reward and punishment.

Examples nf trial and error

.
Discovering. the md§t-efficient,thettind of igoning a blouse

through trial of various procedures.
Ascertaining the sequence for cleaning a room through

trial of several patterns.

4.0 MECHANISM

Learned response has become habitual. At this level, the learner
has achieved a certain confidence and degree of skill in the performance
of e act. The act is a part of his repertoire of possible responses
to stimuli and the demands of situations where the response is an
appropriate one. The response may be more complex than at the preceding
level; it may involve some patterning of response in carrying out the task.
That is, abilities are combined in action of a skill nature.

Examples of mechanism

Ability to perform a hand-hemming-operation.
Ability to mix ingredients for a butter cake.
Ability to pollinate an oat flower.
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PSYCHOMOTOR DUAAIN (cont)

5.0 Co:;111,17A OVERT rESPoNSE

At this level, the individual can perform a motor act that is
considered complex because of the moverpt pattern required. At this
level, a high degree of skill has been attained. The act can be carried
out smoothly and efficiently, that is,with minimum expenditure of
time and energy. There are two Subcategories; resolution of uncertainty
and automatic performance.

5.1 RESOLUTION OP UNCERTAINTY - The aet is performed without hesitation
of the individual to get a mental picture of the task sequence. That
is, he knows the sequence required and so proceeds with confidence.
The aet is here defiued as complex in nature.

Examples of resolution of uncertainty

Skill in operation of a milling machine.
Skill in setting up and operating a production band saw.
Skill in laying a pattern on fabric and cutting out a

garment.

5.2 AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE - At this level, the individual can perform
a finely coordinated motor skill with a great deal of ease and muscle
control.

Examples of automatic performance

Skill in performing basic sets of national folk dances.
Skill in tailoring a suit.
Skill I- performing on the violin.

LP7A.:1111/9-69 Eoulder
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INCOITLETT:- OBJECTIVE' STATENE1ITS (Psychomotor Domain)

(1) LanRuage. Arts To develop the ability to write

Rewrite:

To develop the ability to listen

. Rewrite:

(2) Science To develop the skill in using a balance

Rewrite:

(3) Mathematics To develop the skill to use a cOmpass and protractor

Rewrite:

To develop the skill to write numerals

Rewrite:

(4) Vocational To develop the skill to type
Rewrite:

(5) Physical Ed4 To develop the skill to play tennis

Rewrite:

LP7/WHR/9-69 adtiider
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CRITERION TASK AilSWER SHEET

Description of learning situations (5 10) Enumerate

Criterion Task Objectives 3 (Use pencil)

1.

2.

3.
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CCCLPT: M.7,k 1-Jd

if nr,c-ssary, the c(7;ponert tasks ("ntry" and

fl rouG5 " b-h=iors) essential to achlfring a

termin,:11 -nerfcrance ob Tasks which

are con---nt to some terminpl perrormanctes are

loically s-qu-ntial (as in foreic:n lf:4nr7:uaT_--e

learnin7 or in 1-arring to sim). Other terminal

perform9.nces 're com,sosed wholly or in part of

non-serial tasks (as in learning to identify

literary types or lnbernalizing historical

concepts).

PURPOSE:: ms intent of this learning package 'is to mak

avilable one format for listins tasks inherent

in a terminal performance and for g-3va1uating each

task in terms of its frequency, its importance,

and its level of difficulty.

PRE-TEST: Write a task analysis for the terminal performance

objective for one of the major units in a course

you teach.
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PERFCRMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a course description in the handbook, "FoulrThr iIh

:-3ohool Course Descriptions, 1969-70," construct a t:Jtsk list-

ing of the skills, conce-nts, or attitudes for the course (or

a major :rnent of the course). Use the fort of the "Task

Listinc Meet" on page 13 of la-er and Beach, Develorin

Vootlonf:l Instroction. (Task Listinc het attached to LP B)

Nnte for Counselors: Construct a tH..sk listing for the stu-

dent job of (a) Dlanning a.hirFh school course of study, or

(b) selecting appropriate post-hipla school .learning or work.

TAXONOMY CATEGORY: Analysis.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

Given the folowing terminal performance objective--

"To be able to identify major seaports of
Europe on a map of the world."

--write two.enroute behaviors necessary to the terminal
performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Step 1 -- View Vimcet No. 11, "Analyzinar Learning Outcomes."

Step 2 -- Read Mager and Beach, Develorl.ing Vocational Instruc-
tion, chap. 3, pp. 10-24, and chap. 10, pp. 779-61.

POST-TEST:

After reading- LP 9, write a task listing for a terminal per-

formance objective which includes th. task (enrcute b havior)

that will become the performance objective for the learning

packap'e you develop for LP 9.
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ENRICHM1LNT:

R. F. lia.Erer, Drvelopim- Attitude Toward Le2rninr7, chapters
6, 7, anZ

A. F. Eiss and N. B. Harbeck, Behavioral Cbjectives in the
Affective Domain, Chapter 3.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

VOCATION (or cours4):

TASK LISTING SREET1

Task Frequency of
Performance

Impor-
tance

Learning
Difficulty

1Robert P. Mager and Kenneth M. Beach, Jr. Developing
Vocational instruction; Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1967.
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LEARNING PACKAGE 9

DEVELOPING LEARNING PACKAGES

ONE OF NINE LEARNING PACKAGES IN AN INDIVIDUALLY PACED
IN-SERVICE COURSE FOR TEACHERS IN --

-- WRITING.BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

--,USING TAXONOMIES OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

-- CONSTRUCTING LEARNING PACKAGES

Written and compiled by

William H. Reed
ES '70 Project Coordinator
Boulder High School
1604 Arapahoe Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Fall 1969

Paul E. Smith John R. Hoback
Superintendent Principal
Boulder Valley School District Boulder High School



LP 9 DEW:LOPING Li...ARNING PACKAG113

CONCL:;PT:

The learnin?7 packa, which bases learning exneriences

upon behavioral objectives, is an instructional tool

-,;zhich accomodates students' different ability levels,

learning styles, and motivational types.

PURPOSE:

The activities of LP 9 will yield a useable format for

learning packages in the stUdent's own field of teaching.

The student will define the components of the learning

package in terms of his own teaching. Finally, by con:-

structing hiS own learning package, the student will

incorporate the learning package into his repertoire

of instructional techniques for individualizing

instruction.

PRE-TEST: (optional)

Submit to the instructors a learning package which you have

prepared. Your LP will be evaluated in terms of the follow-

ing components: (1) the statement of the concept, general-

ization, si11, or attitude to 'be learned, (2) the statement

of the purpose for the learning, (3) the diagnostic per-

formance, (4) the behavioral objective(s), (5) the sample

criterion item, (6) the -learning alternatives -- both

essential and enriching,.(7) the taxonomy classification,

and (8) the criterion performance.

LP9/WHR/9-69 Boulder
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PEIrTORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Usi.nc a n-::rformnce objective derivc,d from your task

listina in LP 8, construct a learning package which offers

the learner alternte learning activities presented in at

least two different media. The anpropriateness of the

learnin,7 activities will be judc:ed by the instructor in

terms of the stated performance objective. The LP should

contain the following comoonents, unless a rationale is

given for omission: (1) statement of the concent, general-

ization, skill, or attitude to be learned, (2) the statement

of the purpose for the learning, (3) the diagnostic perform-

ance, (4) the behavioral objective(s), (5) the sample

criterion item, (6) the learning activities -- both essential

and enriching, (7) the taxonomy classification, and (8) the

criterion performance.

TAXONOMY CLASSIFICATION: Synthesis.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

Construct a learning package for one en route behavior for

a terminal performance objective in a course you tach.

Apply it with at least ten learners. Devise and administer

a questionnaire to assess the learners' degree of satisfac-

tion with the LP.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 1:

Name and describe the components of th,F! "LAP" used in the.

Broward County Schools (The Nova School). 100% accuracy.

LP9/111-19/7-69 Boulder ICS
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR. SUB-OBJECTIVE 1:

St-1T 1 -- T?ead "A LAP on Writinr[ LAP's," pp. 19-.30.
o r

Step 2 -- :Examine sample LAP's from the Nova School.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 2:

Name and describe the components of the "Instruxtional

Nodule" used in the John Adams High School, Portland,

Oregon. 100% accuracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR SUB-OBJECTIVE 2:

Step 1 -- Read the attached information sheet, "Learning

Package Format."

or

Step 2 -- Examine some Instructional Modules from the

John Adams High School.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 3:

Name and describe the components of the student assign-

ment sheet used to individualize instruction in the

Duluth Public Schools. 100% accuracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR SUB-OBJECTIVE 3:

Step 1 -- Read Esbensen's book, Working with Individual-

ized Instruction, pp. 8-14.

or
Step 2 -- Read Esbansen's unpublished paper, "Performance

Objectives," section II, pp. 1-11.

or

Step 3 -- Examine sampl student assignment sheets from

the Duluth Public Schools.

a
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SUB-ODJECTIVE 4:

:ri ard d2ccrib th compon--rts of th2 "Lrning

Activity Package" used at the Washinton Irving Junior

Hip:h School in Colorado .77.prins. 100 accuracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR SUB-OBJECTIVE 4:

Examirra sample learning activity packages from

Washington IrvinP: Junior High School.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 5:

Name and describe the components of the "Units" used

in the Learner-Centered, Nathematics-Vocational Project

at the neola, New York, High School. 100 accUracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR SUB-OBJECTIVE 5:

Step 1 -- Read the project abstract and the project

objectives for the Eineola High School LCiTV

Project.

Step 2 -- 7-xamine some units from the LCMV Project,

SUB-OBJECTIVE 6:

Name and describe the components of the student assign-

ment booklets developed for use in the University Center

High School in Philadelphia.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR SUB-OBJECTIVE 6:

Examine some student assignment booklets from Philadelphia.

POST-TEST:

Do the task prescribed in the LP 9 performance objective, p. 2.

LP9/WIIR/9-69 Boulder 1 7



COrCEFT:

DATE STARTED

TE, TO PE
CU.:LT:TED

TITTE PACY;C:- NC.

This should be specific statement of the idea, skill, or attitude to

he learned. Gne sentence is usuafly salfficient.

This is a rationale to the stnadent indicatinr why the above concept

should be learned. A brief parag:.apt- is usually sufficient.

C.2.3.FCTIVES:

The learning objc should be stated in behavioral terms and con
tain three basic elements:

1. The performance expected of the learner.
2. The conditions under which the performnce will take place.

3. The proficiency level expected of the learner.

Cbjectives should include a range of taxonomy categories: knowledge,

comprehension, application, ricl invention. The number of objectives

is determined by the producer. One to five objectives are adequate

for a package. Behavioral objectives are concept oriented and should

not include material frcm the learning activities.

This is a listing of the activibies a student may engage in to learn

the above stated objective. The activities should be diversified as
possible and provide for a broad ranFe of interest and ability levels.

Areas to cenTider are:
:aterials: Textbooks, periedicals, pamphlets, experiments,

worksheets, exercises, charts, etc.
Yedia: films, filmstrips, records, tape recordings,

amm sinrle concept loops, video tape recordings,
study prints, etc.

ethodology: large group where media is used, small group,
teacherpupil conference, research in the
learning resource..center, etc.

EVAMTION CF STUDELT LEAREIEG:
The evaluation instrument should measure a student's achievement of the

behavioral objectives. The degree to which the studant has gained an

understanding of the idea, skill, or attitude which was to be learned,

determines his advancement.

Two tests should be prepared for each package. The instructor, in his

course management can use the evaluation instrument in several ways.

They ray be used as a pretest, selftest, posttest, or as two post.-

tests.

Roger Tunkg
Portland Public Schools 68
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